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Signal)
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
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)
For New England,
Partly cloudy weather with occasional light
soow.
Winds mostly notberly,
stationary or
lower temperature, bigber
pressure.
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HONEY AND ALMOND

MAINE.
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ForClmppcd Ruuds, Fuce A Lips,
Rough or Hard Skin. Sunburn, Irritation, Itching', dialings, (e peclally of Infants,) Excoriations, Burns, Scalds, Blisters, (after piasters,) Sore Nipples, Chilblains, Scaly Eruptions, Sait Rlieuni, Eczema, aud all uiipleasaut conditions of

the skin of like character.
As a Lotion to preserve and brighten
the Complexion and to restore the skin
to its freshness and purity und impart
the BLOOM OF HEALTH, no prepaiation
can
approach this Elegant Emulsion. Its
purifying, cleansing and healing properties render the skin beautifully sort,
pure and of a satin-like texture.
It contains no Oil, Urease or Chemicals, Is neat and cleanly, will not Color,

Spot,

Stain

Soil the Uoest

or

fabric,

aud

Card Sharper Caught.
[To Associated Press.]

A

BANaon,Jau. 10.—James Murray alias James
been arrested for
victimizing by
gambling operations and bound over to the
term
of
the Supreme Judicial Court.
February
Wilson has

Arrested for Laroeny.
William Blake was arrested last night in a
lumber camp and to-day bound over to the
February term of the Supreme Judicial Court
for stealing Delta from Davis & Maxfield’a

slaughter house.

CANNOT injure the most delicate or sensilivP 8k in*
GENTLEMEN AFTER SHAT1N0. will
find it very guileful to allay irritation,
prevent chaps and soreness.

property.
Postmaster at Camden.
Washington, Jan. 10.—The President sent
to the Senate
to-day the name of Wilfred B.
Rich for postmaster at Camden.
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Report of Treasurer Holbrook.
[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 10.—The report of State
Treasurer Holbrook for the year 1882 has been
published and from it is gathered the following information relative to the State finances:
receipts.
Total receipts for the year
1882.81,432
Cash in the treasury, dan. 1,1881...

Jpeodlm

COOK BOOK
CONTAINING VALUABLE IIE'HPES, AND IN
STBUCTIONS HOW TO USE

OLIVE BUTT E

K,
——HUBMlWM.-

*1,574.635.46

EXPENDITURES.

Tota' expenditures for the year
1832.$1,099,836.94
Cash in the treasury, Dec. 30, 1882..
474,704.62

$1,674,536.46

MONTHLY RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
YEAR 1882.

Months.

WASHINGTON
BUTCHER'S SONS
no23
PHILADELPHIA.
eodTOt

•June.

Line to be Built from Bangor to Bar Harbor and from Bath to Rockland.

[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 10.—The directors of the
Eastern Telegraph Company held a
meeting at
the Augusta Honse this evening and elected
as

April.
May.

from BaDgor to Bar Harbor. The poles will
be delivered early in the spring.
When
the new line is completed a message can be
transmitted direct from New York to Bar Harbor in a minute.
A line is also to be bail*
from Bath to Rockland and Camden, and from

Augusta to Skowhegan

140,698.66
66,162.40

59,361.66
36,635.49
117,208 50

61 166.93
70 620 29

Ji'y •••. 75,7*1.05
August..
64,573.52
September. 119.435.84

October.

46,935.72

66 630.49
69 207.12
8.24
77 776.50

21?9

77,492.74
77,378.33

N vernber

December. 158,687 93
Cash January 1, 1882.. 142,405.26
Cash Dec. 30,1882—

68,473.65
—

474,704.62

—

$1,574,635.40 $1,674,636.46
Among the iteme of expenditures were the
following:
Paid public debt.8
62,000.00
interest on
public debt.

0

sinking fund.
salaries.

school fund and mill
taxes, 1881..
Normal schools.
Reform school.
Free high schools

follows:

President—Hon. Frederick Robie, Gorham.
Treasurer— Fred E. Richards, Camden.
It is the intention of the company to largely
extend their service in Maine. A contract
has already been closed for constructing a line

THE

Receipts. Expenditures

Mar«b. 172,479.75

EASTERN TELEGRAPH CO

FOR

J,a“u*ry. $297,988.41 $164,876.36
February. 176,136.98
79:554.68

By ihePribcIpalof the Philadelphia Cooking Schoo
MAILED FREE, upon application to

officers

130 20

142|405’25

PORTLAND, ME.

janll

priming

26,912.00
80,479.95
48,920.17

299,919.17

20 066.64

13,000.00

16,952.14
10,708.06

..

State beneficiaries.
dial, dumb and bliud.
railroad and telegraph taxes due
insane

40,289.30

__

15,037.91

towns.
14,727.09
mi’itary purposes
16,236.66
pensions. 18,089.90
Among thereoeipts were the following:
Received from State tax, 1881. $929,953 18
1882. 101,673.45
tax on railroads.
110,889.17
insurance comsoldiers’

panies. 15,600.92
savings bank taxes. 206,469.43

via Waterville.

SINKING FUND.

MAINE LEGISLATURE.
SENATE.

Augusta, Jan. 10.
The liquor commissioners’ report was received, showing aggregate sales in towns and cities
of the State of 864,108.97,
The largest sales
were in Portland.
An order was passed against any change in
the system of headland lights on the coast of
Maine.
The reports on the investigation of the reform school were referred to

a

committee.

The condition of the sinking /and is presented in the following statement:
Cr.
By balance of fund Jan. 1 1882, as
submitted i my last report... $1,436,367.29
receipts from taxation during the
year 1882.
80,479,95
receipts from State of Maine 4 per
cent, bonds, due
Aug. IP, 1»»2.
25,000.00
receipts irom interest on invested

funds.

Du.
investment of bonds
due and paid Aug.
16, 1882.$26,000.00
paid premium on bonds
purchased. 29,409,87
paid for interest accrued ou

HOUSE.
A bill was introduced to suppress pigeon
shooting and similar sports, providing that no
person shall have or keep any live pigeons for

shooting purposes for amusement or as a trial
of skill. The fine is 850 or imprisonment.
A petition was presented for a law to secuie
formers and producers of corn, grain and fruits
by a lien on goods.
A bill was presented to authorize the Cabot
manufacturing company to increase its capital
stock from 840G,600 to 81,000,000.
A bill waft presented to ascertain the number of inhabitants of the State.
A bill was presented to amend the charier of
the National Bell Telephone company so as to

chased

road to extend a line to Mt. Desert, with a
branch from Ellsworth to Lamoiue.
The Legislature will io-morrow take official
notice of the death of Senator Morrill.
*

CRIMINAL CARELESSNESS.

3,618.82

30, 1882,

which is
invested
as
per
schedule annexed. 1,671,186.03

1881.
49,885.89
f 1882, balance. 961,836.46
Taxon savings banks. 20o,00".0o
Taxon railroads.
70,000.00
l ax on teleg aph companies.
6,<>0o!00
Tax on insurance companies. 14,000.00
Tax ou express compai ies.
1,4' (hurt
Insurance c mm ssioner.
1,500.00
Duty ou commissions.
2,000.00
FeeB o' Secre ary of State.
1,000.0"
State tax of 1883.
80,000.00
State tax

$1,861

J4A SSACHUSETTS.

3261*7

ESTIMATED EXPEKDITUBES FOB 1883.

The total estimated expenditures for 1883 are
$1,708,047.71, composed in part of the following items:
Public debt.$435,000.00
Interest I.n public debt. 330,00i'.00
Sinking fund. 80,479.96

School fund and mill tax for 1883
Due on same previous to 1*83.
Normal schools.
Free high echo. Is.
Salaries of public officers.
Insane State beneficiaries..
Deaf, dumb and blind.
State prison.
Military purposes.

335,906.17
39,364.65
19,000,00

...

20,000.00
65. iOi'.OO

42,500.00
12,000.00

..

The Jury’s Verdict
in the Calendar
Street Fire in Providence.
Providence, Jan. 10.—The jury of inquest
in the Calendar street disaster returned a
verdict this evening, reviewing minutely the
events of the fire of November 21st and censuring Charles T. Melvin, the dyer in whose
shop the fire originated, for criminal carelessness and negligence in the use of naphtha and
inflating the fire by delay; and the owners and
lessees of the building for the failure to provide
fire-escapes and means for extinguishing fire
in the upper story as well as the inspector of
buildings for neglecting to direct the location
.of escapes as required by law.
Certain fire
companies were charged with gross negligence
for the failure to inspect apparatus befoie
.starting to the tire and to locale hose men in
an effective position, and two or three persons
■were commended for bravery. The jury recommended legislation exempting the chief of
the fire department from other than specific
duties; a charge in ladder service; more
stringent legislation as to the use of naphtha;
that the inspector of buildings should be uuder a separate department of the government;
that the fire department should be supplied
with ample life saving apparatus, and that
permanent men should be ekercised as a fire
patrol and drilled frequently in their respective duties.

25.000.00
16.000.00

Soldiers’ pensions
Pay roll of Senate.
Pay roll of House.

20,000.00

7,600,00

30.POO.OO
12,000.00
8,000.00

Printing.
Printing revision of statutes.
Due towns for railroad

and tpl#«yraT»h

tax, 1880-82.
25.866.93
Interest due and uncalled for.
65,062.00
The balance due on the loan for bounty to
soldiers authorized by a resolve approved
March 26, 1863, now amounting to $385,000,
falls due March 1, 1883, and provision must be
made for meeting the same at maturity.
The treasurer suggests that he be authorized
to pay so much of the debt as the funds in the
treasury will permit, and issue bonds to be invested in the sinking fund for the balance,
payable in the years 1887 and 1888, at a rate of
interest not exceeding four per cent.
As a precautionary measure, the Treasurer
shoule bd authorized at any time during the
year 1883, to procure on the faith of the State
a temporary loan for bo much as
may be needed.
There has been no occasion during the past
year for the treasurer to avail himself of the
resolve authorizing a temporary loan.
The rate of taxation for the years 1881 and
1882 was four andha-half mills on the dollars of
the new valuation, and if no extraordinary appropriations are made by the Legislature, the
treasurer suggests that for the coming year the
tax be reduced one-ninth, or to four miles.
TELEGRAPH

Proposed Unitarian Building.
Boston, Jan. 10.—At a meeting of the Unitarian Clnb lo-night report of the committee
to whieh was referred the project for the erection of a new building for the headquarters of
the American Unitarian Association reported
in favor of immediate opening of subscription
lists for that object. Report w as adopted, 'ihe
proposed building is to cost $100,000 exclusive
of the amount necessary for a site which is
estimated at $50,000, and in consideration ol
the large subscription understood to be forthcoming from the American Unitarian Association, the committee recommends the fee of
the new building should be held iu trust by
that body. Subscriptions are not to he binding if the whole amount is not covered within
six mouths.
THE PACIFIC BANK.
Legal Steps Taken to Test the Validity of
Assessments.

Boston, Jan. 10.—In the United States
Court this incning a bill of complaint was
filed by Jessie F. Frisbee of Newton, on behalf
of himself and other holders of the increased
Pacific Bank stock, against ihe Receiver and
the Directors of the institution.
The Court is
asked to declaie the purported increase iu the
capital stock to have oeeu invalid, and to order the receiver to refund all money paid on
soeh account.
_

POLITICAL.
Senator Baneom Re nominated.
Raleigh, Jan. 10.—Iu a full Democratic
caucus to-night General Ransom was unanimously nominated for re-election to the United

States

Senate._

The canvention of brick layers’ union at
Provideuca yesterday voted in favor ef 10 hours
-«*•
a day without regard to wages.

AND EXPRESS TAXES.
RAILROAD,
Under the date of March 30, 1882, the Governor and Council assessed the following taxes
on railroads for the
year 1882, and certified
the same to the State Treasurer:
Grand Trunk Railway®.$12,095.56

Bangor and Piscataquis^.

25u.49

Boston and Maine?). 18,626.62

49.60
Bucksportaud Bangor?).
European and North American. 4,713.92
Eastern?). 18,652.86
New Brunswick
and Canada®..
Knox and Lincolna.
Maine Central?)

Portland Horace.
Portland and

Ogdensburga.

Portland and Rochester®.
ltumford Falls and Buckfield®.

Saudy

River Valle.,?).
Somers t?>....
St. Croix and
0* chard Beach®.
New Brunswick?*.
a unpaid,
b paid, c one-half paid.

Penobscot?*...\\\\

40.65
620.29

28 156.18

*958.14

1 387.45
1*196 25
100 15

34.63
67.20
89 07

9J77

20.12

For the year 1888, the Governor aua Counoil made an assessment upon the following tel-

egraph companies:

Maine®
....$1,250.00
Western Union6
2,500.00
lut- rnatlonal?*
1,250.00
American U« ion?)
Iz6.00
Ailantic and Pacific?)
125.00
Monti 6*16.
600.00
Eastern®.
450.00
1

Tax assessed on express companies by the
Governor and Council for the year 1882
American

Express .Company
ao

Canadian.
Hoyt & Co
Merchants’.
Charles O. Millikeu.

Prince’s.
Sandy River.
Saco, Biddeford and Boston
United States Mail and List,
Swett’s.
a

paid,

b

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do

a

b
b
b
b
b
a

b
b
b

$1,125 00
187
15
71
30
56
3
22
15

50
00
42
00
91
75
50
00

37 50

unpaid.

Morris Lrwrence & Co. of Boston have acthe position of selling agents of the Pa-

cepted

cific Mills.

Augusta, Jan. 10.—Hon. Lot M. Morrill
died this morning at 10 o’clock.
He suffered
very little last night. His last moments were
without pa:a or straggle. The members of his
family and the attending physician were pres-

daring

the last moments.
The dying man
recognized bis family, and with his last breath
attempted to bid them farewell, but with the
woid on his lips his spirit passed into the unseen world.
ent

The funeral services over the remains of the
late Lot. M. Morrill will take place Saturday,
at 11 a. m., at his late residence.
The bells
of the city churches were tolled this afternoon
mark of respect to the deceased.
Tomorhis death will be announced in the Legislature. The arrangements for the funeral are
a

as

row

yet completed.

not

order was evolved out of chaos. It is difficult to overestimate the indebtednessof Maine
to Mr. Morrill and Major-General Chamberlain as pacificators three years ago, for it is not
easy to imagine any other peaceful solution of
that portentous controversy than that which
was originated by the one and executed by the
other.
Mr. Morrill was a well made up man. His
fine natural [lowers had been trained and developed by a life of industry.
His voice was powerful, flexible and melodious, his manners graceful and winning, bis
address cour'ly, dignified and commanding.
His judgment was sound, his counsels wise,
his temper serene.

House

His nature was most kindly, generous, forand sympathetic.
No man’s feelings
were ever wounded by an ungracious or dispar-

aging word uttered by Senator Morrill, either

Morrill,
was

son

born in

of

Peaslee

Belgrade,

and

his face or behind his back. His life-long
benevolence irradiated his face and impressed
all who met him.
To incorruptible integrity and blameless

Kenne-

bec

Connty, in March, 1811. His parents
were among the early settlers of that town,

moving

from South Berwick. Mrs. Morrill
was married at the age of fourteen, and became the mother of fourteen children.
Their son Lot, after the usual preparatory

studies, pursued dur ing the intervals of farm
work, entered Waterville College, but the
limited means of his father did not permit him
to complete his college course.
On leaving
Waterville he devoted himself to legal studies, commencing practice in Read field.
Postmaster General Howe occupied an adjoining office, and a warm friendship sprang
up between the young lawyers, which after
twenty years was revived in the United States
Senate, and was never interrupted. After a few
years Mr. Morrill removed to Augusta, becom-

ing

partner of Senator Bradbury, and the
practice of the firm soon extended over middle
and eastern Maine. He had been brought np
in the Democratic party, of whose principles
his father was a staunch advocate, and in 1852
a

the candidate of that party for representative to the Legislature from Augusta, but was
was

defeated by his Whig competitor. The next year
however, he was renominated and elected. At
the expiration of Senator Bradbury’s term, in
1853,the late Mr. Justice Clifford and Mr.Morrii*
were put forward by the two wings of that party as candidates for the Senatorial succession.
But the two branches of the Legislature could
not agree, and the next year Senator Fessen
den was elected by a combination of
Whigs.
and Anson P. Morrill Democrats.
In 1855, Mr. Morrill was elected Senator
from Kennebec, and was chosen President of
the Senate at its organization in 1856. That
was the year of Governor Wells’s administra-

tion,

some of whose measures Mr. Morrill did
approve; among them were the repeal of
the prohibitory law and the removal of Judge
Davis from the Supreme bench by address.
In this connection it may he remarked that
Mr. Morrill was a life-long and temperate supnot

porter of the prohibitory principle, both in theory and practice.
The next year, having withdrawn from the
Democratic party, he was nominated and elected governor by the Republicans, serving three
terms. Upon his retirement from the chief
magistracy of Maine, in January, 1861, he was
chosen by the Legislature to fill the vacancy
occasioned by the resignation of Senator Ham.
lin, Vice President elect, aud in 1863 he was
re-elected for a full term.
In January, 1869, after eight years of Senatorial service, Senator Morrill was defeated by
Ex-Vice President Hamlin in the Republican
Legislative caucus by a blank vote. That contest is still fresh in the public
memory: it

produced a profound
reaching results.

impression

and

far-

U pon the enactment of the circuit court bil1
the next summer, Mr. Morrill was tendered by
President Grant the appointment of Justice cf
the Circuit Court of the United Slates for
the first Circuit, comprising all the New Eng"
laud States, except Vermont and Connecticut.
While he had that appointment under consid-

electing him

for the remainder of Senator
The late Hon. George F.

term.

Shepley
appointed Circuit Judge, and the
Legislature of 1871 re-elected Senator Morrill
for a full term of six years. With a brief interval in 1869, Mr. Morrill’s senatorial life
was

extended
from
January, 1861, to July,
1876 a period of fifteen years,
embracing the
most critical epoch of the national
history.
In all the great questions of the war and re-

construction, Senator Morrill took an active
part, not only in debate but in the more laborious duties of the committee room.
His courage and patriotism were of the
purest
type, and never faltered during the darkest
hours of tne rebellion. His views,
although
moderate and reasonable, inclined toward the
radical rather than the conservative wing of
the party. He supported the emancipation

proclamation and the policy of President Lincoln, the constitutional amendments extirpating slavery, and securing impartial suffrage,
the disability of rebel leaders, and the enfranchisement of the freedmen; the JSu Klux
acts, the resumption of specie payments aod
the funding of the national debt. He
opposed
the reconstruction policy of President Johnson, the passage of the inflation bill, and the
remonetization of silver.
Very soon after his entrance into the Senate,
by a speech of remarkable power, he advocated
and carried the expulsion of Senator Bright of

rare modesty and ar exalted
of honor. Ambitious he must have V'C"
but his was an ambition unmixed with jealousy or envy, end untainted by selfishness.
Few men had a keene- discernment of, or a
heartier loathing for the vulgar arts of the
demagogue, or the subtle tricks of the adroit,
and slippery politician, but his contempt and

morals, he united

sense

disgust

vented themselves in personal
denunciation. His ideal of American statesmanship was of the loftiest type, an ideal
which was exemplified by an active public life
of nineteen years.
Consistent, he practiced, not what he professed, for he was tot a man of professions,
but what he advocated. His public utterances
are disfigured by no appeal to the passions or
to any of the lower motives, and ho Bcorned to
advance his party’s interest, or his own, by
questionable or selfish means. In fact, his
aversion to every form of self-seeking amounted to a fault, in the estimation of some of his
friends, who felt that it interfered with his

just

success.

He was

highly successful lawyer, a popular
Governor, an able and honored Senator, a skil.
ful director of the national finances, a discreet
Cabinet adviser.
He numbered among hi8
intimate and valued friends the late Senatcrs
Fessenden, Sumner and Keverdy Johnson,
and ex-Senators Thurman and Conkling. No
Senator was better beloved, more implicitly

to command

the

support of

several lead-

them the
1 ate
among
Senator Fessenden. In 1868 he was again
constrained to differ with his colleague, fo r
Senator Morrill favored the impeachment of
President Johnson, who escaped conviction by

single vote. Probabiy the most painful act
of Senator Morrill’s life was the presentation of
his report upon the Credit Mobiiier affair,
when, as chairman of the Senatorial committee, his sense of duty compelled him to recoma

mend the expulsion of a Senator, and the cenof others of the very highest rank in his
own party.
As chairman of the Indian committee, his reports, speeches and votes were
always on the side of humanity and justice toward the aborigines. He was the intimate
and trusted friend of President Grant, who
twice offered him the embassy io the court of
St. James, on the second occasion strongly
sure

urging

his acceptance.

u pon tne withdrawal of
Secretary Bristow
from the cabinet in July, 1870, Senator Morrill accepted the Treasury portfolio.

It was during Secretary Morrill’s administration that the refunding of the national debt
at low rates of interest was inaugurated. He
had entered the Treasury department with reluctance, and only at the persona! solicitation
of President Grant, and the labors and responsibilities of that great work wore upon the delicate health of the Secretary.
In February,
1877, he was prostrated with an acute gastric
attack, which nearly proved fatal, and from
its effects be never fully recovered.
In March, 1877, Secretary Morrill retired
with the re6t of the Cabinet, and was at once

appointed by President Hayes collector of the
district of

Portland and Falmouth, au office
which he filled during the remainder of his
life.

Although Secretary Morrill regarded his retirement from the Cabinet as the close of bis
active public service, a patriotic duty of the
utmost importance awaited him.
Toward the
end of 1879, party dissensions of an
alarming
character threatened the peace of the State.
Accusations of manipulation of the returns
and falsification of the count were openly made
against the Goveruor and Council, and coun-

ter-charges

of fraud and corruption were as
boldly retorted against their accusers. Hotheaded politicians ou bith Bides inena ed violence, and the State seemed to many wise and

patriotic

anarchy,

of all parties to be
if not civil war.

men

drifting

into

a

trusted, or more thoroughly respected.
His non-partisan temper and judicial fairof mind commanded the respect and con.
fidence of both parties, so that his services
were often required in
investigations of the

ness

delicate and difficult character.
So
strong was the attachment of President Grant,
that during Secretary Morrill’s Illness in Febmost

ruary, 1877, it was the
visit him daily.

President’s habit

to

He faithfully served his State and his country, and throughout his long career no shadow
ever clouded bis public or
private reputation.
Mr. Morrill was at Augusta a constant attendant at the Congregational church, and at
the First Parish when in Portland.
He was a devout Christian believer. He
married the daughter of the late Hon. William
Yance, of Raadfield, who, with four daughters,
survives him. He was a brother of ex-G< v.
Anson P. Morrill, of Augusta.

NEW

YORK.

Associated Press.
New York, J an. 10.—At a meeting of the
New York Associated Press this afternoon the
following officers were elected for the ensuing
year; President, Geo. Jones, of the Times;
Secretary, Whitelaw Reid, of tho Tribune;
Executive Committee, Win. Henry Hnriburt
of the World, Cyrus W. Field of the
Press,
aud David M. Stone of the Journal of Commerce.

Railroad Commissioners.
Albany, Jan. 10.—The Governor has nominated to the Senate the following names as
railroad commissioners: John D. Keruan of
Utica, Win. E. Rogers of Putnam county, and
Jehu O'Donnell of Lewis county.
The Legislature, in joint convention tc-day,
elected St. Claire McElway, editor of the
Argus, as Regent of the State University.
The Self-Confessed Murderer of Cavendish and Burke.
Rochester, Jan. 10.—Justice Fuller, who
commuted O’Donnell, the self-confessed assassin of Cavendish and Burke, says the man
gave his reasons for making the confession,
which he does not care to make public now
He says he has also other confirmatory evidence which he does not wish to give. He did
not, he says, make the story of the confession
public before because he was at at a loss wlmt
to do.
He has corresponded with the British
consul at New York. He has received
descrip
tious of Hie men seen in the cab, some of
which resembled O’Donnell, or O’Reilly as
he called himself, in some respects, but not in
others.
He had no means of determining the
truth or falsity of the statements made by
O’Donnell. He thought he should not be let
go under the circumstauces.
He said he
should send a copy of the confession to the
British consul at once.
Alumni.
New York, Jau. 10.—The annual
meeting
of Dartmouth Alnmni was held this evening.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year; President, Daniel G. Rollins,'60;
Vice Presidents, Prof. John Ordronaux, L 0.
D., ’50, J. Wyman Jones, ’41, and J. W. Baretow, M. D., ’40; Secretary, Charles R. Miller,
72; Corresponding Secretary, Charles H.
Beckett, ’81. The aunnal dinner succeeded
the meeting.
Dead at 112 Years.
Flushing, N. Y., Jan. 10.—Caroline Towna
send, colored wotnau who has lived in this
town all her life, died yesterday at the remarkable age of 112. She retained fall possession
of her mental faculty to the end.
Dartmouth

Indiana, for treasonable correspondence with
Jefferson Davis, a measure which at first .'ailed

ing Republicans,

never

BANK

FAILURES.

Another President Who Went Wrong.
Jersey City, JaD. 10.—Great excitement
was caused here to-day by the announcement
that the City Bank had suspended payment
and closed its doors.
No cause for the suspension is ascertained, although it is reported to be
due to mismanagement on the part of President G. 8. Boyce, who is also Seoretary of the
Fifth Ward Savings Bank. Mr. Boyce is seriously ill at his residence. An excited throng
of depositors gathered at the bank building,
but they were unable to obtain any satisfaction.
The deficit will not be very large.
The hank was a comparatively small concern, the capital stock being 810,000.
The Fifth Ward Savings Bank has closed its
doors, in consequence of the suspension of the
City Bank. President Traphagen is almost
certain that the City Bank is completely
wrecked, and fears his own may be involved.
President Boyce of the City Bank controlled
the finances of both hanks. The doors of both
are besieged by anxious depositors.

[later]
Jersey City, Jan. 10.—The City Bank is
totally wrecked, and it is doubtful whether
anything is left for depositors. It has been
ascertained beyond a question that Boyce, the
president, Shaw, his son-in-law, and John N.
Beach, book-keeper, conspired to rob the bank,
and that they stole from the bauk securities
and cash amounting to at least 540,500. Beech
is a young man of fast habits residing at
Orange, N. J.
The Capture of Col. Polk.
Galveston, Tex., Jan. 10.—Col. Polk was
capture ! by Uuited States Marshal Sheoliy at

Webb Station, 30 miles from Laredo. He offered Sheehy 58000 to release him.
A detective named Cameron was with Polk endeavoring to safely get him out of the country and
he was also arrested.
Polk’s nephew audAervant, with a large amount of mouuy, are reported to have escaped into Mexico.
A Western Blizzard.
Chicago, Jan. 10.—A blizzard has been ragin
soul
hern
Minnesota. Trains are stopped
ing
by snow-drifts and shovelliug is going forward
The blizzard came unexpectedly,
actively.
finding thousands of people unprepared, and
will probably do great damage.
A

Crooked Ticket Dealer.

Chicago, Jan. 10.—C. G. Lincoln, ticket
broker, lias been arrested by the Wabash managers here for crooked

dealings

in tickets.

Small Pox in Kentucky.
Chicago, Jan. 10.—Despatches from Shiloh,
Ky., state that small pox is raging there and
business is suspended. Whole families are
stricken and citizens fleeing. Several physicians have died.
L. D

dale, Vt.,

Liinson,

has been

the post office

postmaster at North Hins-

appointed special agentof

deparlmen

Rogers of
an

order

THE STORM.

today introduced in the
providing that the committee

educatTon shall examine the reports of the
State Superintendent of Schools aDd report to
the House the yearly amount of money raised
by the various cities, towos and plantations
for school purposes; the amount received by
them in aid of same from the State and all
other sources, giving the yearly expenditures
and showing the yearly deficit or surplus of
each year from the amounts 60 provided, com-

General Satisfaction with the

Make-up of Committees.
_

The Prohibitory Amendment Com-

ing

mencing in 1873 and ending in 1881.

up To-day.

LIQUORS

ARE

Appointments by Oovernor Robie

the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 10.

to

The wheels of legislation are beginning to

COMMITTEES OP THE

The Executive Council

re-

morning

volve.

Now that the committees have been
announced the work of the session will begin
in downright earnest. It is a difficult matter

ed.

organized

this

and the several committees appointfollowing are the chairmen; War-

APPOINTMENTS BY THE GOVERNOR.

satisfaction. The judiciary, which is regarded
the most important committee of the Legislature, is remarkably strong. The chairman,
Senator Lebroke of Piscataquis, is
widely

as

not

The

COUNCIL.

was

The Governor has mado the. following appointments: Albert F. Richardson of Bridgton
trustee of the Norm il school, to fill a vacancy;
John G. Richardson of Bath, trustee of the
Bath Orphan Asylum;
Gordon M.

composition of the committees gave general

for

Hicks,

Judge of

the police court of Rockland.
Severe cold weather prevails at the capital,and the members spend their leisure hours
around the glowing grates in the hotels or at
their boarding houses, aud seek consolation in
W.
eigars aDd anecdote.

only for his solid legal attainments

Hon.
brilliancy and ability.
Charles McLaughlin of Portland, who occupies the second place on the committee, will
add greatly to its strength.
Although not a
his

lawy er by profession he has

a practical knowland excellent understanding of,legal principles, and his wide acquaintance with men
and affairs will make him a valuable acquisi"
tion.
In the House the committee contains such
well known lawyers as Judge Hall of Bock-

edge

XLYII C0NGRESS-*2d Session.
SENATE.
Washington. Jan. 10.
Mr. Frye introduced a joint resolution to
provide for the termination of article 18 to 25
inclusive, and article 30 (the fisheries articles)
of the treaty between the United States aud
Great Britain, concluded at Washington May
8th, 1871, and moved its reference to the comHe said he was
mittee on foreign relatione.

laud, Llewellyn Powers of Houlton, Clarence
Hale of Portland and Herbert

M. Heath of

Augusta.
Senator Stubbs of Franklin, chairman of the
oommittee on legal affairs, has an extensive
practice as a lawyer, and is a shrewd and able
man of business.
Gen. Mattocks of Portland’
chairman on the part of the House, is too well
known to the readers of the Press to need any
words of commendation from ns.
Senator
Young of Cumberland, chairman of the finance
committee, is emphatically the right man in
the right place.
As treasurer of Bowdoin
College he hag exhibited his great practical
skill as a financier, and as the head of this important committee will render effective service
to the State. Hon. George E. Weeks of Au-

very aoxious the committee should act promptly in the matter. These articles of the treaty
ought not be allowed to continue ia force another day if it could be avoided, because the
fishing privileges which we gave to the Canadians were very valuable, while those which
Mr. Frye sail
they gave us were worthless.
the Canadians were permitted to export their
fish to the United States free of duty during
the whole period of the treaty, and during 1881
the amount of duties remitted under this provision, in the collection districts of Boston and
Gloucester alone was over $300,000, so we paid
the Canadians a boons of $5,500,000 for the
privilege of taking 179 barrels of mackerel a
year, and then paid them $300,000 more a year
by duties remitted in only two collection districts. Mr. Frye discussed the provisions in
the treaty for its own termination, and said be
doubted whether we could even give the notice until the expiration of the full term of ten
years from the time these articles went into operation, which would be is July next.
After debate, Mr. Frye said be would introduce later a more definite resolution on this
subject. Meantime the one introduced this
morning was referred to the committee on
foreign relations.
At the close of the morning honr, on Mr.
Morrill’s motion, the Senate took up the tariff
bill and Mr. Morrill addressed the Senate in
explanation of the bill. The proposed reductions amounting to 879,000,000 were as great,
in bis judgment, as prudence would permit
and might be found greater than future expe!
rience would justify. Too large a reduction of
duties would tend to a fall in values and some
industries might be unable to maintain thernseives without a reduction in wages, but if in
the discussion it
should appear
that the
changes proposed would crush any legitimate
business be would do ,his best to correct the er-

gusta, chairman of the committee

on railroads
is a successful business man and has had considerable legislative experience. The make up
of the other committees is excellent, and the
interests of the public will be carefully con-

sidered by them in their deliberations.
THE PROHIBITORY AMENDMENT.

The present is emphatically a business session of the Legislatbre. In a State tbe size of
Maine a mass of; matters.demanding legislation must necessarily accumnlate in two years.
Many of the acts asked forwill be ef a local and
special nature, while others will affect the
whole State. To-morrow the House will con
sider the resolutions submitted by Mr. Eaton of
Camden, providing for an amendment to the
constitution forever prohibiting the manufacture of intoxicating liquors and to prohibit
their sale except for medicinal and mechanical purposes and the arts. There will undoubtedly be considerable discussion over the
proposed amendment, but an amendment to
tbe constitution in some form will probably
pass both houses by the necessary two-thirds

ror.

Mr. Beck attacked the report of

Star Route cases.
Mr. Crapoof Massachusetts offered a resolution directing the Committee on Judiciary to
enquire what legislation is necessarv to establish low, uniform and equitable rates of telegraphing between the different States of the
Union and foreign countries.
Referred to
the Committee on Post-offices.
Mr. Blanchard of Louisiana introduced a
joint resolution expressive of regret and sympathy at the death of Leon Gambetta. Referred.
Mr. Carpenter of Iowa, from the Committee
on Agriculture, reported back the agricultural
appropriation bill with the Senate amendments, and recommending concurrence in some
and non-concurrence in others. Report agreed

ed to the alarming number of divorces granted
in Maine, and a change in the law will be asked for, making it more difficult for the marital
bonds to be sundered.
PISCATAQUIS EXTENSION.

One of the important matters to come before
the Legislature is a bill in the interests of the
Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad. It is pro

posed

to extend this road from Blanchard to
Moosehead Lake, a distance of fourteen miles,
at a cost of about $260,000 which sum will have
to be raised by an issue of new bonds.
The
eity of Bangor now holds first-mortgage bonds
of the road to the amount of $925,000. In order that the new issne may be disposed of to ad

to.

The same report wss made and the same
action taken in regard to the Indian appropriation bill.
The House resumed consideration of the
shipping bill.
Mr. Candler of Massachusetts offered an
amendment to come in at the end of the section, providing it shall be lawful, however, for
any seaman to stipulate in his shipping agreement (or allotment of any portion of bis wages
which he may earn to his wife, father, mother,

vantage authority will be asked of the Legislature to make the new bonds firBt-mortgage
binds, the city of Bangor coming in second.
This is a novel proposition, and will be likely
bring out considerable debate. Senator McLaughlin of Portland today introduced an
order pretesting against any change in the system of headland lights on the eoast of Maine.
to

grandfather,

adopted.
TOWN LINKS.

The historic fight over the division of Rock*
land will not be renewed this year; but the
up of annexing a portion of
the town of Winslow to Wateryille.
Within
a few years Waterville has grown very rapidly
come

owing to new manufacturing enterprises being
established, and the time cannot be far distant
when another cotton mill will be erected on
the Winslow side of the dam. It certainly
would be very advantagious to Waterville if
that section of Winslow lying across the river
from the business portion of the town sin-raid
be annexed.
PAY OF LEOISLATOBS.

The prospects that the present session is to
be long is attracting attention to the inadequacy of the compensation which Maine allows
her lawmakers. In comparison with the more
generous salaries allowed by other States,
8150 for the session seems ridiculously smallOf course to many members of the Legislature the salary is no object; but probably many
members make a decided pecuniary sacrifice
when they come to Augusta.
Board here in.
the winter ranges from 86 to 840 a week. It
would not be extravagant to double the stipend
received. The sixty-first legislature cannot increase the salaries of its members, but it
can if it chooses vote that future members
shall receive something like adequate pay for
their services.
now

MESSENGER OF THE COUNCIL.

Maj.

C. J. House of Monson was today appointed messenger to the Governor and Council. Two year ago Maj. House was ousted from
this positiou by Governor Plaisted who wanted
the place for bis son.
But the whirligig of
of time brings its revenges, and now Major
House is in and Plaisted is oat.
SENATOR

occnrred. In view of the eminent eer-vices of
the deceased both the House and Senate will
probably adjourn as a token of respect on the
day of the fcneral.
REPORT OF THE

LIQUCR COMMISSIONER.
The report of the State Liquor Commissioner
has been transmitted to tLe Senate. In 1882
the Bales of liquors at the various authorized
agencies in the State amounted to $68,817.42
The amount of liquor in the principal cities
and towns in the States where agencies are established was as follows.
Auburn

Bang -r.
.;....

Brunswick.
Bethel

P.triniugton.
Uardiuer

|

MASSACHUSETTS

SENATOK-

SHIP.

MORRILL’S DEATH.

The announcement of the death of Hon.
Lot M. Morrill was unofficially received at the
Stata House to-day, soon after the sad event

Bath

grandmother, child, grandchild,

rother or sister, or to auy savings bank, for
the benefit of such seaman, and to no other
person or corporation. Adopted.
Mr. Cox offered an amendment repealing
all laws requiring p lyment and remuneration
to shipping commissioners for shipping seamen
if shipped by master or owner.
After debate Mr. Cox modified the amendment by adding a proviso that the duties performed by the shipping commissioners at home
ports Bball be performed by the collectors of
the several ports of the United States, and no
fees be charged for said services. The amendment as modified was adopted.
Mr. Dingley offered as a substitute for the
section exempting from tonnage tax vessels
engaged in commerce with Canada or Mexico,
an amendment providing that in lieu of all
duties on tonnage (including light money) now
imposed by law, a duty of six cents per ton is
hereby imposed at each entry on all vsssels
which shall be entered into the United States
from the West Indian Islands or from any
place in the Republic of Mexico, or from any
place south of Mexico down to and including
Aspinwall and Panama, or from any place in
Canada; and a duty of 12cents per ton is hereby imposed on all vessels entered into the
United States from any other port. Adopted.
Mr. Crapo offered an amendment to the seclion applying its provisions only to seamen engaged in foreign carrying trade. Adopted.
Mr. Dingley moved to amend the' section
limitiug the individual liability of ship owners
by adding a proviso that aggregate liabilities of
all owners of vessels on account of the same
shall not exceed the value of the vessel.
Mr. Stone moved to add to the amendment
a proviso that the section shall not affect the
liability of any owner incurred previous to the
passage of this act, nor prevent any claimant
from joining all owners in one action. Agreed
to.
The amendment as amended was adopted.
The eighteenth section, providing for the
payment of drawbacks, having been reached,
Mr. Page on behalf of the committee offered a
substitute providing that tbs drawback shall
not exceed $10 per ton in case of sailing vessels and $25 per ton in case of steam vessels,
and the aggregate drawback in any one year
not exceed the amount of tonnage tax in such
year.
A long debate ensued, but without action
the bill went over, and the House adjourned.

It was referred to the committee on commerce.
A memorial to Congress will probably be

question will

the Tariff

Commissioners, saying that while plausibly
professing to reduce duties it really increased
them upon many articles.
Adjourned.
HOUSE.
Mr. Mills of Texas offered, a resolution enquiring as to the attorney's employed in the

vote and be submitted to the people at the
At an early
gubernatorial election in 1884.
day tbe attention of the Legisture will be call-

BANGOR AND

A Portland

..

Haliowell.
Hartlaud
Le-iston
Machias.

..

$2,398.80
8,036.10
2,730.83

1,674.86
3,044.94
1,462.26
1,1*9 40
1,101.68

1,294.27

3.8J4.06

2,062.16
Portland.19,600.86
Rockland.... 2,006.14
Watervllle. 1.638.77

THE

ALONG

Bound

A Terrible Disaster in Mil-

waukee.

COAST.

Barque Ashore at

HOTEL

revision
of Port-

Beneficiaries and Pensions, Fessenden; Reform School, Bolster; Insane Hospital, Bol'
ster; Public InstWCtion, Locke; Military Affairs, Swasey; Indian Affairs, Hatch; Library, Fessenden; Pay Roll, Cornish.

delicate one this year on account of the unusually large number of men of ability and reputation in both the House and.Senate- In the
lower branch there were twenty lawyers, from
which to select the fourteen members of the
judiciary and legal affairs committees to which
the House is entitled. Bnt on the whole the

but

on

rants, Hatch; Accounts, Locke; State Prison,
Cornish; Election Returns, Swasey; Taxation
and expenditures, A. F. Crockett; Public
Lands and Buildings, A. F. Crockett; State

for the presiding officers of|the two branches to
make up their committees so that every one
will be satisfied. The task was an especially

known,

HEAVY GALES

Orleans.

of the statutes Hon. C. W. Goddard
land appeared before them this afternoon. The
session of the committee was informal and
Judge Goddard devoted two hours to answering questions and explaining his method of
procedure in the revision. He gave his ideas
as to what is required in the future to
perfect
the work. The committee gained much valuable information by the interview which will
aid them in the performance of their work.

SOLO.

[Special despatch

New York Streets Blocked "With
Snow;

REVISION OF THE STATUTES.

By invitation of the committee

WHERE THE STATE’S

BURNED TO DEATH.

Bath

on

giving

to

Lot Myrick

Fessenden’s

ESTIMATED BECEIPTS FOB 1883.
Cash in the treasury Jan. 1, 1883.
$474,704.52
Bal.ncedueon State taxes, including

so

SCHOOL EXPENDITURES.

Mr.

and

sion

-$1,629,108.72

many of the utterances
which bad preceded it, that his Excellency
felt constrained to follow its counsels and incontrast to

AUGUSTA.

vite the guidance of his special constitutional
advisers, the justices of the Supreme Court,

SERVICES.

eration, the death of Senator Fessenden occurred, and in October Mr. Morrill was appointed by Governor Chamberlain to fill the
vacancy, the
Legislature at its next ses-

bonds pur-

balance of fund Dec.

change

the capital from 8500,000 to 82,200,000
and extend lines out of the State.
A petition was presented of the Eastern rail-

87,261.48

$1,629,108.72

To

SKETCH OF HIS LIFE AND PUBLIC

Nancy Morrill,

Fire in Orono.
A fire at Orono yesterday afternoon
destroyed a house belonging to the family of the late
A. R. Spencer. Nearly all the furniture was
saved. No insurance on the

At this crisis, when party leaders seemed to
be at their wits’ end, Mr. Morrill addressed to
Governor Garcelon a letter so calm, courteous,
dignified, reasonable, temperate and convincing, so characteristic of its author, and in such

striking

TWSNTY-FOUR

HOURS.
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Combination of Democrats and Republicans to Defeat Hoar.
Boston, Jan. 10,—Some twenty Democrats
and Butler Republicans met yesterday afternoon
at Gov. Butler’s office in Pemberton
Square, and decided he was the man for Democratic candidate for tbe Senate to succeed Mr.
Hoar. A systematic effort was organized to
carry ont the scheme. It is expected that with
all the Democrats and Long Republicans who
will probably refuse to vote for Hoar under
any circumstances, Gov. Bailer Btands a fighting chance of succeeding Hoar.
Anti-Hoar Men Wllllnjr to Caucus on
Conditions.
The Repnblicans are to hold a conference
to morrow on the United States senatorial
question. Anti-Hoar men who have hitherto
refused to enter a caucus have agreed to do so
if the result of the conference be considered
not binding-upou them.
Railroad Suit Decided.

Providence, Jan. 10.—In the case of the
New Y. rk & New England Railroad Oo. vs.
Henry Lippnt and others, trustees cf the old
Hartford, Providence & Fishkill R. R., the
Supreme Court this afternoon decided tbe defendants are not entitled to compensation from
somplaissnt.

FULL

OF

GUESTS

BURNED AT NIGHT.
Orleans, Mass., Jan. 10.—Bark Frederick a
from Stettin for Portland, struck on Nauset
beach, Orleas, about 10 a. m., in a heavy E. N,
E. gale with snow. Tbe vessel was discovered
by the patrol

All hands were rescued.
The bark’s rudder was carried away
by the sea and she is likely to break up if the
gale continues over another high water.
New York, Jan. 10.—At 12.30 the snow
storm gives no signs of abatement.
Travel of
all kinds is impeded on the streets and horse
car lines. Snow ploughs have been kept running all night, Only half the usual number of
cars are running.
Freight traffic is greatly delayed, and in down town districts is almost at
a standstill.
Tbe signal service bureau report
that the storm is likely to last, two days, unless
broken up by some meteorological disturbance.
The temperature is about 15 above zero and
tbe snow fall is six inches.
The Reading steam collier Pottsvllle struck
last night at Chadwick's, ten miles sooth of
ManaS'iuan Inlet. The crew was saved this
morning by the crew of the life saving station.
Two Sound Hteamers are reported at Huntington, L. I., bat their names are unknown.
They are safe. Steamer Newport of the Fall
River line is reported to have put into New
London, and her passengers took the train
there for their destination. It is believed by
tbe officials of the Norwich line that the City
ot Boston is one of the steamers at Huntington.
Newport, R. I., Jan. 10.—A snow storm,
accompanied by high winds, began at about 11
last night and continneB at this writing. As
the storm had not reached here at tbe time for
the departure of the Sound steamer Newport
for New York, that steamer left on time. The
Old Colony, from New York, as she has not
yet arrived, most have put into some port on
tbe Sound.
Steamer City of Newport left
here on time this morning for ,Providence, bat
on

obliged to return.
Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 10.—The lides
at Portsmouth,
affected by tbe northeast
was

higher

storm, are
ten years.

Halifax,

than

Jan. 10.—A

has

been

heavy

known for

snow

storm is

prevailing here today.
Ottawa, Jan. 10.—The thermometer registers

30 oelow.

Washington, Jan. 10.—Snow has fallen at
intervals
throughout the past twenty-foui
hoars and is now a foot or more in depth.
Norfolk, Jan. 10.—A heavy snow storm
The New York aud
prevailed here all dav.
Boston steamers have been compelled to delay

departure

twelve to fifteen hours.

FOREIGN,
A Hungarian Town

Suddenly In-

undated.
AND A

CONSIDERABLE NUMBER OF
LIVES LOST.

Another Irish Farmer Beaten to Death.

Vienna, Jan. 10.—The town of Raab, Hungary and the adjacent villages bad been only
saved from inundation thus far by tho frost,
when the thaw commenced and the water suddenly rose all over the distriot. At a o’clock
yesterday morning the inhabitants were
aroused by alarm bells and commenced a rapid
flight. Large numbers of the fugitives crowded into a solidly built theatre which stands on
an island in the midst of the
park; bat here a
new panic arose, the water gradually
rising as
far as the first gallery.
Meanwhile, around
the
at
Raab,
dykes breaking,
length admitted
the deluge, which soon reached the inner town
containing 6000 fugitives, as well as the ordinaA considerable number of
ry inhabitants.
lives were lost, but fortunately the flood did
not reach some of the higher pans of the town
and ceased to rise at noon. The city of Grau,
on the Danube, the seat of the
Hungarian Primate, ia also menaced by floods.
The inundations in the neighborhood of the town Komorn,
at the confluence of the Waag with the Danube, are also particularly extensive.
London, Jan. 10.—The Baden ministry appeal to the generosity of the British public in
behalf of 20,000 persons rendered homeless by
the flood.
The Lose of the City of Brussels.
London, Jan. 10.—If it be fonnd impossible
to raise the hull of the City of Brussels, it will
be blown np. The inquest on the bodies of
second officer Young and carpenter Woods,
wbicli was opened yesterday, will probably be
protracted, as the coroner requires detailed evideuce. The Inmans have telegraphed to the
Daily News that the water-tieht bulk head between the two large compartments,
having
been forced in by the collision, caused bot
compartments to fill rapidly.
Mommsen Acquitted—A Turbulent Scene
at Berlin.
Berlin, Jan. 10.—The highest court of appeal has acquitted Herr. Mommsen of tbr
charge preferred against him of having slandered Prince Bismarck.
A public meeting of workmen yesterday, tbe
largest ever held here siuce tbe passage of the
Socialist laws was dissolved by the police amid
the greatest uproar, on account of objectionable speeches of Herr Stoeckel, a Jew bailer,
and the Socialist deputy, Herr Kayser.
Lady Florence Dixie’s Relief Fund.
London, Jan. 10.—Lady Florence Dixie
writes to the Morning Post, that the whole of
the £0000 which she received for the relief of
small farmers ard cottiers in the west of Ireland is expended. She states ibis amount kept
tbe roof over 20,0C0 persons.
She declines to
raiBe another fund on the ground that it Is the
of
the
and
laud league lo
duty
government
help tbe people.
Another Farmer Beaten to Death.
Dublin, Jan. 10.—A farmer named Curane
has been beaten to death at Gwineford, Comity
Mayo.
Foreign Notes.
A Paris correspondent telegraphs that the
Republican Senators propose to issue an address to tbe country on Gambetta's death.
The Mayor of Cahors has opened a subscription fund for a monument to Gambetta.

WASHINGTON.
The Star Route Cases.

Washington, Jan. 10.—Iu the star route
to-day several papers were introduced
and the usual wrangle and objections indulged
iu. The judge rebuked the counsel, and said

cases

of tnem would probably survive the trial.
Contested Seats.
The House committee on elections, after considering the Buchanan-Mauning case, agreed
by a bare majority, to report to the House a
resolution declaring there lias been no election
in the second Mississippi district.
The full committee adopted the report of tbe
sub-committee in favor of seating John T.
Cain, the claimant from Utab.
The Tariff.
The ways and means committee this morning considered fence wire iD revising the
schedule of metals in the tariff bill, and reduced tbe rate from 1 cent to 3-4 of a cent per
none

pound.

The Pacific Railroads.
The committee on Pacific railroads authorized Mr. Flower to report favorably Monday, tbe
bill for tbe consolidation of the Southern Pacific with certain other roads, to form a continuous lire to the Pacific coast, and ask a day for
its consideration. Tbe committee also authorized Mr. Butterworth to report favorably the
Anderson bill, with certain amendments, to
compel the Kansas Pacific railroad to pay the
expenses of surveying, etc., and strike out patents for its lands.
In Memory of Ex-Secretary Morrill.
On information being .received at the Treasury Department to-day of the death of Lot M.
Morrill, Secretary of the Treasury uuder President Grant, fro u June, 1876, to March, 1877,
flags on the public buildiugs were half-masted
and the principal entrances
draped in mourning. It is probable the department will be
closed on tbe day of his faueral.

Miscellaneous.
Tbe Secretary of the Treasury authorizes
■the statement that he is oppo-edto tbe transfer
of any bureau or division of the treasury department to tbe navy.

Unbleached Cotton.
Mr. Frye

today

gave notice that he proposed
amendment to the pending internal revenue bill, providing that unbleached
cotton cloth for bleaching may be imported
into tbe Uuited States from Canada without
payment of duty under bond to be withdrawn
and exported after having been bleached.

offering

Imprisoned

striking.

an

Heavy Verdict Against a Railroad.
Newark, N. J., Jau. 10 —The jury In the
suit of James P. Duseuberry, administrator of
Cephas M. Woodruff, who was killed in a railroad disaster at Parkeis Creek near Long
Branch, las' summer have returneded a verdict of S'Jo.OOO damages.
to the Supreme Court.

Inmates Perish

by

Scores.

A Hundred Lives

Probablj Lost*

Perhaps More.

The Kiiilding Long Regarded a.
a

Death-Trap.

Milwaukee, Jan. 10,—The Newball home
in this city'was burned at an early hour this
morning, and seventv-five gersons, principally
The Newhall house was a
gnosis were lost.
six story brick building at the corner of Michigan street and Broadway. The fire was discovered at 4 a. m. In less than half an hoar the
whole bailding. long designnted as a "death
trap," was enveloped iu riauaes. Scenes of tbe
utmost 'error prevailed.
Inmates jumped by
dozens from the upper stories to the stone sidewalk, covering it with lifeless bodies. The
shrieks of the uufortnnates filled the air. People below were unable to render' any aid.
Quite a number of terrified guests and employes of the hotel appeared at tbe windows
and
seeing tbe distence to the ground fell back to
perish in the flames. The employes of the
hotel, which accommodated 800 guests, numbered 86 and mostly lodged iu the sixth story.
Their exit by way of the roof was cut off by
fire, and two stand pipes with tbe fire ladders
were not available for tbe same reason.
A
very few were saved by jumping on canvas
The s ores and offices on the ground floor
were entirely destroyed.
They were on the
Michigan street side and comprised the offices
of the Mutual Union Telegraph company, H.
J. Baumgartner, sign painting shop, Galiz,
barber shop and Barnack & Armiiag**, job
printers. On tbe Broadway front were tbe
Manufacturers bank. Metropolitan Plate Glass
Insurance company, the insurance agencies of
Charles E Lewis, William T. Durand, G. P.
Hewitt, C. G. Hibbard & Co., B. M. Well,
West & Myers, T. H. Wheeler. S. H* Watson,
agent of the Canada Southern rdlroad, the
office of Nelson’s coal yard and the office of
the Merci a *is’ Despatch line. A number of
wholesale establishments ou Water street were
damaged by Are and water and fall'ug walls.
Among them were William C. Ames, banker,
tbe Goodyear rubber company, LouisScbodegg
& Co., wholesale wine merchants, James Morgan, dry goods, Simmermau Bros., clothing.
William Caudee, cashier of the Manufacturers' bauk, carried the cash box of the institution containing money and papers amounting to $600,000 out of the dames.
The insu-aiices agencies and general offloes
on the first floor
scarcely saved anv papers.
The insurances on the hotels is $125,000 all
held In Cincinnati agencies. The loss is about
$500,000. Fifty telegraph wires are down.
Comparatively few guests were in the hotel.
The oifl register is burned, and no exact
loss of life can be determined, but it will reach
50 or 60 dead and 20 or 50 wounded.
So far 23
bodies have beeu placed iu tbe morgue, and 0
more are at places near the ruiuB.
Identification is s'ow.
So far as known the following are dead: AllenJohnson, commission merchant of Milwaukee, and wife; Kitty Bailey and Mary Burns,
servants; W. A. Hall, miller of LaPorte; Ben
VanHooage, fireman, struck by a falling telegraph pole; Lizzie Kelley, Magg e Owens, J.
Hail, Anuie and Bessie Brown, Kale Stoneham, Maggie Sullivan, August G'ese, Mary

McLade. all servants; Thomas E. VanHouro,
Abbott, N. Y.; J. J Haugh, Maroc, III.; D.
G. Powers, Mrs. Brown, Mary Burke, Mary
Andersou, Mary Miller, Mary M. Mahon,

Mary Conroy, servants.
The following are missing: W. T. Durand,
insnrance agent; Geo. G. Smith, passenger
agent the the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern road; Mrs. L. VY. Brown;
Miss Cballis,

dressmaker: and Walter and William Gillelane.
The seriously injured are Orange Williams,
residence unknown: Ben Tice, clerk of the
house; L. W. Btown, train master of the
Northwestern Railroad; T. B. Elliot, lawyer,
fatally; W R. Buezenbach, general western
passenger agent of tbe Michigan Central road;
Rose Burns. Mary Oweus, Nannie McLaughlin, Kiity Connors of Doylestowu, servants.
It may safely be said that 60 persons are dead
and thirty seriously injured. The Mayor has
called a meeting of tbe Chamber of Commerce
to organize a salvage corps to search the ruins.
About a week ago the secretary of the Local
Board of Underwriters was applied to to make
a rate on the building that the local ageuoies
might take the risks. The building was considered a death trap and risks were refused.
The Tom Thumb party and Madison Square
Company are all safe so far as learned. Mrs.
John Gilbert of tbe Minnie Palmer Troupe,
who was married only two days ago was
burned to death in sight of the multitude.
The following gues's are known to have
been saved or only slightly hurt: Edward Pollock of Lancaster, W is.; Rowell Sanford and
Rowell Medford of Wi*.; C. W. Briggs of
Grand Rapids, Mich.; John C. Clark of Warsaw; Asa Jacobs and J. It. Duval, agents of
tbe Gr at Western Despatch and South Shore
Line; Geo. F. Lee, North Western travelling
passenger agent of the Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railroads; J W. Maxwell of Cincinnati; K Kohu ol New York; M. Weber of
Laporte; and James Wardrope of New York.
The scei.69 at the morgue where 32 bodies
are

lying,

are

heartrendering beyond descrip-

tion and a s'roug police force is necessary to
keep anxious enquiries iu line.
.Nineteen bodies havebeen identified,# bodies
are beyond recognition.
The Fire Department
called for assistances trom the Soldiers Home
bat Gen. Sbarp refused to send their steamer
at which the iudiguation is great.
The fireman made superhuman efforts.
Eleven waiter
were
across
a
frail
ladder
girls
brought safely
stretched over au alley from the sixth story of
the hotel to the roof of an adjoining bank
building. About a dozen unfortunates attempted to jump bat were rebounded oy telegraph wires, a perfect mass of which surrounded the two fronts of the bnilding. Tom Thumb
escaped by the front entrance, aud his wife
was saved by the firemen through a fire escape
as well as were W. H. Thompson, Messrs. Herbert and Dunlap, W. Q. Lavelle aud others of
Madison Square Company who arrived at midDight. They were only partially dressed. The
Chicago Board of Trade sent a despatch proffering assistance. Total value of the Newhall
House wiih furniture 5277,000.
Wm. E.
Cramer of the Eveuiug Wisconsin, was saved
tbrongb the heroic effortsof Charles Grossing,
a Seutinel typo.
Chief clerk True who bad a
narrow escape says 110 hoarders aud 90 employees were in the hotel. So tar 50 are unaccoanted for.
The Latest Details.
Of GO young waiter girls only eveven were
heard from alive this evening.
It is feared
the estimate of fifty lives lost formed the
morniug is far too low and that fully doable
that number were burned or smothered to
death in the blaziug pvre.
Police think the
tire was of inceudiurv origin but so far uoihiug
has been discovered to substantiate theory.
It is reported there were 350 guests iu the
house Use ingot. If this be true the horrore
that will be tevealed by the removal of the debrias are too dreadful to uoutemplate.
The
Newhall House wus enowu to every traveler
in the northwest and to the people of Milwaukee as a fire trap of the wors. description aud
while horror aud sympathy are expressed on
all sides at the dreaotul catastrophe. Wonder
also prevails to a great extent that any traveler resident could be found to take up his abode
within its walls
So far sixteen of the tweutyfive bodies have been positively ideut'fied.
The fallee outside walls are nearly all lumped over the partition wall from sach au immense heap of
ruins it will be, impossible for
several days to login the search, but nearly a
hundred is generally accepted as the number
of lives lost. The list of wounded as complete
as can he given foots up sixteen uames
Fortyfive ptrsonsare knswn to be dead or mi.-siug
A Trick on Gov. Waller.
Hartford, Jan. 10,-Gov. Waller of Connecticut was questioned to-day
concerning the
caBe of George
Isaacs of New Haven, whore
arrest in that ciiy aud removal to New
York,
on a requisition
alleged to have been issued by
him upon the request
of Gov. Cleveland,

has caused considerable excitement.
Gov.
Waller states that no requisition has been issued or authorized by him.
Gov. Waller says
he was asked by Detective Htrdelberg of New
York to grant a requisition, aud referred the
latter to iho executive secretary, but haH never
heard anything iu regard to it
Gov. Waller
is indignant at the turn the aflair has taken,
aud the.e is likely to be trouble if It appears
that some one has usurped the exercise of one
of the highest prerogatives of the executive
office without his knowledge or consent.

Case will bo appealed

Arabi Pasha aud his fellow exiles
rived at Oaylou.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

have

ar-

The Providence board of trade has elestsd
Charles H. Merriman president.

Ezra Fisher, aged 73, was killed at Grafton,
Vt., yesteruay, by a tree falling on him.
Twenty inches of snow in Petersburg, Vt.
It has been the heaviest snow storm sine#
1841
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regular attache of the Pbehs ie furnished
signed by Stanley Pullen,
$«HtcNr, All railway, steamboat and hotel manager*
Ail confer a favor npon us by demanding credential*
>f every perron claiming to represent our journal.
iEvkby

#:

vb

ard ee-rtiiioate

*=

V7e do not rt>aa anonymous letters and coinrauiiationa. The namo and address of the %nit are is
all e&see ludispensable, not necessarily for ublio*
hut &z ft ‘-r^ranty of good faith,
v/o caauo*. ucdott&ke to return or preserve com
x&sdcatioua that are not used.

The Milwaukee Fira-Trap.
The

owners or

dre-tia?

lessees of the Milwaukee

cal ed the New hall House

to

ought
speedily put up-

be indicted for murder and

The risk of fire in the old tavern
was confessedly so great that the insurance
men whose sole business it is to take sqch
risks, refused to write policies. The building bas been a menace to life and property
on

trial.

in Milwaukee for years.
There are in the land many
unsafe as the Newhail House,

buildings as
hotels, theaThese fire-traps will be
tres, factories.
maintained, rented and occupied as long as
1
men w ho profit by them are permitted
But jail a few
ur w hipped of justice.
.hose fellows who jeopard other’s lives
for gain, ai d the fire-traps will soon cease to
be. They will exist as long as they are profitable, and no penalty imposed for maintaining them. It is high time that an example
It would be well to begin in Milbo made.
waukee, and send to the Wisconsin penitentiary those responsible for the death of a
hundred people yesterday morning.
Du. McCosb, the President of Princeton
College, has come to the conclusion that tbe
subject of athletic sports absorbs altogether
too much of the thoughts of the students of
that institution and says that the matter deDoubtless
immediate attention.
j Mauds
th''to iv. charge «f other colleges will indorse his sentiments. Ha remarks: “When
one walks across the campus the conversation he overhears bears no relation to the
science and knowledge which we come here
to pursue, hut it is this game and that game:<•

college
which are primarily literary ordevoted to gymnastics and athlet-

ad and

a.u.s, are

The

record.

that

The Doctor is a little nervous and
sensitive about the outside remarks that are
made. “The press of the country and the
public at largo are getting tired of it and
ics."

make a

mockery

It will

of it.”

evidently

be

part of the authorities at Princeton to secure the happy
medium, and in it. they certainly will have
the sympathies of people in general.
the effort hereafter

the

on

Rockwood, Term., Mr. Stith saved
Colonel Duncan from drowning last week
and the grateful colonel gave bi3 preserver
1,000 acres of mountain land by way of
compensation. In the evening, Mr. Stith
lx

asked Colonel Duncan to take back 500
of the land, and give him a drink of
cider brandy instead. This was done and
the colonel, who considered the transaction
acres

closed,
a

was

morning by

the next

surprised

call from Mr. Siith who wished to

return

the other 500 acres-for another glass of liqThis transfer was also made; but whouor.
ver bas had occasion to become acquainted
with the character of

the

real

estate

in-

volved, will agree that Colonel Duncan has
lost two glasses of grog by the operation.
■It is truiy remarkable how cleverly theat
deal managers, agents and performers contrive to carry about with them in satchels

bags diamonds, jewelry, bonds, greenbacks and bank checks of enormous value,
apparently for no other purpose than to
leave them unguarded upon chairs, hotel
tables and railway car seats to be quietly
carried oil by well dressed thieves. The
confiding innocence of these parties heats
aud

that of the heathen Chinee.
The arrest of State Treasurer Polk, of
Tennessee, does not appear to disturb that
remarkable person’s equanimity. He says
he does not object to going back. Why
should he? He is only one of a gang who
seem to have
placed against the State Treasury and won. It is quite likely that the disappearance of Mr. Polk relieved

the anxie-

persons who on his
may have business in Mexico also.

ties of several

return

Missouri has, next to Indiana, the largest amount of permanent funds devoted to
school purposes in the Union.
gate $9,471,090, not including

They

aggreannual

the

The State

apportionment of State revenue.
has a school population of 741,032, and ef
this number 488,000 are enrolled in tbe public schools. There are 8,822 schools in operation, conducted by 10,607 teachers, and
last year $3,408,733 were expendtd upon
these schools.
The Columbus, Georgia, Enquirer declares that Afecb Stephens's wholesale pardoning of criminals will make the laws of

Georgia

a

mockery

and

her courts

a

farce.

In 8 weeks he pardoned 49 tenants of the
prisons, the batch comprising wretches
guilty of the most infamous crimes upon
women, while murderers, thieves, burglars,
forgers, house-burners, horse-thieves aud
foot-pads tilled the list.
The St. James’ Gazette says that there is
a country where, as a rule, coffee is
worse than it is iu England, even when every care is taken to have the pure article,
and sets as the chief cause of the failure the
fixed idea in the mind of the British plain
cook that water once boiled is equivalent,
for all practical purposes, to boiling water.

hardly

Oxe ot' the signs of the Irish times is a
telegram received by a Dublin editor from a
reporter a few weeks ago, reading “Please
keep column opeu for dastardly outrage to
be committed at 11 o'clock to night,” and
which the editor has framed and hang in
his office.
A fight among dentists at a clinic in
New York resulted iu the loss of two front
teeth

to one of

the

parties.

The

amende

honorable most natural would be to restore
the teeth, but the sufferer talks of going to
law about it.
Clt3TF.it County, Montana, is the largest
tiie

count

biijOOO

square

United
milts.

States.
It is

Its

larger

area

is

than the

States ol Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Delaware and Bhode Island, all
combined.

Charleston, S. C., News calls the
Demosthenesian Voorhees a blatherskite,
an unmitigated demagogue, and the bane of
The

the Democratic party.
ing one’s friend.

Call you that

back-

Pbofessob Sumner, of Yale, declares that
•‘the worth of the Pendleton bill wili depend
entirely upon how it is enforced.” Isn’t
this true of ail law?
Ghee* corn, cucumbers, watermelons
and other elements of internal dissension

them a sign to rise. She has established a
much stricter etiquette than prevailed at the
Her husband has the
court of Ismail Pasha.
greatest confidence in her judgment, and does
nothing important without her approval. Her
powers must have been severely taxed during
the late events; hut at any rate she never lost
her courage. Her sharing all the perils of the
khedivo and refusing the shelter offered her on
board the English ships has endeafbd her to
the Egyptians.

WHY

lar that here we have no dialects. Trifling variations in pronunciation and in the use of a
few particular words certainly exist. The
Yankee “expects” or “calculates,” while the
Virginian “reckons;” the illiterate Northerner

buy

“claims,” the Southerner of
a

carious reversal

of

the

a

■

ROBE,

Vessels
dred miles due north at Washington.
go into “docks” on their arrival at Philadelphia, but into “slips” at Mobile; they are 'ied
up to “wharves” at Boston, bnt to “piers” at

York reporters who wear good clothes and
chew champagne lunches, and had not got
down to the real genuine American newspaper

AT

among any other people nowadays. I mean
the nnreasonable, irresponsible readiness of a
dog to risk life end liberty upon provocation.
Not more volunteers rush out when a desperate enterprise is mooted than from our ranks;
more than
all is a mathematical absurdity.
But the

Englishman

stakes bis life in another,
a grander
spirit. He feels and reckons with
the peril. Before meeting it, so far a9 1 have
seen examples, he is quiet, thoughtful, contemplating the worst and making his arrangements. A Russian scorns all that, does not
After assuring himself, ratheven think of it.
or roughly, that tbe ne- dlul dispositions have
been made, he becomes tbe liglitest-hearied of
the company, to which lie hastens. I do not
say affects to become, for it may well be that
deadly danger stirs him to mirth, as it stirs
another man, equally brave, to self-commune.
I cannot forget an instance on Radisove hill
the morning of tbe great attack, An infantry
regiment stood at ease in the rain, waiting the
order to descend into that valley blind with
smoke, echoing with thud of guns and angry
crackle of musketry
The colonel and a staff
captain approached and asked us to accept
charge of letters for their wives, to he forwarded in case of accident. Then they stood chatting of London and Paris, witli the warmth of
men whose hearts were there, though
the battle raged closer, and a ball now and then musically spun above our heads. They asked the
precise story of a scandal half forgotten now,
and their shrewd comments told they were attending closely, when an aide came galloping
through the mist. Three minutes afterward
the doomed regiment filed away down the valley of death.
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A NEW

Marine Risks from 1st
1881, to 31st December,

January
1881.$4,030,487

10

1,687,634

47

$6,627,021

67

Total Marine

Premiums.

SoapSj from

Eeckelaere, Colgate,
Bazin & Sargent,

to Policy
Holders on
Premiums TcrifiitiuUng in 1881.

in

assortment of*

Tooth,
Nail,
Hand, Clothes,
Hair &

Shaving

Brashes,

After Proof.

J. W.

will find

stock of Elixirs,
Fluid Extracts, 1 induce*
Ac.
complete.
Making most of them
in our own S laboratoma-

«Mdlmteodllm&v?6w6

*
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Dlls

plaster Is absontely the best ever
nade, combining
‘he virtues of hops
vibu£uuj»

•ooooooooooooooooo

HOP
PLASTER

uawttuit) uuu oxtrucis.

iih

power IS won*

lerful In curing diseases where other plasters Bim>ly relieve. Crick in the Back and Neck, Pain In
he Side or Limbs, Still Joints and Muscles, Kidney

Troubles, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sore Chest,
*1110011008 of the Heart and Liver, and all pains or
.cues in any part cured Instantly by the Hop Plaster.
&TTry it. Price 25 cents. Bold bv all drutrtrists.
on

yi

ITCUIHB PILES

DRUGGISTS,
ja»G

j

eodtf

da»

Woodbury & Moulton
I

RICHARD Foss having been appointed Genera
.Agent of the New England Mutual Life Insurauce Company,
Policy Holders can make payment
of Premiums to him at Portland, 170 Midrue St.

STEVENS,

F. A. Bo">thby Sped.l tuent continues at the office a» the Company’! Cashier and Book-Keeper.
d*e28
TTh&Stf

—SUPPORTED

Barton

M I S S

A full line of Diaries for the
year are now open at onr
store.
They will be sold at the same
low prices which have characterized all our sales through the Holiday season. The increase of business which we have received thereby has more than repaid us for the
reduction that we made.
Many suitable resents for New
Year’s being revived daily. New
Year’s Cards in .urge variety.

German

tunes in each.

SOAP

in Tom

Taylor’s Sterling Comedy,

M UNEQUAL MATCH
Reserved Seats

*1.00 and 75 cents.

Gallery 35
Thursday. Jan.

60 cents.
mences

Roller

Try

cents.
11.

Sale

Admission
of seats com

janSdtd

Skating Rink

Storer Brothers’ building, Middle Street.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
ITIusic Every Evening by Chandler’* Band.
Sessions Daily, from 2 to 4.30 p. in., and Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday Evenings from 7.45 to 10.15
The Elevator
Floor every

vrillcary patron*

the Rink

to

Evening from 7 3© to (*.3©.
Mr. Geo. H. Whitney, Manager and Instructor
for the Portland Roller
Skating Co. will be in attendance at ail sessi<

ns.

LYCEUM THEATRE.
Closed for the week of January 8th to
put in
HEATING APPARATUS.
Reopen

Monday,
Will

«*

Jan.

15,

Strong Compa.).

janO_dtf

City Hall, Monday Eve.,

Jan. 15

BAND CONCERT AND BALL
HAIR

DRESSKBS’ ITNIOW,
Ticket* 75 ots..
.WUSI« KSY
jan9-dtd

benefit of the Relief Fund.
admitting gentleman and ladies.
EBANDLER.

for the

W altzin G
Class for Instruction in the Waltz, the
Newport TUESDAY and

THLKSDAY EVENINGS.
L

*sons:

Gentlemen,

$3.00; Ladies, $2.00.
Kespeetfully,

K. GILBERT.

janSdtf

BUSINESS CAKMs

H. M.

FESSEXDEJi,

REAL ESI ATE ANO INSURANCE AGENCY
Exchange St. Portland.

TITLES
oct31

tYAlllSKD.
d3m

S. H. LARMINIE,

A.

Chioago.

W. JORDAN,

Portland, Mr

S. H. LARMIME & CO.,
Fommisaion

merchants.

Seeds,

Provisions,

BURROW ES

Having retired from the firm of Burrowes Bros.
I amnowprepared to take work on
my own account. It ord can be left for the
present at the old.
stand of Burrowes Bros.
WILLIAM BI KKOWr*.
Portland, Nov. 18, 1882.
no20 eod3m»

Herbert O. Briggs,
ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—

is the best.

D Y A S

Will Appear as
IIKSTER GRAZEBROOK

CARPENTER AND BUILDER

Laundry

■

Hill.

15? Commercial Si., I’orllnnd,
CHICAGO OFFICE,
1*; La Salle St
Futures bought and sola on Chicago Market on
Margins. Pit- p/> «ieuee invited.
marSdtt

HIGGINS’

coming

BY—

Her Own Excellent Comedy Company,

WILLIAM

en-

Dyas,

From Watlacli’a Theatre. New York,

Grain,

DIARIES

it.

20 cakes for

$1.00 atj

OF

—

American & Foreign Patents,

No. 93 Exchange St,

Portland, Me.

relating to Patents promptlv and
«74U business
executed

faithfully
tor. of Exchange and Federal Sts.

nov27

EDGINGS

A>'D

Miss Ada

--

FOJR.1B83.

ONLY.

—OF—

51 1-2

PORTLAND.

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.
dec30
°kx):I

d8ra

)nl'2tf

NUTTER, KIMBALL & W
have removed their office to

BAILEY & 1YES.

418

Fore

Street,

Portland Rollins Mills office, between foot of
xchange and Plum Sts., where they will be please*
k> see their old customers or
any one else who
wishes to purchase or sell
cooperage stock.
over

IMPORTED

WINES &

SAlEE,

•f all

511

I)r.

I\

Congress St.
Si.

has opened
Portland
found at

T.

Advertising

410 SEW WO.

NIGHTSHIRTS.

8TREET, POSTI.AW D, MAINGeneral
Also,
Managers for New England,

Summit Mineral
aufflO

and

can

493

Edward’s and Walkers’ Hardware store from
Jnn N lo Jao. ‘itlod
dtf
*ep2H
over

Jan4

Warehouse,
It STOS
IOO WASHIHHI'OS Ml.,
Dealer in Woed and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printers-* Materials. Advertisements inserted in aU
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices Send for estimates.

1

JL
W Ban %0
4ft

sieiT painting

EVANS’
Agency and Printers’

and Lettering of Every Description, executed in an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.

MuLhaLIj,
a»T JIF1E

M. TjanS

STREET.

eodtf

small and medium investorents

m
graiu- provisions and stock
#11 specul tious, can do so by oper-

WEE AT

C.

Spring Water,

I 0» B CA 1*11'AL.
Those desiring to uiake money
on

Congress Street.
|o<lf

j
|

Canada.

Going

out ot Business

INCREASE

P
8

CHILES CUSTIS k CO.

t

Ontario,

,J

_

otbc# in

Belleville,

Collections made on reasonable terms in all parts
of Canada, and promptly remitted.
ang7d6m

FROM UARKIMON, MAINE.

eodtf

an

NOTARY PUBLIC Ac.,

FOR THE CELEBRATED

Nice and Warm for Winter Wear.

KOI^OI

Importers,

dtf

EDWAltD G RONTON,
BARRISTER AND ATTORNEY AT LAW

BY—

R STANLEY & SON,

Cotton Flannel

J.M.Dyer & Co

the

PACKAGES,

—FOB 8ALB

Our whole stock of Hamburgs marked
down to cost ami less,
prices from 5 cent* to $1.25.

jan4

LIQUORS

kinds, in

ORIGINAL

only.

•

President

& Preble Sts.

4038
64 32
24.38
28.48

FOR SALE BY

One Case extra quality anti all desirable
*
patterns at lower prices than hey have
These cauuot be dupliever been sold.
cated and the piices are for this sale

mw«»

BENJ. F.

Columbus.
Dayton.

ool7

—

SPECIAL

Notice.

&ALDEN,
Cor. Congress

1# ELM STREET,

NIGHT

Special Engagement

.gss 20

Toledo

Moss,

Manager.

and

DOY10

sam.

Y

Cincinnati

Cleveland.

General W holesale Agent,

No. 276 Middle St.

KINSMAN

P.

INSERTING^.

Plaster Co..

Manufacturers.
LAME HopMailed receipt
of price.
Carter, Harris & Hawley,
8ACK (i) General Agents, Boston,
JOOOOOOOOOC ooooooooooooooooon

guppyT

Pranls.

dealers,

address

a

SATURDAY, JAM. 13.

Below we give the debt per capita of Borne other
cities in Ohio, as reported in the C. S. census returns
of 1880:

For applications for territory and

terms to

de28d1 jy2l)

ST.

COKStKSPO’iDSMT.
F«fc. 4. 1882.

j

AgentB wanted.

jdTul’hS&w

HAMBURG
—

^EXCHANGE
MUNCER,

and

For Knitnr,
For Cabinet Organ,
For Aceorilcon.
For Clarinet,
For Banjo,

jan2_

CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOOISE, 2d Vios President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vloe President.
J. H. Chapmae, Secretary.

PORTLAND:

Canton Is one of the growing cities of Ohio; ti e
county seat of Stark county and a railroad centre.
The debt is less than three per cent of assessed
valuation.
The Debt per capita it only *14.75

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

JONES, President,

3. D.

..

Only odition with Gounod’s or he tration.
Bai.fe’s nolle «1 AN UIKL $1.
only copy with Libretto and Business.
MC«IC I. FAVOBITF. (Just out.) New
Book of Bouud Music. Flue selection of Piano
Pieces. $2. Plain; $2.60 Cloth! $ J. Gilt.

Thirty Days

i:|»no,

Assessed Valuation,
.$0,854,150
Ke .l Valuation, .*14, OO UIM»
Total Debt,
.$103.0110

Books,

Simple instructions and nearly 100
Gounod’s It F O FIIPTIOH, 81.

to PEU CENT.
Losses

F«onlati»n.

dee20dlin

For Violin,
For Finn.,
Price of
For Cornet,
For Flays-olc
each
For F.fe,
For Flute.
76 ct!.

dividend

eodt

5 1-2 Per Cent

IDEAL METHODS

Six Per Cen Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid in and After Feb, 7, 1882.

Robinson & McKeone.

Large

impossibility,

an

Curtis.Proprietor

HV THE

of disease peimanent>y

cloth.
Very Easy Inst- ucti«»n Books, with very
tertaining airs for practice, are, Winner’s

813,165,466.40.

Baches. ) OrandCeirtrafHotel.

may6

often arrant nonsense, but the melodies some of the
1 he Success of the
sweetest and best in the world.
Season, and is selling rapidly. A flne. large volume,
»
ages, full sheet music size
94 N«.ng inc uding Old Folks at Home,” and
all of Foster’s best, “Oid Uncle Med,” “Rosa Lee
“Kentucky Home;” also Lily Dale.” “Twinkling
Stars,” and in fact, a large part of the popular favorites of the last thirty years. §2. plain. §2 50

ASSETS,

Co.,

mission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 f
cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of $. Y. Stock Exchange and the
Chicago Board of
1 *ade. Private wire to Chicago.
N V Pttv
) 953 Broadway.

MiMCTDn
cnucc OLOa«<n*w.
Ill * "d I li ULi
i a collection of
tho-e songs which are the people’s favorites. Words

on

&

18 NEW
NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on com-

PREVENT AND CURE
Nearly Every Form of Disease,
Including Consumption, Liver
& Kidney Troubles, Catarrh,
nervous
Raei maLisirf, iiouT,
Complaints, etc. etc
Stand on ce all day, vet have
WARM FEET,by wearing Ferric
Odyliut lunole*. price A c. and
7 Ac. per pair, according to quali-

Sew Music

Company will take risks at their office, New
on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

—

Clews
Henry STREET,

—1883.—

This

eodtl

-OF

Good Canvassers of both sexes wanted.
F. U. GBKKIVE, /*g«"it.
No 381 Congress St I'oit’a.d, at Dearborn’s Shoe

ONLY.

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1881.

E S. Called Bonds cashed.

BANKING HOUSE

FERRIC OUTLINE.

York,

Premiums

Market.

by

attention

Children's Matinee every Saturday afternoon.
Admission—children under 14 years of age, 15 cts.f
including use of skates.
dec7-dtf

BONDS.

Store

RISKS

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

feriOdyiiiiB Insoles

Cold feet
every form
cured by

MARINE

BY-

CITYof CANTON. OHIO

eodtf

YORK

AGAINST

SWAN &

WILL

Mutual Insurance Co.

SALE

close

PORTLAND THEATRE.

Frank

1st

-FOB

listened to with

—[Boston °OBt.r
‘•He hanait
<s subject in a thoroughly scholarly manner, receiving rounds of applause from the
audieuce.”—[Boston Globe.

------

“Keep the feet warm and the
head cool” is an axiom as old as
I the hills, and yet is as true to-day
I as at any period in the world’s hisI tory.

I

INSURE

dtf

Mort.
0g
7a
-.6s
Maine Central R. R Consol,
7s
Portland & Kennebec R. It.,
6s
Portland & Ogdensburg It. It. 1st Mort.,
6s
5 pr ct
European and No. American R. it. stock,
guaranteed by M. C. R. R.
Eastern Car Trust,
Cs

fold Feet.

or

uas

ted audience.”—[Boston Transcript.
“No higher compliment could be offered than the
presence ot so many veterans in the audience.’*

Jeffersonville, Ind.,

DISCOVEHV.

Damp

“He

larjje audience” [Bostoi Journal.
“The lecture was attended by a large and cultiva-

ble rates.

Co.,

!

was

In

Are now writhing in disease, all of
whom date the contraction ot their
different maladies from the catching of a cold from

4GEATS

ol' NEW

Sterling ami Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

ST., The
Highest Form of Electricity

ATLANTIC

Lubin,
Coudray, Pinaud,

...

Ferric Odyline

T. T- fVIER

PinautL

7*.
6m.
6m.
6*.
6m

------

Portland Water
Evansville Ind.,

Thrilling; Deacripllona

More than 50

“It

Street,

de27

LFWI8 McLELLAN, Gorham.

Perfumes, from

Middle

<iecl4

nutl

—INCLUDING

Offer fur Sale

ray4

oiicies

usiratfouiv!

Blaquent

Mr.

Maine Central
Portl and »*ud Krno«-bec
AmlroNfoggiu mad Kennebec

“Ur®.m i3I.U0

ty.

Palmer.

218

THOUSANDS of PERSONS

cY,
State Agent.

eodly

Liebig’s Signa-

oer

Under the Auspices of the

Young Men’s Christian Association,
Thursday I von ng, Jan. 18th, at
8 o’clock.

ONE

BANKERS,

CAUTION.—Genuine ONLY with
An invaluable and palatable tonic in all cases of weak digestion
and debility.
fac-simile of Baron
Is a 8UCC08S and a boon for which Nations should feel grateful.” tnrA
tji„a AnK
t-v acr0SS
orrnaa LaD01'
T nhpl Thi«j
Ani3
-See Medical Press, Lancet, British Medical Journal, dc.
Caution IS necessary
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers, and Chemists.
owing tO
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesale «4y) C. David & Co., Various cheap and il ferior 8Ub9, Fenohurch Avenue, London, England.
stitutes
in the

—

GEN. LUTHER STEPHENSON, Jr.

Au-

J. B. Brown & Sons,

FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS,
MADE DISHES & SAUCES.

Bootliby,

SPECIAL

Morrill,

mar30

OF MEAT

We keep a full stock
of every tiling belonging to a first class drug
tore.

Wright,
Woodworth, &

Anson P.

EXTRACT

—AND—

jne2S

Coudray,

Coburn, Skowhegan,

Rental of 8afee in Vault, #10 to $75 per year.
Special deposits at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WILLiA.ll SWEAT, Sec’1 nod Treat*.,
H7 Exchange Mtreel, I’orllnud, IT!?.

COMPANY’S

LIEBIG

Portlar rl.

FOR EVERYBODY.

Piver,
Pontain,
Atkinson,

Abner

...

of results.

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY
cent, reserve is $3,022,612,

V.

Lubin,

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Dayis, H. r. Ubby,
McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Moulton, William
L.
D. M Sweat, ail of Portland.
Sweat,

yard.

BZ

Admission: Reserved seats, 35 cents; General Admission, 25 cts. Reserved seats to members 20ets.
Tickets for sale at Stockbridge’s music store, on and
after .nonday, January 8th.
Jan6dtf

and Ih? RENTAL

SAFES in it. FIRE and
BLBCLAR PROOF
FADLTS.

Poriland anc O^de..sbuijj
City of Portland
and other first-class bonds and stocks.

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (invested in the moat productive and solid securities of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

—

PATENT
MEDICINES

Deposit Co.,

Jacob

d3t

-'IE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,3'->0,
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving insurance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 58/sper cent, compound interest.

The above

CHEMICALS

offer have *old at 25c per

jan9

about 4 per cent,

pays

LIVE AGENTS WANTED

'"DRUGS.

Toilet

VAIjCABLE8,

"

SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN lias done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-Holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

AXD

BROWN.

CORNER OF

Results Accomplished.
|

de39

$1,000.

Portland Sale

A. B. BUTLER1I7 PULE BEET.

Better than Tontine Policies in other Companies

SIGH OF THE

we

premium pays about 3V2 per cent, in-

a

CO.,

Chart?ml In 1875 by Ih? I,?gi.lntur? of
tlnine for th? SAFE KEEFINIi of

interest, from which you may withdraw yeur deposit at any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

287

money.

'fftSon.Phi:

$10 to

TTb&Stf

these

Hotter than the Savings Bank.

HATTER

GOlO

IiWKAJCE

Gettysburg,
—

Mtereopticoa Views !
interesting, instructive, and at times eloquent.’’—[Gov Long.
“Extremely interesting lecture before au audience that well nigh tilled Tremont
Temple.’*—[Boston Daily Advertiser.

Call.

and Thursday, Jan. 9th, 10th and
11th, we shall offer 30 Pieces, 50 yards
each, fine Nainsook Checks and Pique
Stripes, in new and handsome patterns,
»t lO cfs. per yard.
Goods like

COPPAHY.

Battle of

—

JOHN A. DODGE &

AND NIOIK BROKFRN,
Wall Street, New York,
who will send free full information showing how
large profits may be realized on investments ol

Tuesday, Wednesday

Better than a Four per cent.

MERRY,

terials using only llic
best qunlriy.
Please give us a call
and
can
save
you

£oxet,91.i$.Addr«M>I>B-r

a

Lecture

ON THE

Beautiful

BAAKEBN

Carpet Buyers this week.

STREET

CONGRESS

—

Parties wishing to make money in Stocks sheuld
Oommunicai with the old established firm of

gUBta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

IMCuLtixetl

ry from th«* crude

Symptom* we moisture, stinging, itching, worse at
night; seems as if pin-worina were crawling about
the rectum; the private parts are often affected. As a
cdeaaant, economical, and positive cure, Swaynx’*
Oistxsnt is superior to any article in the mr
Sold by druggists, or send 60 '‘♦a in 6-ct. Star

Bank Stocks Wanted.
Jan3
eoiltf

WHITE NAINSOOK CHECKS.

OF

Physicians

Mrs, Tewfik.
The wife of the Khedive is a remarkable woman, both by dr Cent and for her personal quai-*
ities. Her mother was the daughter of a
Turkish sultan; her father, the son of an Egyptian kbedive and a descendant of Mohammed
Ali, the founder of the present dynasty. Tewfik Pasha, who married her 10 years ago, when
she was only 20, has never given her any rival
in bis affection or iu his household. They have

H. M. PA VSON & CO.

of

our

CHAIMC

499

eodtf

PRICES,

MIDDLE

by

5C
PffNTQ STOCKSPECULATION
feO ULH 1 *#■

JanO

of

the United States
were mostly money-grabbers, almighty dollarists (the dollar beiDg a more instrument than
an almighty half-crown,) and Herbert Spencer
has fitted on this preconception to many heads
in New York and Boston, and after the manner of philosophers loosely roaming about the
world, plumed himself upon his perspicacity.
Some comical spoon meat for the nutriment of
Mr. Spencer’s theory of the wild whirl of the
Americans to their graves appear to have been
administered to that philosophy by a Niagara
hotel keeper, who, probably a Yankee himself,
and seeing how the English philosopher’s cat
was jumping,
informed the latter that the
Americans only stopped one day at the Falls,
whereas the good English lost themselves in
contemplation of the mighty cataract, and ran
up larger bills for the landlord, and drank in
much inspiration and rye whiskey, and abode
many days. Evidence of this kind Mr. Spencer may get supplied with, on easy terms, no
doubt, all through the States, if he cares about
having it to distribute in his after-dinner
speeches. As to the physical characteristics
of the male population of New York and Boston, we saw nothing much to distinguish them
from the same class in Manchester or Liverpool. Indeed, barring their Yankee accent
and talking rhythm, we should have scarcely
known that we were out of England.

INVESTMENTS.
for sale

HALL,

One Night Only.

Illustrated

*

January

for

GEO. An GAY db OCX

ANDEKSON, Special
1
Agt.

Sale of seats commence Tuesday,
janGdtd

CITY

febl8eodljr

LOW

Philosop hers and Y ankees.
[Manchester Examiner.]
We most tread lightly on the coat-tails of a
philosopher, and not irritate him, bat in Herbert Spencer’s homily to the Americans there
seems to ns to peep ont now and then just the
least sovp^on of scrapings for talk’s paddings.
Some one had apparently told Mr. Spencer be-

to

Please Give Us

the funniest

to

BUNCH OF KEYS.

Usual prices.
‘J.

STOCKS

J. F.

work.”

I should rather incline to think that mere
courage is more general among Russians than

Special Inducements

Friday Eve'g; Jan. 12, Introduction
Construction.

Jan.

No. li

NIuHOLAS DEGR'ior, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

VERY

St*., N IT.
janl-eodtmyO

Wall & Broad

1589.

A

SEE OUR BIG CORNER WINDOW.

SMITH, secretary.

HENRY D.

ALICE ATHERTON’S

eodtt

EXTRA SlZliJ,

!

‘PHOTOGRAPHER.”

the

as

■W Cndrons
Picture
Frame !
In which she shows yon J. K. Emmett, Jos. Jefferson, Mary Anderson and Buffalo Bill

If yon have Large

de30_

AH. X^iraoio.,

—

Photograph Gxllprv

Exchange*)

BONDS

BROWN THE SHOE DEALER.
GREAT TOWEL SALE.

OU k ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our death
claims prompt 1\ upon their approval by tho loss
committee, without waiting ihe customary ninety
days- and without rebate of interest!
JOHNE.D WIf,
President.
D a NIEL SH A HP, Vice President.

-OH

Willie Edocin

E. II DEVSCOW,
(Member IV. W. Stock
D. A EASTON,
II. II. H Etc I N,
N. II. NICHOL8.

421 CONGRESS STREET.

child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LA * EXTENTION is the most
just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy holders ever devised.
ACCELE. ATED ENDOWMENTS! Whenever
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the sum insn* ed, the
policy becomes payable at once as a matured endowment.

I

‘•BIKTKS”

AA. A, B, C & D,

S-yles.

S

K

5 to G per cent. Also 7 and 8 per cent Township and School Bonds of Western Stales Investment circular f r January mailed on application.

netting

t^ADIE

PROMPT PAYM NT OF DEATH 10 STS.

languages

Reckless Russian Courage.
(All the Year Round.]

Boots,

SWILLIE
P A R

“DREAMS”

All Widths.

French Kid Button, F.xtra Large Sizes, (Hood St} Ic.
Feet, take them to

COMPANY.

contingency which can occur during its
continuance, and is eo simple and clear that even

GOODS

in All tin;

EDOcIN’SO

BONDS!

P. O. Box

Fine t, Y.

JANUARY 11

Stock Exchange Bankers a.id Dealers In sound Investment Railroad and Municipal

Mill* Building

a

FUR

in the back room with his coat off, his
hands and face frescoed, in ink, and swearing
because the “blasted old
That’s where a judge of
the matters wants to be, if he or she desires to
form a correct opinion. It is also not a bad
time to arrive at conclusions after the editor
has been interviewed by an infuriated victim
of his "scathing pen,” or the man has come
arouud to collect his paper bill, or a delinquent
subscriber has ordered his paper stopped, or a
has sent in a poem, or somenew beginner
thing of that sort. There is life and variety
about an editor then, and his intelligence and
courteous manners break out all over his gallant form worse than a case of conflueut smallpox. Mrs. Langtry is too previous, she is too
taffyonic, she is too fresh, in other words, and
site wants to put weights on her fore feet to
keep her from breaking. A New York reporter is a bloated bondholder kind of a newspaper mas, who doesn’t do anything but look
pretty aud draw his salary, aud Mrs. Langtry
will find out after a while that while an editor
is ail she says he is, he is so engrossed in his
multifarious duties that he iB not scattering his
charms around promiscuously for any woman
He is a gentleto pick up, who wants them.
man, he is bright, he is courteous and he is intelligent, aud if he were "ot, he couldn’t ask
two dollars a year in advance for his paper,
with liberal reductions to clubs, but Mrs. Langtry doesn’t want to be going around giving
him that kind of taffy until she knows whether be is
married or not. Editors can s'and
some things, but they don’t like to be jumped
on with both feet unless due notification is
served.

Fine if. Y. Bools, at Sign of Cold Boot.

Proprietor and Manager.

FRANK CURTIS,

Thursday and Friday, Jan. 11 St 12 1888,

K:f™0n«Mrts.

WOODMANSEE ~~&T GARSIDES’

INCONTESTABLE POLICIES! All policies issued
after Nov. 16, 1881* are incontestable after three
years from the date of the policies for any cause except fraud or misstatement of f le.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides

OR

out

in fourteen
press won’t

HOME

A

BOOT

GOLD

All t e Purge Feet in four I'owu
eet Perfectly Fitted
Your Difficult
for Cess Money tliun Elsewhere. Good, Durable, Stolid Goods
for 1.title or no Profit for the Ifext Thirty Days.

for every

biigntly .Previous.
Langtry says “The newspaper

Mrs.
men of
America are the handsomest, brightest and
most courteous gentlemen I ever met.” This
was said early in the campaign
and there is
reason to believe that Mrs. L. will change her
opinion. She had then only seen a few New

IS

IT

Town,

Cheap and Medium Goods for
Every body.

epidemics.

BLANKET

Chicago. Distances are measured by “squares”
in Baltimore, by “blocks” in Providence. The
“shilling” of New York is the “levy” of Pennsylvania, the “bit” of San Francisco, the
“mnepepce" of old New England, and the “esc.'lon”,of New Orleans. But take all these vari-

OF

PORTLAND THEATRE.

/7\enslow,

Before Buying tlieir Boots and Mines.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been established over thirty years.
IT
AS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for
by manv
years of fair dealing w th its policy holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest insurance authorities and the most pr aninent business and professional men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY,
having
no stockholders t<> take the lion’s share of the
profits.
Mutual Companies never fail
iT HAS OVER HIRTEEN THOUSAND POLl
CIES in force, and is therefore sure of a fair of average mortality, and eanuot be seriously atleoted by

A

blunder, "allows,”

of

to Call ut

liberality

what better educated people merely assert.
The pails and pans of the world beoome “buckets” when taken to Kentucky. It is evening
in Richmond while afternoon lingers a hun-

man

OF

similar class, by

ations together, with such others as more careful examination might reveal, and how far
short thov fall of representing anything like
the real dialectic differences of speech that obtain, and always have obtained, not only between the three kingdoms, but even between
contiguous sections of England itself! It ought
to he remembered also, that the ordinary language of the United States includes not greatly more of what may be called caste variations
than of those that are attributable to differences
of locality. The sf sech of the lower orders of
our people, whether examined in regard to its
vocabulary, its construction, or its pronunciation, differs from what all admit to be-standard
correctness by a much smaller degree than is
the case in England. A comparison of slang
dictionaries will reveal a far longer list of unauthorized words as current among British
“cadgers,' than among their congeners in the
United States. Grammatical rules are violated
badly enough by the ignorant of oar own cities
every day, no doubt; but how often, after all,
will you hear from the intelligent and respectable working people of American descent quite
suclt a Eolecism as this “I were” and “he
were” that one frequently notices in the
mouths of lower middle-claES Britons, accustomed all their lives to conversation with
speakers of the purest English? And as for
the pronunciation, we have our faults, of
course, in abundance, and ought to amend
them with all diligence; bnt whera, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, will yon discover auy
sush utter disability of hearing or discernment
as can permit men to drop or multiply h’s or
transpose their w’s and v’s.

Out
Living: Are
Invited

FNT FRTAINMFNTft

FINANCIAL,

-—PEOPLE-—

THE-

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY SIGN

CAN

M.

INSURE

UNION MUTUAL

YOU

Tucker in North American Review.
It will hardly be denied in any quarter that
the speech of the United States is quite unlike
that of Great Britain in the important particu"

(Gilbert

_MISCELL AN EO US_

YOU SHOULD
-IN

Variations in Words.

have appeared in the Florida markets.

four children, two sons and two daughters,
who are educated by English goTernesses in
English ways. The princess looks irore like a
European than our idea of an Egyptian lady.
She has brown hair, a dazzling complexion,
great dark exes, and a queenly carriage She
dresses in the latest Parisian fashion, and does
not, like most Oriental ladies, constantly
smoko and eat confections. She speaks the
French language fluently, and uses that language when she receives foreign visitors. Such
visitors she greets with a slight inclination of
the head, aid gives them her hand to kiss.
Her own countrywomen kneei before her and
kiss the hsin of her garment till she gives

1N8UHANCK

MISCELLANEOUS.

mm a

y

SB

STOCKS.
rts, &

8

MRS. S. J.

■

ating on our plan. From May 1 st,
1881, to the present date, ou investments of § 10.00 to §1000, cash
profits have been realized and
paid to investors amounting to
several times the original invest
meat, still leaving t e original investment, making money or payable on demand. Kxplanitbry circu

lars and statement of fund W
8ent free*
want responsible
agents, who will report on crops
and introduce the plan.
Liberal
commissions paid. Address,
IIMIHIM;
a
IflKB
l oiuiniMHion
Jlerrhnut*, TIi»jor

Congress Street.dtf

The Best

8881

TI,

Block, C hicago, 111

dly

Framing

in quality ,| work mans hip andj

T-A-STJU,

|W
HI A

CLOUGH*

is|doiie|atlmy store,

IL^G.

HEN I S,

.Vo3 Cons'resij j$t

^

tttp]

THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunell & Co„ Andrews, Armstrong, Went orth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland, Robert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bose, Hltchings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
run

out of the

city.

Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.

Harbor,

Bar

F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Bonham.
A. L. Jellersou.
Brunswick, B G. Dennis n.
Cumberland MUls. F. A. Verrill.
Dainar:iscotta. E. W. Dunbar*
Freeport. W A. Mitchell.
Fryoburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield. E. H. Evans.
Farmington. D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co,
Hal low ell, C. L. paulding.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. 1>.
Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg, A. L Jellison,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co.,
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris A. M. Gerry.
Thomaeton, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Robe
Waldoboro, G. Bliss,
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Farmoutli, W. E. Smith.

ially

as Capt. Deane is a
very careful, conscientious captain. It is possible the tug may have
gone into Cape Porpoise, where there would
be, it is said, no facilities for reporting her arrival. At any other port there is an opportunity to telegraph.
The Mary J. Finn is a stout, serviceable vecsel, the Bize of the Belknap, built in Philadelphia five years ago, and thoroughly rebuilt
last year. She is valued at $16,000 and has a
marine insurance, at New York, of $10,000
The two scows are valued at $5,000 each and

insured.
The officers and

empauelled

follows:

as

Caleb ®. Carver, foreman,. Gorham; William S
Banks, Portland; Edwin F. Bowker, Brunswick;

Frank B.

Blanchard, Falmouth.Joseph A. Bennett,
L. Bucknam, Yarmouth; RichCook, Casco James M. Durgin, Freeport; Joseph H. Hill, Windham; Joseph H. Hamilton, No.
Yarmouth; Scott Jones, Scarborough.
The second traverse jury is as follows:
Reuben C. Smart, foreman. Cape Elizabeth: John
J. Knowlton, Westbrook; Plantville P. Larrabee,

Bridgton Clarance
ard

Sebago; Leonard Quinby, Westbrook: Sumner C.
Rand, Portland. .John Roberts, Gorham Edward
B. Robinson, Deering; Edward O.
Russell, Cumberland: George S. Staples, Portland. Josiah
Sterling,
Cape Elizabeth; William Thompson, Brunswick,
Walter S. Totman, Harps well.
Supernumeraries—George W. Toothaker, Pownal;
John C. Wright, Naples; Sumner Winslow,Deering;
Charles Walker, Portland; Albert M. Wentworth.
Portland.

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.

Wednesday.—John Griffin, indicted for the robhis p’ea Of

bery of Emma J. Hutchins, retracted
guilty and pleaded guilty

not

Michael Scanlon, indicted for the larceny of a
satchel and a hair wreath, retracted his
plea of not

guilty

and pleaded guilty.
f flowing additional indictments were made
public the i.a* ties arraigned and pleaded ot guilty;
Thomas Hart, liquor nuisance James M Cobb,
gambling house nuisance; James Welch, liquor nuisTli

ance

State

Thomas Brogan. Appeal from the Mu-

v

nicipal Court

upon

complaint for

a

Verdict guilty.

^Waterhouse, Asst.

Co. Att’y.

D. A.

search and seiz-

Meaher for deft.

Brief Jottings.
and hard night last

tough day yesterday

A

night.
At

meeting

of the First Baptist church
Tuesday evening it was voted to extend a call
n the Rev.
A. K. P. Small, D. D., of Fall
liverj Mass,, to become pastor of the church
t is understood that he will accept.
If the French spoliation claims bill pasties
lie House two ladies in Dover, New Hampoire, will come in for large slices—one for
a

80,000 and the other for 8320,000.
They are
iSpectively the granddaughter and great,
randdanghter of Capt. Nathan Lunt, who
led in Portland, in 1823.
Coroner Gould held an inquest in the case
Michael Frankliu yesterday, and a verdict
as rendered that Franklin lost his life
by his
Tn carelessness and the
Grand Trank Comny was not responsible.
The flags on the Custom House and foreign
lamers wero at half mast yesterday on ac.
ant of the death of Collector Morrill.
District. Deputy GibBon installed the officers
Oriental Lodge, K. of P., South Windham,

inday night.
lfrs. John Karrigan, who lives on Briggs
eet, fell on the icy sidewalk Tnesday mornand broke her arm.
There will be a large party present at the
I given by thb Hair Dressers’ Union at City
II Monday evening.
Chandler will furnish
music.
he Telephone

Exchange has

i, or 725 in Portland;
f0 r the year.
Pe

CC88 subscria net gain of 444, in

youths’ gospel temperance meeting wilj

eld .it the Mission this evening at 7 1-2
ock. All are invited.
he Portland Electric Light Company, since

ring into Iheir

new
and
commodious
rters, have .met with a scries of mishaps oa
ir new engine.
They now hope that all
bearings have become settled and anticipate

farther annoyance.
Irown, the burglar,

was

bound

over

in 8800,

he Municipal Court, yesterday.
.'be Maine Board cf Agriculture “Institute”
1 be held at Banquet
Hall, Cornish,
idnesday and Thursday, Jan. 24th and 25th.
’.’he Polynesian had not arrived last evening,
e is probably outside
awaiting a change in
i,

weather in order to

run

in.

The Manitoban, it was announced last eveul, would not sail nutil to-day for Glasgow.
Jharles Harford of Belfast, who was taken
>m the
Reform School and sentenced to
,rtland jail for arson, for t-ying to set the
loot on fire, died at the jail yesterday from
ugestion of the brain after a week’s illness.
Dfficer Burnham arrested a man named
errill last night on suspicion of larceny of a
of carpenter’s tools from a house on Danrth street some time ago.
The trains on the railroads were delayed
im 20 minutes to 45 minutes yesterday owing
ilie effects of the cold weather on the rails.
understood that the manager of the St,
t 'a
ud Maine Railway has been requested
the oi. ’fetors in London to have a thorough
Hie company’s track, buildings
ipestion ^
d plant, etc., aDd to aeud t*i0 reP°rl at once
England, so t*,at immediate provision can
made for pu tting the road iu fir6t claaa
der. 11 is propc sod to lay steel on the sixty
iles now b id with .iron, and generally to add
as Ac increasing traffic of
ich
un

ie

a

improvements
road requires.

Ram Wings In dome.
It was not a balmy night, the breeze laden
with the perfume of of orange flowers, which
greeted, the pedestrian last evening, but after
he was comfortably seated in City Hall, well
warmed, and gazing on Mr. Ragan’s Illustrations of the "Eternal City” be forgot the
streets withwind and

piercing

sqpw-covered

out.

Mr. Ragan’s lecture was avast improvement
its predecessors, both in illustration and
All the great
from a historical point of view.
buildings with their traditions were laid before
There was the ancient and
the spectator.
modern city, the treasures of association aud
art. The forum, the ArchC3 of Titos and

over

Constantine,' the Tiber, Pincian Hill, Castle
of St. Angelo, St. Peter’s, the Vatican, the
Farnese Palace, St. John Laterau, the great
Basilica of St. Paul’s, the Appian Way, the
Spanish Staircase, aud the Fountain of Trevi,
wero all beautifully pictured forth and drew
loud applause from tho large audience.
Boating.
of Halifax has written Hanlan
mate
that he w"' match Wallace Ross and
Lee for a double scull race
against Han'an aud
fer 82,000 a side, the race to be rowed at Halifax. Hanlan says he is willing to make the

Spei.’man

if it does n."* interfere with his other
ho will
gagements already pending, but

race

en-

of the Finn

crew

are

the

following:
Captain—Byron Deane, Portland.
Mate—Capt. John Fisher, do.
Engineer—Frank Davis, do.

DREAMS.

The Buffalo

Express says: ‘‘Willie Edouin’s
‘Sparks’ presented the extTavaganza ‘Dreams,
or Fan in a
Photograph Gallery,’ not entirely
here, but remodeled, trimmed down and
thereby greatly improved. Fun in the photograph gallery there was indeed, genuine, rapid,
uproarious. Mr. Edouin was the photographer.
He is a comedian of peculiar ability, and with
Miss Atherton, long a popular favorite, as the
principal of the other sex, carried out a per-

new

pleasing

it was odd. Several
are in
the cast—all good people. The
laughter provoked was almost incessant; so
was the applause,
and encores of special features frequent.”
To-night the company will
iu
Portland
Theatre.
eppear
as

as

ADA DYAS.

Miss Ada Dyas, who will appear at Portland
Theatre, Saturday night, as Hester Grazebrook
iu Tom Taylor’s “Unequal Match,” should
draw a house only measurable by the capacity
of the auditorium. RoseEytinge, Rose Wood,
Clara Morris, Rose Coghlan, Agnes Booth, are
all well known contemporaries of Miss Dyas
on the metropolitan stage, with all of whom
she ranks. She is not only a fine actress but a
handsome, stylish woman, and will be well
supported on this occasion by Mr. Barton Hill
and a select company.
lambe’s benefit.
Tonight, Mr. George Lumbe, stage manager
of the Lyceum, Bhouid have a large house at
his benefit. The beneficiary will be supported
by the Lyceum company, the Portland MinBtrels, the Pullman Serenauers, and a host of
other volunteer talent.
Saturday night Den
Conway will take a benefit, and on Monday
the theatre will reopen with Jones aud Blanchard, the rifle team, and Harry La Rose, the
woDderiul gymnast.
NOTES.

We have received from St. Louis the neat
New Year’s” card of the N. Y. Madison
We wish them
Square Theatre staff.

“Happy

happy returns.
Wednesday aud Thursday, Jan. 17th and
18th, Mr. and Mrs. Florence, and Friday and
Saturday, Jan. 19th aud 20th, Den Thompson
many

Wedding- Bells.
Thero

were

number of

a

weddings

in this

city yesterday. The weather was not very
auspicious, but the happy conples cared little
for that.
Mr. Charles O'Brion nnd Miss Carrie F.
Rand were married at the residence of the
bride's father, John F. Rand, corner of New
High and Cumberland streets, by Rev. Henry
Blanchard of the First Uuivcrsalist church.
The bride was attired in an elegant Ottoman
silk, trimmed with point lace, and the groom
wore the customary evening dress.
There
were a large number of friends present from
New York and Boston, and the presents were
snptrb and very numerous. There was ail

olegaut wedding breakfast, and the pair left
for New York, Baltimore and Washington on
the afternoon train.
At St. Luke’s yesterday the cathedral doors
thrown open for the wedding of Daniel
F. Emery, Jr., aud Miss Stanwood, daughter
of Enwiu L. Stanwood, of E. L. Stanwood &
Co. There was a large party present. Bishop
Neeley officiated.
A very pretty wedding took place yesterday
at Mr. Thomas Russell’s <>n North street. {Mr.
were

William Hayoeu

Tucker—with

Phinuey &

Jackson—was united iu marriage to Miss Alice
A. Russell by Rev
W. B. Raydeu. There
waB a number of valuable gilts, aud the couple,
left by tbo afternoon tram on their wedding
tour.

Wo Oman, of the firm of Emery &
Woodman, and Miss Westou, the artist, were
married yesterday at the UuiversaliBt church,
Mr.

Stevens’ Plains, by Rev. Dr. W eston, the
bride’s father, principal of Westbrook Seminary. A number of frieuds were present and
wished the pair all happiness.
Personal.

Tuesday evening
very genial family
party gathered at ,the residence of Grenville
M. Sb vens, Deering, to celebrate the birthday
of bis only daughter, Fanny Revere.
The ocOn

a

was much
enjoyed by all, and many
wishos f r happy birthdays in the future
were extended to her, in honor of whom the

casion

good

guests were assembled.
Dr. H. M. Harlow, superintendent of the Insane Hospital, is seriously sick with erysipelas.
Rev. B. B. Merrill, of the First Congregational Society, Searsport, is to leave bis pasto
acconnt of ill health.
Captain John Rankin, who died in Wells,
January 8, v.-as born in. Wells in 1802. Following the sea lor a period of almost sixty
years, tbe earlier part in the West India
trade, and for many years in coasting, he was
rate

on

a man

o*

sterling character, unassuming but faithful

to

well and favorably known.

He

was

every trust.

George Hilton, who has been postmaster at
South Parsonsfield for 52 consecutive years,
has resigned that office. He is 83 years of age.
His son succeeds him.
Ex-Councilman James E. Sturgis is in the
city on a visit. Mr. Sturgis is looking remarkably well.
Curious Assault.
A Frenchman named Willed, of
A

Biddeford,

Saturday night, received pay from the
employes of the mills, who were his debtors.
After closing the storo he left for home with
He asserts that
about $800 in his possession.
he was assaulted by two
on the way home
last

men

who had smeared

a

paper

with

molasses

plastered it on big face so his cries could
be heard.
They then took his money and
cleared out. Mr. Willed was owing several
people, including Williams & Pulsifer of this
city $400, so that the loss of this money with
which he intended paying bills, was a serious
matter to him.
The use of moiaBses for robbery is the first case of the kind we ever heard"

and
not

of.

_

not

Cape Elizabeth.

be-

some point
go to Halifax to row, preferring
tween the Provinces and Toronto, and he conHanlan says
siders Lachine a suitable place.
jf the match is made to be rowed on neutral
water- he will stake 82,000 or $5,000 on the re-

The information fornished the Advertiser
last evening in regard to Pond Cove, Cape Elizabeth, as far as the Sefford property is concerned, was incorrect. It is true that a number of lots have been sold to parties who have

It is probable that Hamm or Conley
\Will be Ross’s partner.

erected cottages, or will do so next spring.
But only a sin all .portion of tbe shore property
has been sold; there are a number of excellent
jots stili in tbe market. That tbo Cape Elizabeth shote will be eventually lined with sum-

sult.

Hinds's Cream.
Hinds’s Honey and Almond Cream is one of
in the* market for chapped
tke best things
This is no untried
"P*> etc,
hands
thousards in Portland can testify
remedy h.’*
itaoTPHlle'^eC' If any of our readers doubt
* «>em make a trial of the
men t,
wl" say
ar®
compound and t W
t<**kache remedy that ig
Hinds also gets up a
o{ happiness.'
fitly called the "essence

this8 state

Co.

A

the Longfellow Statue Committee was held in the Aldermen’s room at 4
p.

Owen, Moored*
sale on
will commence to-day their i3»"y
of stock has
account
that
say
They
specialties.
results
been taken aud shows very profitable
for the past year; aud now in order to reduce
stock they are.willing to lose a little money.

villas is as sure
tinue to shine.
mer

as

that the 6un

will con

The Storm.
During Tuesday night the wind increased to
The mercury
a gale, accompanied by snow.
stood a little above zero. At sunrise it marked
2° above, and at noon in the glass-covered
thermometer on Exchange street—10° above,
but in the unprotected thermometer on Cumberland sueet, near Chestnut, but 3° above. At
sunset the wind was still high, from the north,
and Urn mercury only a little above zero.
There was only about two inches of snow fell

during

the

day.

meeting of

m.

yesterday.

There were present Mayor Libby, chairman,
Messrs. Tash, Barrage, Bichardson and Baxter.
Mr. Baxter, from the committee on cards
and certificates, reported that the oommittee
visited Boston and had designs made for both,
samples of which were exhibited, and were
very handsome. The cards bear an excellent
steel engraving of Longfellow’s head, with a
facsimile of his autograph below. Beneath
the autograph is the stanza:
I

again, as one In vision sees,
The blossoms and the bees,
And hear the children’s voices shout and call.”
see

followed by this inscription:
From the

Longfellow Statue association
OF MAINE,
to

A

Contributor

to

its

Funds.

These cards will be given only to the children subscribing ten cents and will not be
given to any adult. For the latter the certificates are intended, which will be given to
every donor of one dollar to the fund. These
certificates are on a nice bank-note paper, with
a fine steel
engraving of Longfellow at the
head, with an engraving of the house in which
he was born on one side, and a view in Deer-

ing’s

COUNTY.

Brooklyn,

Yarmouth.
It was your correspondent’s pleasure one day
this week to visit the new office of Lorenzo L.
Shaw, Esq., of the Royal River Manufactur-

ing Company on Factory street, which was recently completed, and is now occupied by the
company. It is a very handsome piece of architecture, 22x30 feet, 11-2 stories high, and
built from plans drawn by Fassett of Portland.
The

building

contains four rooms besides the

hall, and is furnished with all the modern improvements. The office proper is a large square
room at the left of tbe
hall, lighted by four
large windows, and contains two closets, one
for coals and the other for ihe toilet. A novel
feature of the office, which is unlike aDy other
building in town, is tbe painting of the wood
work which greets one’s yes when he eulers,
in fact it seems as if Mr. Shaw’s idea was to
have a building odd in structure aud ye' handsome aud attractive, aud lie ba9 certainly
met
w th his intentions.
Tbe dado of the office is
stained in two colors, red and yellow, with base
bfeard painted dark green, aud the chair railing
ebony,as is also the mantle. The remaining fi-h
isti is dark green with yellow mouldings,which
gives it a very odd but bright and lively ap-

The if or is stained as they all are
throughout the building. Mr. Shaw has jusi
added to the office an elegant roller tup desk
aud easy chairs. The room back of it, unoccupied as yet, will be painted similar, only
pearance.

with different colors. There are two rooms in
the second story which are fitted up for sample
rooms, and are very prettily painted in colors.
The run of stairs in the hall is made of solid
Southern pine and is a fine piece of workmanship. The stairs cost nearly as mnch as black
walnut, and are nice enongh to find a place in
the best dwelling house in Yarmouth.
The
wood work of the hall is stained to match the
pine. Under the whole is an excellent cellar
where hot water apparatus will be placed for
The whole structure
heating the building.
was made to perfection,
and reflected great
credit upon the workmen. The joiner work
was done by Hermon
8eabury and Charles
Dennison, the plastering by Josiah Loringand tbe painting by Saabnry brothers, all as
fine workmen as there are in town.
After satisfying onr cariosity at the office we
repaired to the manufactory just across Ihe
street.
Here is made cotton warp, s.-amless
bags, yarn, twine, etc., and by tbe kindness of
Mr. Shaw we were shown the working of the
whole mill. We entered the opening or picker room, thus proceeded
to every room, the
principal ones of which are tbe carding, spinand
ning, weaving,
spooling rooms. We fianlly
ended our journey by calling into the work
shop and boiler room. Mr. Shaw informs us
that many improvements have been made in
and about the mill daring the past few years,
new machinery and and
many conveniences
have been added, and the mill is now in a good
and
turns
out as good work
running condition,
as aDy of its size in the State.
A large tank in
the attic is always kept full of water to be used
in case of fire. Everything about the mill is
kept in a clean and systematic order, and the
business goes on like clock work.
Some sixty
men and women are employed, and the proancie oi tne mm nna a ready sale m all parts
of the world.
The store house, a comparatively new building, is situated a short distance from the mill,
and the two are connected by a broad plank
walk. It is 36 x 75 feet, 1 i story high with a
basement, and is capable of holding a year’s
stock of cotton—1000 bales, of between five and
six hundred pounds weight each -seven hundred bales of a fine quality has been purchased
for the present year’s consumption, and is now
arriving from tne South. The remaining three
hundred bales of a different quality will be
put in next spring, when it can be bought at a
better advantage.
The Royal River Manufacturing Company is
one of the most onterprising firms in Yarmouth, while Mr. Shaw is a very popular and
public spirited citizen, and believes in not being behind the times in improvements. He
talks strong of putting the electric light into
the mill at no distant date.
B. D. A.
Maine Humorists.
Tho death of Matthew F. Whittier, author
of tho Ethan Spike letters, reminds ns of the
fact that Maine, among her native and resident citizens, has contributed a large share of
those writers who have given a distinctive
character to American humor.
whoso Jack Downing letters
when he was

editing

a

Seba

Smith,

were

written
in this

newspaper,
city, was one of the first, if not the very
to
adapt the Yankee dialect to

first,
the

His Jack
purposes of humorous writing.
Downing letters gave him a national reputation.

Charles F. Browne, a native of Waterford, in this State, in the character of Amin as Ward, attained
a high reputation as a
humorist iu England as well as in this country. Matthew F. Whittier's Kihan Spike letters, though not so wide in their scope, were
even more true to the
traits of the Yankee
character. They were very widely read, and
if collected iu a volume would be found worthy of a p< rmauaut place iu the literature of
humor. David Barker migb' be added to this
trio, since he united with bis poetic gift a fine
vein of native humor, which found expression
in his poem of the Courtship and other pro-

duction*.— Portland

Transcript,

Loans and discoun **
.$1,551,129.89
U. S. Bonds to secure >«*ulation_
500 000.00
Due from rese*ve agents.
198,921.04
Due from other National Banka.
Real estate
8.500.00
Checks and other cash items.
26,572.30
Exchanges for clearing house.
28,257.18
Bills of other Banks.
10,966.00
Fractional currency, and nickels....
234.49

REMNANT

Business December 30,

Gold Coin.

38,200.00

Certificates.
Silver Coin
Legal tender notes.
Five per cent, redemption fund.

10,000.00
22,500.00

1,000.00
2,336.* 5

S-A-L-E

Total..$2,487,188,83
LIABILITIES

Capital stock paid

Office of tbe Company, Fianklin Wharf. Port-

434,750.00
30,131.74
701,813.84
19,721.90
11,776.32
14,600.00
115,233.21
123,000.00

STUDLEY’S

COST,

—

J. F.

LISCOMB, Secretary.

NOW.

janlOdtd

PORTLAND & OQDENSBURti B. R. CO.

WOLF
AND

Annual

Me., on

ny’s

uary, 1883 at 3 o’clock p m.
four directors in the
term or office expires.
By order of

eleerng

AD V KRT1SEMENT8-

PROBATE

NOTICES.

To ail persons interested in either of the
estates
a

Court of

hereinafter named.

Probate held at Portland, within

ATand for the County of Cumberland on the First
Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord,
eighteen hundred and eighty-three; the following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press,
and

Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland
that they may appear at a Probate
court, to be held at said Portland on the First Tuesday of February, next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon, and object if they
see cause.

JOSEPH B. GARDNER, late of Boston, in the
County of Suffolk and State of Massachusetts, deceased who died leaving estate to "he admthisteced
in the County of Cumberland. Petition for administration presented by Edward C. Gardner a son of
NANCY FARNSWORTH, late of Bridgton, deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof
presented by Noah Woods the Executor therein

named.
JOHN K. CHAPLIN, late of Naples, deceased.
First account presented tor allowance by John B.
Chaplin Executor.
JOSEPH C. SMITH & als. minor children and
heirs of Joseph D Smith late of Sebago deceased.
Petition for license to §611 and convey Real Estate,
presented by J.-hn D. Martin, Guardian.
AUGUSTUS F. SPOLLETTF, late of Brunswick,
deceased. Account presented for allowance by John
W. Perry, Administrator.
NATHANIEL S. LAWRENCE, late of Pownal.
deceased. Petition for allowance out cf Personal
Estate presented by Mary A’ Lawrence, widow of

ANNIE E. FRAjnK, and George A. Frank, minor
children and heirs of George W. Frank, late of
Yarmouth, deceased Accounts presented for al
lowance by Asa F. York, Guardian.
JOHN CURIT. late of Yarmouth, deceased. F,rst
Account presented for allowance by Dorothy B.
Administratrix.

DAVID GRAY, late of Cumberland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof presented
by Richard O. Conant and Daniel A. Hall, the executors therein named.
LOWELL V. WALKER, late of Portland, deceased
Petition that some suitable person may be appoint
•d Administrator, presented by David Boyd, a creditor of said deceased.
IIATTIE BELL MERRILL & als minor children
and heirs of Samuel L. Merrill, late of Jeueau in the
State of Wisconsin, deceased, sain minors having
■bstate in the County of Cumberland. Petition for
license to sell and convey Real Estate presente 1 by
Francis F. Rundiett Guardian.

deo25

Surplus

FALO

THEPortland Railroad
Cempany will be held in the
Mechanics’
Hal1, Portland,

on

Monday, Jan. 15, 1883 at 3 o’clock, p. m., for the
choice of Directors, and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them.
E. A. NEWMAN, Secretary.
dtd
Portland, Jan. 8, 1883.

COPARTNERSHIP.

EDUCATIONAL
WESTBROOK SEMINARY
FEMALE

—

J30LLE6E.

Experienced teachers, good accommodations, low
prices. Winter Term, begins Tuesday, Jan. 2,1883
ends Friday, March 0. Spring Term, begins Monday, March 26, euds Friday, June 29. For circulars
address
J. P. WESTON, President.
lleod3w

Westbrook

Seminary, Deering,

ROBES,
LADIES

FURS,

CROCKER will begin the instruction
of a class in drawing from living models,
Monday afternoon, January 7, 1883.
The course
will consist of 12 lessons.
Persons desiring to join the class can apply to
Miss Crocker at her studio 6672/2 Congress S
between 4.3o and 6 o'clock p. m
dec22utf

MSS!4

FUR

.,

»u«i

Class-

Wen to prl-rate pupils by the snbecrlhei

J. W,

COLCOItt*,

143 PearS Street.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—

AT

SILK

—

Portland, in the State of Maine,
At the

$738,303

92

300,000.00
70,000.00

is

the best of my knowledge
WM. A. WIN SHIP, Cashier.
9th
sworn to before mo this

Subscribed and

day of January. 1883.

Nice choice Prints in

WM. T. SMALL, N. P.

Correct—Attest:

I. P. FARING TON,)
EDWARD H. DAVEIS
GEO. P. WES COTT’, I

d3t

Rest

OF THE CONDITION

Portland,

in the

State

of

Loans and discounts.
TT. S. Bonds to secure circulationDue from approved reserve agents..
Due from otheT National Banks—
Real estate, furniture and fixtures.
Premiums paid.
Checks and other casli items.
Bills of other banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and pennies...

Midnight German-

town Yarn

Maine,

$413,386
260,000

69
00

17,763

27

only 15 cents.

lot of nice

Large

large

sized All Linen Towels

only

12 cents.

8,513 34
2,795 06

Large lot of fine Toilet

11,300 00
5,620 31
5,695 00

at

Quilts

aboutflialf price.

113 43

Specie,

11,335
4,000

Legal Tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)..
Due from U. S. Treasurer, other

redemption

new

Spring styles only 5 cents,
regular S cent quality.

Directors.

The Cumberland National Bank
At

Drillings.

to

true

00
00

CaU and

11,250 00
3,500

fund.

above

00

will

Total...$745.272 09

look

at

the

bargains and you

surely buy.

LIABILITIES.

Capital

stock

paid

in.

250,000

00

46,750
223,200

12
00

141,308
9,000
10,000

63
00
92
60
00

STUD LEY,

...$745,272

09

253 MIDDLE STREET

Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
National Bank notes outstanding....
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check
Demand certificates of deposit.
Cashier’s checks outstanding
Due to other National Banks.

50,000 00
10,428 92
1,740
2,843

Total.

STATE OF MAINE, County of Cumberland, ss
I, William H. Soule, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of rav knowledge and belief.
WILLIAM H. SOULE, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9tb day
of January, 1883.
ORRIN S. FOGG, Justice of the Peace.
Correct—-Attest.
H. N. JOSE,
)
J > MES S. MABRETT,
} Directors.
JOHN 0.

janlO

TUKESrfURY.)

dtf

GREAT BARGAIN

d3t

34,228.65
16,601.78
31,000.00
8,144..'.6
6,955.26
22.676.00
54.10

29,050.00
8,200.00

Total..$x,2 '7,040.44
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.

A

large ansi elegant

assortment

SOFT

PIANO COVERS,
at

the

astonishingly

low

prices

AND

PIANO and ORGAN

$300,000.00

60,0C J.00

fund...

Undivided profits.

128,775.41
266,200.00

Samuel Thurston

333,235.38

3 Free St- Block, PORTLAND.

15,249.00

40,000.00
4,169.31
6,75411

14,816.29
58,534.88
2,093.08

Fine Portraits

STIFF*
HATS.

WILL YOU CALL?
dtf

37,818.98

Jan.,

1883.
CHAS. O. BANCROFT,

Jastice of the Peace.
CORRECT—Attest :
JACOB McLELLAN, )

jayll

}

Directors.

)

<13t

The canvass tor the Portland Directory for
1883 has been commenced, and the publishers take
this occasion to thank the citizens and business men
of Portland for the generous patronage given them
last year, and for the courtesy and aid extended to
the canvassers in their work. The rapid sale of tho
copies of the Directory not subscribed for, and the
many calls for it since, shows that the publishers
were not mistaken in their belief that a city of the
size and enterprise of Portland needed and would
readily and gemerously sustain a yearly issue of the
same.
They hope to make the Directory for this
and
year more complete and valuable than the
to this end respectfully solicit a continuance of the
aid of our citizens in the way of advertising and
subscriptions, and especially by kindly assisting the
men in their canvass at houses and places of business, as the value ot a directory is its correctness,
and they cannot make it so without such help.
G3P*Be particular to get your correct number from
tho City Civil Engineer, and*liave it placed upon

We have a large stock, and
will sell at cost for
a

Notice

JOHN H. SNOW, lato of Scarborough,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same; ami all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
in

HOWARD SCAMMAN, Administrator.
w3w2
Jan. Cth, 1883.

few days.

B. Thurston & Co. & W. A. Greenough & Co
97 1-3 Exchange Nr.
dlw
jan3

Hall.

'Tuesday Evening, Dec. 19t
Tuesday Evening, Dec. 2Ctb.
Tuesday Evening, Jan. 9th.
Tnesday Evening. Jan. 23d.
Tuesday Evening, Feb. 6th.
Tuesday Evening, Fe!>. 13th.
IN AID

OF THE

PORTLAND FRATERNITY
<*cneral Committee.
T. C. IIebsey, Esq., President of Fraternity.
SAMUEL J. ANDERSON Fsq.. Vice President.
E. A. Noyes, Treasurer.
Air. S. E. Spring,
Hon. C F Libby,
Mr. I. P. Farrington,
Hon. William Senter,
Hon. George Walker.
Mr. George S. Hunt,
Hon. Geo. P. Wesoott,
Mr. George W. Woodman,
> r Chas. McLaughlin,
Hon. Jacob McLellan,
Mr. JohnN. Lord,
Hon. Win. L. Putnam,
Hon I Washburn, Jr.,
Mr. J. S Winslow,
Mr. w. I. Thom.
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. Nat an * ebb,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr Charles E. Jose,
Mr. W. A. Winship,
Mr. W. F. Miliken,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mr. M. P. Emery.
Committee on Entert iuiu-nl*.
J. H. Drummond, Jr.
Fred R. Farrington,
E. C. Jord m,
P. V. Griffin,
E. D. Noyes.
Win. Senter, Jr.,
Tickets for the course of six evenings, admitting
Gentleman and Ladi> s $5; to be obtained of the
and at Loring,
Committee
on Entertainments,
teliort Jit Harmon.
Evening tickets $1.

Nlnefic by Chandler’* Pull Quadrille Baud.

dtdecl0teodt4

janQ

DIRIGO.
VARIABLE DIAGRAM for cutting and fitting
DRESSES for LADIES’ and CHILDREN, as

well as all GARMENTS depending from the shoulThe Diagram is very simple, being al figured,
it is adapted equally to PROFESSIONAL and
HOME use with p iuted EXPLANATIONS; and is
especially arranged for beginners. It can be learned
perfectly wirh less practice than is required by any
other SYSTEM. It is also based upon the original
tailor system. Full instructions given on and after
Jan. 16th, at the MILLINERY Store of Mrs. A. L.
NASH, 463 Congress St. Portland Me.
MRS. M. E. ALLEN, Gen. Agt.

janlodlm*

HATTER
aodtt

FKOM

IS to^SO.fcfs.

FINE

—

a

pound.

MIXTURE

EXTRA IlliilHIJS!

£tt 20 CtS.

THIS WEEK.

Just the thing for

XMAS TREES,
SUGAR TOYS,
FANCY BOXES.

C. 0. HUDSON,
13 Ma;kot
dec22

Square,

DIARIES
At Cost.

CARD AND SCRAP ALBUMS
At Greatly Reduced Prices.

dtf

CHAS. H. O’BRION, Photograph
Very

Albums

Low.

These goods are made under my personal supervision, and can guarantee them of C'HOK'KflT
MKIIVM, beat HorbmnD»hip, and excelleai
fit
All kinds of Fur Garments made to order at short*
est notice.

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prices.

a

Specialty,

at

322 Commercial
Brown’s
POKTLdlVD
Order! receiv

Street,
*pl6dtf

NOTICE.
Parties having bills against tile
town of Decring, are requested to
present the same to Daniel D.
Chenery, Treasurer of Decring,
ou or before the 20th day of Feb*
ruary, 1883, for payment.
geo. it. Leavitt,
for the Selectmen.
j&nldlm

j

BOston.

dels

Frank B. Clark,
dtf

eodlm

!

HALLET, DAVIS
Upright
Also

For Sale and to Let.
PIAXO COVERS and PIAXO S100IS
AT—

144" 1-2

V. H.
ao«24

Exchange

Advertising
J PARK

KOW,

With tteautfat
Pottery
i'entrer.

Limoges,

Loujnvy,

milk

Japanese,

Woodford’s.

,,

v

Sarresruentlne*

si Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

dtf

Fluod complete with the

CO.,

3
P

A pents,
NEW

Sit.

TABLE UJPS

good Jersey Milk every

SOULE,

HASTINGS’,

ELEGANT

JERSEY MILK.
Extra

Square Piano-Fortes.

and

Soule’s Domestic Sweet Corn.
The best in the market, put up
expressly for family use. Address
V. 11. SOCLE,
noolSui
Woodford*5

included.
Address

& CO.’S

Several other good manufacturers make, and
several New Style Organs, j

WM. P.

SWEET CORN.

W. W. SHARPE &

i«8

^Nearly Opposite Temple Place)

at Low Prices.

515 CONGRESS ST.

9UINE.

y Telephone

Variety

T. C. WiDMER,
manufacturing Furrier,

haviug'disposed

Lowest Market

WDari

j

ed by mutual consent, A. H. Waite
of his interest in the business to Charles W. Oliver.
The sail maklDg business will be conducted at the
old stand No. 4 Central W'harf under the firm name
of YORK, WAITE & CO.
Portland, Jan. 1st, 1883.
JOSEPH S. YORK.
ALBERT H. WAITE.
jan0-d2w*

with

Stationery
in Great

Prices,

a

THE

supplied
FAMILIES
morning, Sundays
umished when desirea.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

insure

Notice.
copartnership heretofore existing between
Joseph S. York and Albert H. Waite, under
the firm name of York & Waite, is this day dissolv-

All kinds of

PURE CANDY

ilar to

Parlors: 488 WASHINGTON ST

PURSUANT

THE

or

QUICK SALE.

The Franco-Amcrii-an Form.

A

Reduced

Greatly
In

j

COE,

jan6

—

City

deodtf

DISTRICT OF MAINE. 1
Portland Jan. 7, 1883.
to the Rules of the Circuit Court of
the United States for the District of Maine.
notice is hereby given that Herbert G. Briggs of
Portland, in said District has applied to the undersigned for admission as an Attorney and Councillor
of said Circuit Court.
A. H. DAVIS,
Clerk of the U. S. Circuit Court.
jan9d3t

197 Middle Street.

SEVENTH ANNUAL COURSE.

—AT

Portland. Mo.

AGENTS WANTED.

your door.

Scarborough,

Fraternity Da lives!

Squirrel Lined Circulars

Notice.

"last,

is hereby given, thatth©
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

Seal Dolmans,

specialty,

der.

Total. $1,267,646.44
STATE OF MAINE. County of Cumberland, ss.
1, Charles Payson, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th day

a

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

(No. 3.)

novl4

Seal Sacques,

Photographer,

at

Warerooms of

National dank Notes outstanding..
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check..
Demand certificates of deposit.
.Certified checks
Cashier’s checks outstanding—
United States deposits..
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers..
Due to other National Banks.
Notes and bills re-discounted.

GEO. S. HUNT,
\V. S. JORDAN,

FINE FURS!

2,632.4_

Specie.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).

decl?

statement
and belief.

Remnants of Heavy Cottonades and

HATS,

RESOURCE*.

of

Flannels

Close of Rusincss. Dec.. 30, 188i.

Loans and discounts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation—
U. S. Bonds to secure deposits.
Other stocks, bonds, ana mortgages.
Due from approved reserve agents...
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Checks and other cas items.
Exchanges for clearing house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional paper curre. cy, nickels
and pennies.

Surplus

lot of

a

121-2 cents, very cheap.

at

STATE OF MAINE, County of Cumberland, ss.
I, Wm. A. Wint1 hip, Cashier of the above named
swear
that
the above
solemnly
Bank, do

Notes and bills re-discounted.

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
—

.also have

....

....

CAPS,
GLOVES,

once.

Remnants Gray

$400,000

36,347.11
45,000.00
Dividends unpaid.
40,7 J 1.83
Individual deposits subject to check. 1,29,767.289
Dus to other National Banks
188,392.64

than 5 per cent,

Me.

DRAWING FROM LIFE.

! tiKtmfltion in Esixiisii
ical Studies.

them at

00

EESOUKCES.

Inafitution of learning for both Sexes.

An

$800,000

At the close of business, December 30tb,
1882.

LAP

a

them that wiU

on

move

2,250.00

Undivided profits.
National bank notes outstanding—

REPORT

RETS,

I

AND

price

«

HAVE this day admitted L. J. D- Perkins as a
partner in my business, which will hereafter be
cirried on under the firm name of L. j.PtvKKINS
& SON.
L. J. PERKiNa.
Portland, January 1st, 883.
jan2 dtf

and

have fixed

We

We

f

NOTICE.

—

Satins, Velvets

$2,800,208.87

fund.

janlO

BLAN-

Remnants Silks

our

nants.

-|

HORSE

prices less than

our

Plushes and everything we
have in our stock in Rem-

Total.$2,800,208.87 j

ROBES,

store at

and

70,439.67
26,000.00

circulation).

per cent, of

have in

we

All

32.41

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.

dtjan22

PORTLAND RAILROAD COMPANY.
Annual Meeting.
Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the

Library Rooms,

(6

Total.

Short

half their real value.

RESOURCE*:
Loans and discounts.£2,360,784.96
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
60,000.00
Other stocks, bonds and Mortgages
4,OQO.OO
Due from approved reserve agents.
166.614.98
Due from other National Banks....
61,600*73
Real estate, furniture and fixtures...
6,000.00
Premiums paid
600.00
Checks and other cash items.
41,983.12
Bills of other Banks.
23,104.00
Fractional paper currency,nickels and

er

and

Lengths

of Maiuc,

in the Nialc

Goods

Close of Business, Dec. 30, I8&I.

..

BUF-

at 3 o’clock p. m., for the election of officers and
transaction of any other business that may come before them.
O. B. GIBB8, Clerk.
New York, Jan. 6,1883
janSdtd

Dress

—

Legal Todder Notes
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasur-

of

THE

w3w2

OF THE

day

purpose

Amiual Meeting.
Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the
Pondicherry Co., will be held at their office in
Bridgton, Maine, on Tuesday, January 16th, 1883,

HENRY C. PEABODY, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
Attest:
SETH L. LARRABEE, Register

—

the

Directors.
NICHOLAS DE GROOT,
Acting Sec'v

said deceased.

IVORY LIB BY, late of Windham, deceased. Petition for allowance out of Personal Estate presented by Smau A. Libby, widow of said deceased.

for

Portland,

our

ING all the Remnants of

CONDITION

pennies..
Specie,..

place of those whose

Portland, Me., Dec. 22,1882.

said deceased.

Curit,

At

THE

NOTICE.

OF THE

on

counters FRIDAY MORN-

Casco National Bank.
At the

Notice.
annual meeting of the stockholders of tbe
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Co. will be held
at the office of the company, No. 39 Exchange St.,
Portland, Me., on Tuesday, the sixteenth day of
January current, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, to
choose directors lor the ensuing year, and to transact any other busines that may legally come before
the meeting.
CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
Portland, January 1,1883.
dtd

Meeting of the Union Mutual Life
Insurance Company will beheld at the CompaTHE
Office at Portland.
the 22nd
of Jan-

N E VV

REPORT OF TOE

before the meeti g.

Portland, Jauuary 4,1883.

We shall place

W. W. THOMAS,)
A. L. GILKKY,
J Directors.
F. W. BAILEY.
)
d3t

janlO

—

296,161.82

STATE OF MAINE, Cumberland, ss.
I, B. C. SOMEKBY Cashier of the “Canal National Bank of Portland,” do solemnly Swear that the
above statement lstrue to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
B. C. SOMEKBY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 9th day
of January 1883.
GEO. C. PETERS, Justice of the Peace.
Correct—Attest:

AT

AT

—

$600,000.00
120,000.00

in...

Cashier’s Checks outstanding.
Demand Certificates of deposit.
Due to other National Banks
Notes and Bills re discounted..

<Ut

land, Maine, on TUESDAY, the sixteenth day of
January current, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon,
to choose five directors for the ensuing year, and to
transact any other business that may legally come

result of using Kathairon.

of

09)582.82

Certified Checks.

THE
the

aforesaid,

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate have
been recorded:
Harpswell—Philemena R. Russell of Bath to
Walter S. Totman of Harpswell, 20 acres of
land in Harpswell.

18S‘J.

of

Surplus fund
Other Undivided profits...
Circulating Notes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.

Annual meeting— Portland Steam
Packet Co.
annual Meeting of the stockholders of the
Portland Steam Packet Co., will he held at

cates.

Feb. 22, and Dominion, March 8th.

Ilth,

We shall make a Special Sale of
Twenty Dozen Ribbed Shirts and
Drawers at 50 cents each. These
are
all the Celebrated Bonanza
Brand and usually sell for One Dollar. Quantity will be limited to
three suits for each purchaser.

MEETINGS

Who want glossy, luxuriant
and wavy tresses of abundant,
beautiful Hair must use
LYON’S KATHAlltON. This
elegant, cheap article a ways
makes the Hair grow freely
and fast, keeps it from falling
out, arrests and cures grayness, removes dandruff and
itching, makes the Hair
strong, giving it a curling
tendency and keeping it in
any desired position. Beautiful, healthy Hair is the sure

0. w. AUjMM

BAILXY,

Regular sale

Total.$2,467,188.83

committee.
It was voted that Messrs. Baxter and Burrage proc ire the necessary cards and certifi-

Ocean Traffic.
The Brooklyn, of the Dominion LiDe, will
sail tc-day for Liverpool. She will be followed
by the Dominion, on the 25th; Sarnia, Feb. 8;

Thursday,

Jan.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Gentle
Women

18 Excl ange 8t.

Saleroom
W. O.

ME ,”

Furniture and General Merekan.
dlse every Satuniay, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
m.
octddtf
Consignments solicite

Close

J»nll

pecting to finish the work in about a fortnight.
The city has been districted, so that each committee will have no more to do than they can
well do, and due notice will be given in the
papers of the time of their starting on their
rounds, so that if people do not wish to await
their coming, they can leave the money they
wish to give, with orders to deliver it to the

teachers to prepare a brief account of these
exercises, and hand it in to the Press that
evening for publication next morning.

PORTLAND)

RENOU BC ESj

made.

their name inserted in the blank left on each
card for that purpose.
Mr. Baxter said the committees to solicit
funds for the monument had been provided
with books and would start out Monday, ex-

by the teachers, with especial reference to the
occasion, from the werks of the poet, and the
parents and friends of the children are invited
to attend.
It is requested that the principal
in each school delegate some one of the

OF

#

The retention of any waste matter in the
The collection of
system produces injury.
“phlegm” or diseased mucus in time of cold or
throat affection should be promptly removed.
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup does it more quickly
and effectually than any other coueh syrup

me cernncate

Mr. Baxter said he had secured 825 additional subscriptions.
Friday afternoon, January 12th, will be devoted in the public schools of this city to
Longfellow. The exercises will be arranged

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

—

—AT THE—

have died recently at Togus
home from cholera.
Mr. Edward A. Hanks of Augusta had a
narrow escape
from death Tuesday evening.
He was returning home with his horse and
sleigh from Fort Popham-where he has been
employed on an ice house for several weeks
past. Just as he reached the South Gardiner
railroad crossing the 8 o’clock train came humming along and the locomotive striking the
sleigh stove it into flinders and hurled Mr.
Hanks 75 feet awuy from the track, according
to mensurement afterwards made.
He was
cut and bruised but not dangerously injured.

were

preceding May Day.

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

OF THE

CANAL NATIONAL BANK

BONANZA!

SALES.

_AUCTION

BEPOKT OF THE CONDITION
—

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

on
Below are two
the other.
from “My Lost Youth,” and at the
bottom the usual engraved form of member-

the concert.
The school children, under the direction of
Mr. Hazel, will give a concert the Saturday

BANK STATEMENTS.

Eighteen hogs

Oaks

Mr. Baxter announced as the committee for
the grand concert to be given February 27th,
in aid of the fund: J. B. Ceyle, chairman,
Mrs. W. H. Dennett, Ira C. Stockbridge, T. E.
Hazel, Ardon W. Coombs, H. L. Houghton,
T. L. Talbot, D. W. Snow, Mrs. Hermann
Kotzschmar, Mrs. H. N. Wotherbee, Mrs. A.
M. Smith, and Miss Harriet Shaw. The Haydn
Association, Rossini Club, Weber Club, and
Philharmonic Orchestra, will all take part in

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_NEW

A sad accident occurred last Wednesday in
the woods west of Ashland. A man supposed
to belong in Bangor, was hunting for game
when his gun exploded, destroying the sight of
both eyes.
He was alone at the time, and
was found
twenty hours after the accident in
an exhausted condition and both feet frozen.

stanzas

un motion oi Mr. mcnarason,

NEWS.

AROOSTOOK

of Children’s

adopted, and on motion of Mr.
Tash the cards also, one of the latter to be
given to each child subscribing ten cents, and

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

others

Celebration

Day.

designs

Steward—Reuben Sutton, Boston.
Firemen—Charles Clancy, Portland, George
Morey, Lubec:
Captain Fisher commanded the steamer Express last summer.

formance

Comine

STATE

ship.

are

VIRGIN, J., PRESIDING.
was

an

The

telegraphing, and this is the first time the orders liavo been disobeyed. It is therefore a
reason for making the firm feel anxious
espec-

Supreme Judicial Court.
jury

scows, which put into that port Thursday were
still there. The Finn left that port Tuesday
morning for Portland.
Mr. Wright told a reporter of the Press last
night that Col. Moore went to Portsmouth
Monday, saw Capt. Deane, of the Finn, and
told him to leave Portsmouth for Portland

hour after the Finn started—
Tuesday morning, with a bark in tow, arrived
here all right the same afternoon at 5 o'clock,
but saw nothing of the Finn on the way. The
orders are very strict which the masters of the
Moore & Wright tugs receive, in reference to

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Report—Merchants National Bank.
and
Almond Cream—A. S. Hinas.
Honey
Bonanza—Gwen, Moore & Co.

traverse

THE LONGFELLOW STATUE.

FINN.

A despatch was sent to Portsmouth N. H.:
yesterday, by Moore & Wright of this city inquiring if the tug Mary J. Finn, and two

8 o’clock—or

ADVEBTISKMENTS TO-QA'

Wednesday.—The

J.

Tuesday morning, but, if, after reaching the
mouth of the harbor, the weather was not favorable, to return and telegraph him at this city
The tug Confidence, which left Portsmouth at

CITYANlTVKjlNITY
LB'IE'

MARY

Some Anxiety Felt in Regard to Her.

THURSDAY MORMNft, JAN. 11.

rains that

THE

iprsiresfl.

English Duplex, Oxford
a“d Harvard Burners.

YORK

Advertisements written appropriately displayed
and proofs given, free ofa *
The leading Daily and
eJfcly Newspapers of to
United States and Canada, kept 6n tilt for the accommodation of Advertisers.

Fcr Sale Yt bolesale and Retail

J*.

E. JOSE & CO.
vl

^

S3r:

•rfflS r»~RESS.
The

Mithras.

In Unmet.

I 01TU.ND, Jan. 10.
following quotations of Grain were received
from Chioago to-day by S. H. Larminle

by telegraph

& Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.

—-®grJ
Feb.

Chicago.-Wheat-

When his eyes upon her be
Shu trembles—for she is not fair—
And scarce she woul 1 that he should
The absence of all beauty there.

Jan.

Time.

HARRIET PRESCOTT SPOFFORD.

930.

90%

<0
30
00
30..

96%

10
10
11
11

•

see

".

96%
90%
967/8
97

12.00
12.30..

97%
97%
97%

1.03..

When his lips her fingers press,

Oal!....

Can she sigh with such a care?
Ah, no; f »r in that near caress
Shu knows her blest ana leeis her fair.

When his arms a’»out her meet,
i hen she bre ihes diviner air;
Wi h h s heart her pu-ses beat.
Bloonib her soul and makes her

9(f%
97%

97%
93
98

98%
98%

Dry Good* Wholesale llarkei.
The following quotations arc wholesale priew anc
dros. & Co., Dry Goods,
eorroctod daily by store
Woolens end Fancy Gooi.s, 144 to 162 Middle street:

lair.

Heavy 36
Med.

Monsieur.
[Pall Mall Gazette.]
Those whose knowledge ol French is limited
to the word “monsieur,” and they are legion,
may, alter reading the following r6matkson
that word in a French paper, at least congratu.ate themselves that they pronounce it right"
ly. Others, again, to whom “depute,” “Ntu
illy,” and such words offer insuperable obsta.
oles, will be surprised to learu that the pronun.
“monsieur” is a sort of Parisian
shibboleth. It was not till the 15th century
that “monsieur” was evolved from meum

ciation of

At this time the ending was fully
pronounced with its r, as in “sieur” nowadays;
but when the word ceased to be exclusively applied to the Dobility, about the end of the 17th
the appellation
century, the frequency of
caused the slipshod pronunciation that is so interesting a fact to philologists, and the r was
dropped. The first syllable which was
pronounced “mouu” iu the lGth century, and
which has perhaps survived in the nautical
word used by the Jack Tar of Dibdin “inounseer,” became modified to mo, though there
is a learned dispute as to whether this is not
part of the langue d’oil. Then “mo-sieu” became “mesteu,” which is generally pronounced
as “m'sieu” in 1882, or, if oue wishes ta talk as
a real gavroche, “tn’seu.”
Perhaps some one
in th*s country will trace for us the vicissitudes of the “mistress” in its degradation to
Mrs. or of master to Mr.
seuiorem.

In.
36 in.

ONBJLlLaCHBD COTTON..
7%@ 8% Fine 7-4.14@17

6%@ 7%|Fiue8-4.18@22
Light 36 in. 6 @ 6 I Fine 9-4.22826
>Mne 10-4....27%@S2%
Fine 40in. 7V»@ 9

["Broadway” in N. Y. Tribune.]
Mr. Osgood, the publisher, remarked to me
during the week that he rather thought Walt-r Scolt as a novelist would outlast Dickens.
Scott kept nearly even with Dickens in sales
the present day, while Dickens’s influence
was therefore fair to
was yet recent, and it
conclude that when a few more years had
passed, Scott, rooted in romance and history,
would continue to be the necessity of many
and the delight of some. Mr. Osgood said
that he thought Scott’s poetry in the present
period found more sale than that of Byron,
at

Scott in contemporary
popularity. The novels of Mr. Howells had a
fa r, though not extraordinary sale, of perhaps
15,000 copieB each. Hawthorne had never sold
extravagantly, and probably never would become the favorite of great masses of people,
since he worked for too fine an element, and
rattier wrote over the heads of the multitude.
The two distinctive successes in fiction had
been Mrs. Stowe with "Uncle Tom’s Cabin,”
and Mr. Tourgee with "The Fool’s Errand.”
Mrs. Stowe might have realized 875,000 in all
from her books. Mrs. Burnett had not made
mncb money from ner tales and novels, but
was reputed to have realized well from her
play. Mr. Cable had a ready market for his
wares, but was not a wealthy man, though he
wa> a religious one and a devout Presbyterian.
Mr. Roe, of whom the literary public knew
little, published a set of goody stories which
had a very considerable sale.

outstripped

Wit and Wisdom.
The question which excites the drivers of
public carriages is: “Dees a hack or a coupe
best?”—Boston Advertiser.
J. W. R., Jr.—Puck Is of opinion that yonr
lines, commencing, “At midnight in his guarded tent,” have appeared somewhere before.
At all events, they will not appear in this pe-

6-4....11

@17

TICKING., ETC.
i Drills.

Tickings,

Boat.15

Medium... 11
Light. 8

8@ 9
Corset Jeans.... 7« 8
{Satteens. 8® 9*4
| Cambrics. 5® 5%

@18

@14

@10
Denims.12 Va@16*4 Sileflias.10@20
Ducks-Brown 9 @12
{Cotton Flannels. 7@15
Fancy 12*4@16*4 {Twine & Warps 18®28Vii

Batting—Best...11*4(0-13
Good.

Kew

8*4@1' *4

York .Stock and money market.

(By Telegraph.)

New York. Jan. »• —Money on ca’l loaned be
mercantile paper
tween 4@5: closed at
at 5 *4@6. Kxciiange strong at 4 81 *4 for long and
4.85*4 for short. Governments Va h*gher for 4V28
and4V2sreg. State bonds dull and without feature.
Kailroad bonds irregular, but generally firm
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat
ed 210.«n>0 hares.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
government securities:
United States bonds 3s.103*4
United States bonds 5s, ex .102
United States bonds 4y2s, reg .1 i 3 Vs
.113<V*
4V2S,coup.
119 Vs
United States bonds 4s, reg

3@4;|pri’me

48, coup.119%
Pacifi 6s. ’96. 129
The following are the closing quotations of stock:
Chicago & Al on.133
Chicago & Alton pref.140
123*4
Chicago, Bur. & Quincy.
40 Vs
Erie.
p.riepref.
Illinois Central.144*4
Lake Shore...1128/*
Michigan Central. 97Vs
N«w Jersey Central.
7u*4
Northwestern.lSdVs
pref.147 Vi
New York Central. 1 6*4
Rock Island,....124JV«
Union Pacitie stock. 105V8
St. Paul pref.321
Milwaukee & St Paul.103Vs
Western Union Tel... 82
California

Jlinmai (tto;kt>

(By Telegraph.)

still prosecuting
bis labors. Some of the stockholders would
like to see Keely treated as he Is treating his
labors. Tbey would like to see him prosecuted.—Boston Transcript.
An exchange contains an article entitled
"Curious Facts About Precious Stones.” Oue
of the most curious facts about them is their

elusivenrss—their hard-to-get-ablenesB,
speak.—Norristown Herald.

so

to

WHAT A QUEER CLIMATE THIS IS!
First it snowed
And then it blowed,
And then began to rain;
And then it blowed
And then.it snowed,
And then it rained again.
With cold In head,
I’m almost dead;
Bat yet I won’t complain;
Pain Killer Baves
From wintry graves
And makes us well again.

Nobody ought to be without Perry Daves’*
A London organ-grinder recently escaped a
fire b; a very ingenious excuse. He bad been
playing before the honse of an irascible old
gentleman, who fnrionsly, and with wild gesticulations, ordeted him to "move on." The
organ-grinder stolidly ground on, and was arrested for his disturbance. At tbe trial the
judge asked him why he did not leave when
requested. “No spik Inglese,” was the reply.
"Well," said the Judge, "but you must have
Understood his gestures, his motions."
"I
tinkee be come to dance,” was the rejoinder,
that caused the judge to langh heartily and let
the musician go.—Musical Herald.
The People’s World-wide Verdict.
Burnett’s Cocoaine has been sold in every
civilized country, and the public have rendered the verdict that it is tbe cheapest and
best Hair Dressing in the world,
Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts are invariably

acknowledged the purest and best.
Yankee Notions: That Boston is the capital
of the United States; that Whittier is a greater
poet than Sbakspere; that Bronson Alcott is a
greater philosopher than Aristotle; that the
“Book of Common Prayer" derived i;s name
from Boston Common; that beans are the ambrosial fodder of the gods; that Banker Hill
Monument is older than the Obelisk; that the
architecture of Boston transcends that of Athens Id her palmiest days; and that New York
is jealons.—Puck.

engine.
Full particulars can be had at Towboat Office, No.
61 Commercial street, Boston.

-.

WILLIAM

DaYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

are

the

FOB

Gallia.New York .Liverpool... .Jan
Colon.New York. AspinwflHl_,jan
Pereire.New York.. Havre,
.Jan
..Portland.. .Liverpool... Jan
Brooklyn..
Nofa Scotian.Boston.Liverpool_Jan
..

Adriatic...New
Gcllert.New York..Hamburg... Jan
Orinco. .New York..Bermuda ..Jan
British Empire—New York..VoraCrua
.Jan
C'ty of lOcUmond New York..Liverpool_Jan
Bermuda.New York..St Kitts.Jan
Donau.New York..Bremen.Jan
Saratoga.New York.. Havana.Jan
Jan
Alps.New York. Kingston.
...New York .Liverpool_Jan
Abyssinut
Amerique.New York..Havre. Jan

York..Liverpool.Jan
..

Pavouia.Boston.Liverpool_Jan
Polynesian.Portland ...Liverpool_Jau
Sardinian.rortland. ..Liverpool... .Jan

4

Dominion.Portland...Liverpool_Jan

Parisian.Portland. ..Liverpool_Feb

10
10
10
11
11
11
H
11
11
13
13
IS
13
1(5
1(5
17
17
18
25
25
1

MINIATURE ALMANAO.JANUARY 11.
S m rise?.7.35 High water (P «)..12.67
Son sofa.4 42 Moon Bets_
7.68

Ingredient,

but is made from absolutely pure
Cream Tartar. It has the largest sale of any
baking powder in Portland.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Wheleaale market.
Jan. 10.
The markets are very quiet. Rio Coifes is off 2e.
Quinine is 10c loaer. Sugai is quoted at 9%c tar
granulated and 8% e for Extra 0. In Raisins and
Prunes onr quotations show changes. Pork and
Lard are firmer with a slight advance. Other prices
Review at Portland

•OB TBK WEEK EHDtEO

unchanged.

_

Freeh Href market.

Uorreuted for **ie Press daily by Wheeler
A

Co.,

Commission Merchants in

Beef. Franklin Wharf:
Hides. 6%w 8
Fores...i.... 5%@ 7

Chioago

Swift

Dressed

Hinds. 7%®11
Rattles.

6
m 8
Rounds...,,, 7
Backs. C
Loins. 9
Bumps. 8 @12
Itumr Loins. 8

(a, «
(a S

(alf
git

Stteli market.
The following quotations oi stocks are reooive.
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
-err of tu. Boston Stock Exonanue), oorner of Mide and Exchange ■'r.v p
EEW YORK STOCKS.
Con. Pacific.
87%
Irsoun Pacific.. 103%
Texas Pacific. 39%
rabash preferred 64%
stocks.
postoh
uf. Pii.AW.com
Boston Dana.....
•
St.L. A Frisco 1st
Water Power.
2%
Flint A Pare MarOmaha common.. 52%
Denver A R. O... 44%
quette common. 23%
Friseo preferred..
Hartford A Erie 7s
Omaha prefer ed 112
A. T. A 8. F. 86%
Boston A Maine. 160
Nor. Pao, prefer'd 86%
"
Flint A Pare Mar«om
49Ve
Paetfic Mail
qnetta prei. rred 09
Bt Joseph pret
L. R. A Ft. Smith
40
O. A M.—
Marquette, HoughMo. K. A Texas.. 33%
ton
Ont
78
Nor A Weet’n prf
Summit Branch..
7
—

—

—

—

...

..

—

—

...

—

Loui-ANash. £4%
Mexican Cept’l 7s 74%
Rich. A Dan.
Ban*, at the Boston Brokers’ Board. Jan. 10
Eastern Railroad 6s, 1906.
109%
Franklin Company, Lewiston.112%
Androscoggin Mills. 129
BaugorCiiv 7s, 1894.122%
Boston A Maine Railroad 7s, 1894.128%
Hill Manufacturing Co
(a.98%
York Manufacturing Co.1000
_

—

Bailrssg Receipts.
roKruto. Jan. 10.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, lot rortuo®
>7 ears uuseonauoous uiorouauajBo; tot oonneeSisg
7*»ds 17 ears aiseellAwotu; met paandlse,

Agent.
eodCt

For Sale.
PARTNER’S Interest in a manufaotur |
mg business, established fortv years, located I
in th 8 city. Junior Partner to continue
Addre>s
“S.” Box 937.
dec3udlm

SENIOR

POWDER
Pure.

For Sale.

Absolutely

This powder

Smith, well found
anchor and chains with new

Schonner Sarah E.

sails. rigging,
FISHING

varies.
A marvel of purity
wb'desomeness.
More oconomi
strength
than the ordinary kinds, and canuot be sold in com
petition with the multitude of low test, short weig
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans
Royal Bak ikq Powder Co., 106 TV all- st., N. Y.
never

and

Apply to
(landing rigging.
e. Fiu:i:m,n, rncouimcrmi

Street,

Poitliuul lie.

or

F. A. Snow, Wellfle»t Mass.

de27

__ilm-

_WANTS.

yLAJRIJsTE

...

The Wool Market.
Boston, Jan. 10—{Reported for the Press'],—The
following is a list of prices quoted this afternoon
Onio ana Pennsylvania—
PicklocK and XXX.
44
@ 45

Choice XX.40
Fine X.38
Medium.44
Coarse.30

Michigan-

XX.37
Fine.36
Medium.42
Common.30
Jther Westerngj
Fine and X.36
42
Medium.
Common...,.30
Palled—Extra.35
Extra and

supernne.
25
No 1.».16
Oorabing and delaine—
Fine and Nn l combing.46

Finedelaine... ...........42

Low and coarse.32
Medium unwashed.25
Low unwashed.20
California.
12
«’exas .17
Canada pulled.30
Do Combing..36
washed.
23

Ayres.

23

Australian ..39

TOUT OF

@ 40
@46
@ 38
@37
@44
33

House for Sale.
recently occupied by
ot Melbourne
THEuated at the
and
streets. The house Is

Bookkeeper Wanted.
A0®-

John Main, sitand Merrill
in excellent
nearly new
order, heated by hot water and contains all the modern improvements.
Inquire of BENJ. THOMPSON
86 ExchaugeSt. or N. S. GARDINER 93 Exchange
corner

first class experienced Bookkeeper with undoubted references. Address a. B. this of

4

jauUdtf

Street.

decl3deodtf

Wanted.
For Sale.
MAN thoroughly competent to take charge of
six strain boilers anil who und-rs ands gasfitting. Steady emplo> mem and good pay in a pleasant New England
Village. Must be well recommended. Address BOX 1018, Portland P. O.

A

jan8

Mouse, Barn

TINSMITH to work

Apply

on

tin ware.

TO LET

Hanford, Maine.

or

house on State Street, renlal for
thre« years or lest*. Immediat« possession can
be had. Inquire of G. W. VERRILL, 191 Middle or
16 Gray Street.
jan Odtf

FIRST-CLASS

Store to

JLet.

Exchange St. Steam power
NO Possession
13th inst.
124

d2w#

jan6dlw

Situation Wanted.
YOUNG Mai* 21 years of age desires

A

situation in a Grocery store in Portland. Has liad
two years experience in a first-class
store; can furnish
recommenda'inis as to character
and ability. AddresB
P. O. Box 85, Kittery Me.
dtw»

E. II.

jan3■___

if

wanted
*

Seh-Mary Elizabeth, Duntou, Boothbay.

@

33
46
48

HOUSE

FROM OUR

WISCASSET,

@ 26
@
@

Jan

CORRESPONDENT.

481
45

@36
@30
@ 22

Ag**n»s Wanted

Choice Rooms for Rent.

A

Female, in every city and town m the
Unite* States. §10.0’‘to$15.0<* per day easG. E. HIDEOUT & CO.,
Tly made.
dec22eodlm
10 Barclay St New York City.

@32
@33

or

CANVASSERS WANTED.
Energetic Canvasers to sell the Eagle
G.OOD
Wringer on installmeuis. Men who can give
good reference or security can have outside territo-

@36

@ 361
@ 33j

(d) 45

Donskoi.25 @32
Tho/Wuol market remains tlie same with a fair
demand from manufacturers. All kinds of desirable Weol are held with considerable firmness, and
there is now a more confident feeling that prices
will be sustained, but at the same time no immediate improvement is looked for.

^similar article,
of

New York.
Ar at Miragoane Dea 1, brig O B
Boston, (and remained 13th.)

ftittlttOKANDA.

hold
If you

Wing Small,

from Havana 1st inst
for Porte Padre, has been lost on Anguilla reef.
No particulars. The H T W registered 600 tons,
was built in 1876 cat Clierryfleld and hailed from
New York.
Sch Clara Dinsmt-re, Chase, from Boston, anchored off the mouth of West Quoddy Bay 6th inLt covered with ice and unmauagabie. She was boarded
by station crew No 1 and assisted to Lubec.
KySee other columns.

sales of
Girth.
lbs.
Price
1 pair.7
2
3300
$165
1 jpair.7
53000
$165
1 pair.6
6
2600
$130
1 pair
6
7
2700
$18b
Milch Cows—Extra $50@$80- ordinary $20@48;
head; farrow cows $1 5@$36.
springers $20@$«5
We note sale of 1 springer at $50, 1 do at $35; 3
new milch cow $63
head; 1 cow and half $»"5.
Veal Calves—prices 3a7Vfce
tb live weight.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep cost 6V4@
GcMt, and Lambs 6Vi@6yjc
ft live weight.
Swine -Western Fat Hogs at 6% @7Vic ^ ft live

T

DOJlESTlt; PORTS.
SAN FRAN CISCO—Cld 6tb, ship Charter Oak,
Gilkey, New Bedford.
MOBILE-Ar 8th, barque Edward Cushing, Bickmore. Wood’s Hole.
PENSACOLA-Ar 6th, sch Ella M Watts, Matthews Camden.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 6th, sch Wm Buck, Miller
New York.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 8th, sch Maggie Abbott,
Belatty, Humacoa.
NORFOLK- Cld 9th. schs Susie P Oliver, Snare,
Demarara; Annie W Barker, Snowman, for Port

weight; Store rigs slow 6@lic.

Chicago Live stock market.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. Jan. 10.—hogs—Receipts 45,000 head;
shipments 35<»0; opened strong but closed weaker,
mixed at 6 60@6 25; heavy 6 00@6 90; light 5 70
Spain.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 6th, ship Edw
@6 30 kips 6 26@5 40
Cattle— Receipts 8500 head shipments 2800 head; I O’Brien, from Norfolk for Liverpool.
Ba LT1MOKE—Ar 8ih, sch Ruth Robinson,
10c lower; good to choice at 5 20@5 80.
Baker,
Bos«on.
Cld 8tb, sebs Linah C Kaminski, Woodbury, for
JDouue-tic iVlarkeU.
Georgetown, DC; Florence Randall, Randall, New
(By Telegraph.)
B dford; Frank Harrington, Kent, and Isaac T
New York, Jan 10.—Flour market—Receipts
Matthews, do.
Campbell,
30,193 bbl9. exports 44?4 bbls;less active but quite
Cld 9th, sebs Daylight, Hodgdon, Belfast; Albert
firm with a fair export and moderate Jobbing trade
H Waite. Moore, Boston, and sailed.
demand sales 17,250 bbls.
Seh Addie M Bird, of
is loading phosQuotations of flour—No 2 at 2 40@3 30;Superfiae phate for Pensaco'a; fromRockland,
there she will goto i^uadWestern and State at 3 35®3 75. common to gooc
aloupe with hard pine at $o.50 per M. and thence to
extra Western and State 3
40; good to choice
Turks islend to load guano for Baltimore at $3.50
do at 4 50@7 00: common to choice Whit^ Wheat
per ton.
Western extra at 6 25® 7 00; fancy do at 7 l*i(&
CHESTER, PA—Ar 8tb, sch J A Stubbs, Stubbs,
7 5
common to good extra Ohio at 3 76@6 60;
Monte Cbristi.
common to choice extra St Louis at 3 76®tf 75:
NEW YORK—Ar 9th inst, schs Cyrus
MoKoww,
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime 6 60@6 60;
Brown, Wiscasset; Nellie Dinsmore, fm Fall River;
choice to double extra do at 6 60@7 40; City Mill
American Chief, Snow, and Senator Grimes, Clark,
extra at 5 30@5 60; 1400 bbls No~2 at 2 40a3 30:
Providence.
1300 bbls Superfine 3 35(63 76,16QQ bbls low extra
Cld 9th, brig Tarifa, Brown, Cadiz; schs
Mary E
at 3 65@4 26; 4900 bbls Winter Wheat extra 3 75
Olirer, Hinckley. Demarara; Ernest T Lee, Blatch®7 OO; 6200 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 70®7 40
ford, Fernandiua; Cayenne, Stinipson. Boston
Southern flour steady; c» mmon to fair 4 3<>@5 00;
Sid 9th ship Jos B Thomas, fur Liverpool; bark
dd to choice 6 10®* o«*. Wheat—receipts 49,5* 0
Lorcna. for Rio Janeiro; brig Jennie Phinuey, for
bush; exports 41,896 bush; cash lots held somewhat
St Thomas.
stronger ^options opened %@% higher, afterwards
Passed the Gate 9th, sch Sammy Ford, from New'
lost advance and declined V*@%,c osing withjmore
York for Boston
st ength; fair export, inquiry and g< oti speculative
In Hart Island Roads, schs Gen Banks, Banks, fm
business; sales 2,186,000 bush, including 248,000
Port Jobusoii for Providence; Damon, Amboy for
bush on spot;No 3 Red at 1 07%@1 09% ; No 2 at
Sarah Wooster, do for Providence; D
Somerset;
1 !2al 12% certain! 1 13(5)1
13%delivered,Mixe 1 Sawyer, do for Boston.
Western 1 05@1 06;No 2 White 1 00® 1 OlVajNol
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 8th, schs Perseverance,
White, 4600 bush. Rye Arm; No 1 at 70c. Barley
Willard, and Ellen Mornson Lowell, New York.
dull; 2-r<>wed State »0%c. Cor —cash %@%c
PROVIDENCE—Ar 8lb, sch Python, Grant, from
higher; options opened %@%c better, afterwards Elizabetbpoit.
weaker an declined %®lc, closig stronger with an
Ar 9.h, sch Belle O’Neil,
McLaughlin, from
active speculative trade and fair export businessjreGalveston.
eeipts 27,976 busn; exports 161,903 bush; sales
NaKRAGANSKT HARBOR—Ai 9tb, scb Bello
2.327.000 bush, including 167,000 bush on-pot; O’Ne), McLaughlin, Galveston, 24 days.
No 3 at 6l%@62c. No 2 at 69% c in elev, 71c deIn West Bay 6ih. sch Kml H Potter,
Keeno, from
livered; No 2 White 87c old. round Yellow 85 No 2
Providence for St Marys. Ga.
for January 68%@69%c, closing » 8V2C ^February
EDGABTOWN—Ar 8th, sch Neljle Arey, Carver,
at 66% (607% c, closing 67c; March closed at 66%;
New York for Boston.
April at 66%c. May 64% c. Oats %@%c higher
In port 8th, schs Sea Spiay, and Island City, from
with very brisk speculative trade; receipts 14,400
fm New York for Eastport: Ckromo, Bunker, from
sales 1,264.000 bush; No 3
bush; exports
bush,
New York for Boston; Isola, Smith. Amboy for Casat 45% c; w hite at 47c; No 2 at 46a46%c; White
tiue; Banner, Yeatou, New York for Rockland;
48 a 48%c; No 1 at 46% c; Whito |&t 51 %c: Mixed
SilaB Me Loon, Morrill, do for Salem;
Klbridge GerWestern at 44iq47c; White 47 a 60c; Mixed State at
ry, do lor Salem; Lizzie Brown. Ingalls, Amboy for
White
State at 6o@51c. N»gar weak;
48@48%c;
Hattie L Curtis, Hodglns, Now York tor
Boston;
refining at 6% @7 l-16c; refined firmer; White Lynn; L D Wentworth, Blake, do do; J II Eeiis,
Extra 0 at 7%@7% e; Confectioners A 8%; standWallace, do for Portland.
ard A at 8%@8%c; cut loaf ai 9 Vi*; powdered at
HY ANN IS—Returned 8th, echs Mary D Wilson,
8%@9c; granulated 8% ; Cubes at 9c. HI ol» ernes
and Geo E Prescott.
steady; Orleans 40@61e. Petroleum firm; united
Passed by 9th, sch Walker Armington, from Bath
at 91c. Tallow firm; sales 66 000 tbs. at 8 1-16
for Baltimore.
(ft 8 3-16.
Pork weak; sales 140 bbls new mess on
BOSTON—Cld 9th, barque Ralph M H^vward,
spot 18 35®18 45; new mess January at 18 20®
Baxte
Wood Hele; scbB Benj B Church, Netley
18 bo. February 18 25@18 36;March 18 35®18 46.
St Mans, Ga;
Samos, O’Neil. Wood Hole; Mark
cash firm and more active with fair expert;
Gray, Randall, Baynne, NJ; Am Team, Handy, for
sales 485 prime steam on spot at 10 HO; 180 city
Boothbay.
steam 10 5<>@10 02%; 600 refined for continent
Sid 9th, brig Woodbury.
at 11 00. Butter is weak;State 20a38c;Western 16
SALEM—In port 9th, sebs Nellie Eaton,
Ashford,
(638c Cheese firm; State factory 8@14c; Western
New York tor Calais; Thos Hix, Yeaton, Hoboken
flatj6@13%c.
for Rockland; John Girard, Robinson, Boston for
to
Wheat
Freights
steam 7.
Liverpool dull;
do; Mary Jane, Arey. Bangor for Providence, Maia Therpsoa, Kallocli, Rockland; B L Eaton, GrierChicago Jan. 10.—Flour firm. Wheat generally
son, Calais for do.
’ower; regular at 97y«(697%c for January; 97% ®
CUTLER—Ar 6tb. sch Mahaska, Merriman, fm
97% e for February: 98%c March; No 2 Red WinPortlaud for Wolfville, NS.
ter at 99*; No 2 Chieago Spring 97%®97% rash:
BATH—Sid 9th. sch Rosa Mueller, M’Learn for
No 3 at 8/e, Corn generally higher at~56%®n7e
cash 57c for January; 64Vsc for February; 63% c
Wiscasset, to load ice for New York.
March rejected 4 6c. Oateste-*dv 35% e for cash;
3<*c for February and March rejected 38c. Rye is
FOREBRN PHOTS.
firm 59c. Barley steady 8".
Dressed Hogs lowerlat
Ar at Hamburg Dec 21, ship John C Potter, Mc7 1 @7 4*. Pork lower at 17 5@17 20 for cash;
Clure Mejiiiones.
17 10 17 16 for January; 17 27% al7 30 FebruLard steady at 10 45a 1047%'cash; 10 62%
At Jaemel Dec 31, sch Eva L Leopard, Robbins,
ry.
@10 66 for Fehru ry; 10 62%(®10 65 for March. frcrn Wilmington, NO, dlsg.
Bulk Meats unchanged; shoulders 6 60; short rib
At Antigua Dec 26, brig Rabboni, Coombs, from
New York, ar 26th.
9 00; short Hpar*9 36.
fm Guantanamo Dec 29, brig Clara
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Jenkins,
Wheat was lower 96c for January: 97% February
xige. Matanzas and New York.
At Trinidad 1st inet, sch Uranus, Clark, for Phila98%®9H%c March. Corn stronger at 57 Januarv;
64% c February; 63%@53V2c for March. Oats are
delphia, ldg.
Pork lower 17 10 January; 17 22y2
At Oientuegos 3d ipst, barque Nellie Rumball,
firmer 3«%.
Rumbal), unc, schs Maggie Balling, Balling, ana
February; 17 40 March. Lard lower at 10 47%@
^
K
60
S Newmain, Keene, for North of Hatteras; Kbeu
February.
@1<>
Receipts -Flour 36,000 bhlg. wheat 61,000 bush,
Fisher, Reynolds, and ft li herrirnau, Wood, unc.
At Cardenas 3d inst, brigs Cadet, Sawyer, and
corn 191.000 bush, oats 101,000 bush, rve 13,000
Belle Prescott, Doull unc; Cbas A Sparks. Bradbush, barley 69,00*» bush.
Shipmeift8—Flour 27.000 bbls, 14,000 bush co-t), ley, and Ada L White, Morton, for North of Hatteras; Clara Leavitt. Lombatd; Grace Auurews, An144.0 0 bush, oats 83,000 bush, rye 3,400 bush,
drews. and Moses Webster. Rhodes, unc.
barley 34,000 bush.
Sid fm Caibarien Bee 27 b, barque Mignon, ColRt. Lorrs, Jap. 10—Flour unchangedjfamilv 4 10
for New York; 28tb, brig Clara M Goodrich,
cord,
«4 26: choice at 4 6,0@4 70; fancy at 4 8f»fa6 10
Pray, Delaware Breakwater.
Wheat higher hi 2 Ited Fall at 1 02(a;l 02% cash.
3d inst, barque Treruont, Tucker,
AtCaicarieu
1 01%@1 02% for ^anuary: 1 02%®1 02% for
for North of Ha terns 10 days: brigs Ernestine,
February; 1 04y8@l 04% March; 1 o5% a 1 05%
Norton, for New York 3 days; Caroline Gray, WingApril; No 3 at 95c. Corn higher at 48% @48%#
field, for do 8 days; sch Jas K Talbot, Crocker, for
for cash and January; 48@4H%, closing 4Mc|Febru
do 5 days.
Pork easier at J6 76 bid cash; 16 86 bid for
ary.
Sid fm Havana Dec 31. barque Matthew Baird*
25
and
Lard
10
10
40
ask
January
February.
bid,
Forbes, Delaware Breakwater.
fcu.
At Havaua Jan 6, barques Antonio Sala. MitclieU,
wheat
Receipts—Flour 4,000 bbls,
21,000 bush, for Delaware Breakwater;
Eva H Fisk, Newell, for
corn 43,000 bush, oats 0,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush,
schs Sarah M Bird, Merrill, for PhilaPhiladelphia;
buim.
o.OOO
barley
Grace Bradley, Hupper, for Delaware
delphia
Shipments—Flour 7,0^0 bblt, wheat 7,0^0 bu,
Breakwater, Lizzie Dewey, Peters, for New York
corn 16.«»0*» bmh, oats 3,000 bush, rye 0 000 b«h,
9
or Pniladelphia.
b iriey 0.000 bush.
Ar at Matanzas 3d inst. brig Clara Pickens,
Detroit Jan. 10 —Wheat strong No 1 White fall
Coo bs, Uuahtanajno.
cash and January 1 00% ; Feb
00%; Mnrch at
At Sagua tub iiict, schs Ada Barker, Edwards,
1 03 % ; April 1 05 Va; No 2 at 87c; No 2 Red Winand Win Flint, Dodge, nno.
1
1

639

AT

Congress
or In

try Parker’s Ginger Tonic.
are a lawyer, minister or business man ex-

Its rich and lasting fragrance has made this B
delightful perfume exceedingly popular. There B
is nothing like it. Insist upon having Flores- B
ton Cologne and look for signature of

On every
con

bottle.

supply you.

Any druggist or dealer In perfumery
nud 75 « <-nt sizes.

25

some

excellent front

rooms

single
suits, have the sun all rtav. Hot
water, heat by steam, splendid bath room
accommodations.
Apply at HOUSE.
dec3»^
eod2w*

'ft'iit;

International

©tel.

B
■

ASTO1
01(1 Dr. ritchcr’8

r
jedy for
Children’s Complaints.

‘Especially adapted

to children."
Dr. Alex. Kobcrtson, 1057 8d
Av., N. Y

Ptcasant, Harmless and Wonderfully Efficacious."
Dr. A. J. Green, Royerlou, Ind.
1 prescribe it as sap 'rior to
any known remedy."
Dr. H. A. Arch, v, 65 °ort!and
Av.,

Brooklyn.

t"*c. Mothers, Nurses
and Doctors agree ths. for Sour-Ktomach.
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitcher’s
Castorin. By assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and natnarc

ural sleep.

Tho Great
An

Infallible

Healing’ Remedy.

euro

for

Rheumatism,

Sri-

uralSt:1» JVoi-.ids, Burns, Sprains,

Si1
s.Ilf
Joints,
any cause.

spavin, and Lameness from

P.T. Barnaul, the great Showman, says
“Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Horses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Surgeons and Vetorinaries nil say, that for casualities to men and
animals, no.Mng is so
efficacious as Centaur Liniment.”
438 Fifth Av., New York, May Oth, 1575.
ii*31 &

w

24,000 bush; shipments 18,000 bush.

M*wO»LKAXfi,Jftn.
uplands 9%c.

r-Cott#»**sdy; Middling
^

SPOKEN
Oct 29, lat 6 N, Ion 26 W, barqua Riebard Parsons, Packard, from Naw York for Point de Qalle,

Portland

*u

:

m.—from Fabyans.
m.—from Montreal, Ogdensbtirg, Burling
ton, &c.
<1. BAWIliTON, Superintend* tM.
Portland, November 13. 1882,
novl3dif
a.
p

Open Evening#.

Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton &

Philadelphia.

STATION IN NE* YflfiK cSASm n.
Statioss in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Reading R. R.

ov-

A.

Boston & Maine Railroad,

ALLAN LINE

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Royal Mail Steamships,
FHOM

On and after Monday, Oct. 16. 1882,
PORTLAND for BOSTON
45 a. m., 1.00 and 3 30 p. m.,
at Boston
at
1.16, 6.10
—“-ILE—and 8.00 p. m. BOSTON »OK
PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m., 12.30 and 8.30
p. m„ arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00
PORT» AND
in.
FOR M AKKOKO
p.
PINE
and
OLD
BGAOH,
POINT,

TSSBpgHga at K

ORCBARD

BEACH,

8,45

a.

m.,

3.30
and
5.40
m.
(See
FOR
note)
p.
Bl DDE FORD AND KENNE*%«0,
UUNK at 8.45 a. m., 1 00, 3.30 and 5.4o p m.
FOR WFLLM at 8.45 a. m., 3.30
p. m. (See
note.) FOR NORTH BERWICK, NALUOX
GRE %T
PAI L8,
FALLSI,

EXETER,

AND GREEK STREETS,
THIltD AND BERKS 8Tb.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steam rs running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastpori, Calais,
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Pcrtland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of *1. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at TTnion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.

bay ueucu (at any railroad
boat office In New England) yin

.are to

BOUND

BROOK

or

itoam

Office where all the large
Wholesale lobbing Hooses are located, in dry
and
other
Glasses of goods.
goods, Fancy
Kitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe Elevatoe, Counters, Tables, Uae and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect re[ ~.lr. Heated
by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.
ootS
dtf

BELOW

eowl

Washington Street, P

sten.
P. BALDWIN
Agent 0. R. R. o
.J.

H.
ai.’,2tirtt

Gen. P

i.

Portland aad Worcester Liao.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

DIRECTORY.

.

Embracing the Leading Hotels at which the Daily
P&E8B may always be found.

Mail

ON 18N2,

after MONDAY, October
trains will ran as follows:

23d,

ALFRED.
ALFRED HOUSE—R. H. Goding, Proprietor.
AUBURN.
GLM HOUSE, Court St.—W. 8. & A. Young, Picprietora.
AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State St.—Charles Million
Proprietor.
BATH.
SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE,—\V. F. Lovejoy & Son, Proprie-

tors.

BOLSTER’S MILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St.—H. D. Parker & Co
Proprietors.
CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.—Stumcke & Good
win, Proprietors.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rios & Son.
BRUNSWICK.
DINING ROOMS- W. R. Field. Proprieto
CORNIS
VILLAGE.
I LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E.
Woodbury, Proprietor
CALAIS.
T. CROIX HOUSE—W. H.
Young, Proprietor,
CORNISH.
DAYIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis. Proprietor.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
CLARK’S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot—M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE HOTEL—W. G Mor

HIRAM.
CUTLER HOUSE—Hiram Baston, Proprieto
BOULTON.
SNELL HOUSE %D. O. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
DeWIIT HOUSE—Quin by & Murch, Proprietor
MACHIAS.
EASTER HOTEL-E. E Stoddard, Proprietor.
Mr.

NOKRIDC3EWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—D. Danfortb, Proprietor.
NORTH ANSON.
SOMERS HOUSE, Brown St Hilton, Proprietor
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—O. M. Shaw St Son, Proprietors.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.-J. G. Perry

Proprietor.
HOUSE, Congress St.—J. Lindsey

Proprietors.

& Son

U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts
—McDonald St Newbegin. Proprietors.
PHILLIPS.

'ELMWOOD HOtJSE—T.

L.

Page, Proprietor,

KOCKPORT.
CARLTON HOUSE—J. A. Nutter, Prop,
RAYMOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor,
MACCARAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE.—W. S. Piatt, Proprieto
NHOWHGGAN.
ELM HOUSE—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor
TURNER HOUSE,—W. G. H elton, Proprieto

_

:^0 ;R

TL A

T?,,.’""

3J!sma

For

(railed)

.V
wJ,."nci^ti,HoOHn<'
11 (West,
andft Union

Tunnel Rome for

Jolt

Depot, Worcester, for
Norwich Cine, and all rail.
IMpringfleid, aUowithN. V. A N. E. r|
H .(“Steamor Maryland Route”) for
Philadel.
Baltimore, Washington, and the
oath and with Boston A
8hia.
R. R. for
Albany
she Wests

Close connections made at Westbrook Janelion with through trains of Me. Central R. R. and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
^
trains ot Orand Trunk R. R.
T rough tickets to all points Sonth and
at
West,
Depi t offices and at Ro’Uns & Adam*’ No 22 Exchange Street
•
Does not stop at
oodford’s.
J- W.
,ol7

PETERS, Snpt.

REMOVED EVERY

SYMPTOM.

(ga/id ffididei,

Denver,

San Fruuci.co,
and all points in the
West

and

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, Q. P. A.

or,.™

J. SPICER. Superintendent.

W.

o

et 3

PILES

Cured without the Cae of the Knife.

Sifflps

Hoitetter’s Stomach Bitters gives steadiness to tlie
induces a healthy, datural flow of bile
prevents constipati n without unduly purging the
bowel-, gently aiiruulaU-s the circulation, and by
promoting a vigorous cotidit’on of the phydcal svstem, protrotes, also, that cheerfulness which is the
truest indication of a well-balanced condition of
all
the animal powers.
For talc by all
Druggists and Dealers generally,
*

(VIBIAAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842.) and
iOBERT M. READ, (M. D., Harvard 1876.) 41
'.onier-el atreet, Boston. give special attention
,0 the treatment of CCaTl'l A, »■ 11.
s, awn
ACC ItINKAMfcS or THIf BKCTCiTI,
fittest detention from business. Abundant refertucse given
Bampblets sent on application.
Mice Lours—12 to 4 o’elock r M. (except Sun1 ays.)
auglOeodUra

l£jg|§S iVan'■

wish

my
but you
free to show my letter to those who
formerly knew of my condition. It is a shame
th..t buman kind should suffer from the
prejudices of physicians to anything not laid
down in the text-books. Let me assure
you
of my gratitude and believe a e ever.
Yours truly,
11. C. M.
a-e

FALL ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Sunday, October 15,1882.

J**1

ST&lWl*

DOMINION. Capt. Reid.5
Sarnia, Capt. Lindall.
BRO< ‘KLIN, Capt. Williams..
DOMINION, Capt. Reid.81
RATES OF PASSAGE.

Cabin.$60.00

Cabin, return.$9.» 00 t
For passage, Ac., apply to DAVID TGRRAt.
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk
Freight
ces, foot of India street.
nolOdtm

WHITE STAH LINE.
U. S. and Royal Mail St<
to Liverpool Via Quee;

8. R. NILES,
W4IBI «10\ ST,,
BOSTON
Contracts for Advertisements in Kswi papers lu al
cities and towns of tlie United States and the
Britlrt Brorlnoej.

Rates reduced for Fall a
ter. These steamers take
rente southerly routes.:
all dangers from icebergs. Cabin $tit> and
$
cursiou $110 and $144;
Steerage at low rat

sailings

are as follows:
Celtic.Dec. 21 | Baltic.
Brittania .Jan. 6.
For sailing li ts, cabin plans,
passage
to J* L* FARMER» 22 Exeha

dradelOPPly

Boston
—

I commenced using S. S. S. and after
the first bottle fett so much relieved
that 1 b ught five more, aud am glad to
say,
after using four of them that 1 am
entirely
cured, previously having been under medical advice for several months,
C. G. R. Richmond, Ya.

Trains leave Portland
A‘

» *•
(Night Pullman) for Saeo,
“•,
Btddoford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving

6.30a, m. A special Sleeping Car will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to
this train for Boston.
At S.43 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth, Scarboro, Saeo,
Biddeford, Kennebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick. Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Coowav Division. Kittery, Portsmouth
Salem. Gloucester, Roi
ort
Newburyport.
Lynn, Cheitoa and Boston, arriving at 1.16
At 1 p u:. (or Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro. Sa
Bb'deford. Kennebunk, Weils, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conway Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth
at

and
points.
Trains leave Boston.
At w.vu ii* in. aiul arrive in Portland at 1.00
p
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. in. At 7.00 p. m. (dally), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.

a

co

see

us, and

we

nothing! Write

train*
12.30 and

y of the

leaving

Boston,

at

9.00

a.

Unfortunate Sufl'oring.”
•’Message
Druggist as to our standing.

Ask any

40

Exchange

Philadelphia,

9100

I.arge Size,

ITS

SOl.n
”°v9

BY

ALL

BBI7GGISTN.
TliS&Tulw

Pullman Cur Tickets for Scum .sd
■erths.old or Itenni Ticker Office.
first-class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through train* stop 10 minutes for meals.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and t t«?xet Agent.
D. W. 8ANBORN, Mm«er Transportation.

ocl6

,jtf

Rumford Falls & Buckfleld
■

----

Leave Canton for Portland
and
Lewiston. 4.16 and 9.30 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 7.30

and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a. m. and 1.67 p. m.
Stage conneotions with Byron, Mexico, Dlxfleld
Peru, Livermore, West Sumuor and Turner
a. m.

OTIS HAYFOKH Supt.
Portland, Oet. 10, 1882
octlidti

ALLAN

n

TO AND PROM

BOSTON

LINE
hi

AND

OU-OOW, liVnDONDKRBY

PBEPAiB

•J05 WASHINGTON ST.,
BOSTON
Advertisement* received for every Paper In the
Umtod States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully given

C

ABIN, 850 870

nml

$80.

Intermediate $40, Steerage lowest rate
40
St
T
f V,AkX^LDR0N»
mWw
422 Congress St.,**«*««•
McbOWAN,
or
I kvii

P
x*.

Maine

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

8. TJ. PET rENGlLL A CO.’S

Advertising Agency)

{37ti#?o'kK
Hefimatu fnndsA*d (rails Hr AdrtrMng ID
and British ProV
POM.

Newspapers In tbs United Statu

vessel.

mission.

Fusaage Teu Dollars.

Round
Meals and Room included
For Freight or Passage apply to
B. B. six eaOfr,
VO Long Wharf.

de31tf

REST,

For BAHAMAS. TURKS ISLAND,
HATTI, PORTO RICO, ISTHMUS OF
and COLOMBIA
Sailing every week
invited to avail of these trip s, whicL ue
on any route which the
Company’s stean
the extreme low price of S3
per day,
eludes living on board the steamer the

they

may transfer to any other stei

they may meet on the voyage.
For passage apply to
FIR, FOKWOOD A CO At
15 State Street, Nt
docS

WINTER ARRANGi:i?I]

One

Trip

Week,

per

£

comm
1

The Steamer CITY C
* MON D,
Capt. Denni
Lr-j^MjQgaajW leave Railroad Whan.
*i 11*15. or on arrli
man train from Boston,
every p -ida* <
foi Bockiand,
i'amine, Deer |»|<

w4«k,

Wen and

Bar If arbor*,

aeri) Tlill bridge, Jonenpori and m
pan*

Rein ruing, will lease Maohiasport es«
rfny laming, *t 4.30 touching at Inti
landings, arriving in Portland same even,
nesting with Pullman Night Train for Ba<
Passengers will not be disturbed until
unless wishingto take Pultnan
Train.
I*'h® BH’HHON Owi 1 connect a Ro
srith Boston & Bangor S.S. Co’s Stea-.eis n
gor and Riser Landings, every Saturday
CO s| INI. WEST—Connects
Mondays
tonand reeelse passengers from Basr
or a
.ora
Landings tor Horilimd.
AU communications
by mail o,r telegr
*
rooms should be addressed to
GEORGE L. D
Agent' P<
E. C1JSHING,
*
Portland. Dec. 7, 1883.
_

Ger.e?airMuItiSi

BOSTOr

.

'Steamers
FARE $1.00.

State

street, Bc3ton.

no23dtmyl

Steamship Company

Foreat City and John

St*lr,m?r9

twn^^lteniatnlyianTotBANKLINWHABr.
^o'clock p.
and IM)Ia
Boston, at 5

o

clock

WHAilF!

m.
p. hi. (Sundays excepted)
line arc reminded that

by this
rm^f*n*°J8
cureaoomrortaM0 Dt*ht’9

at^ght!d lnconTeni9,lc«

they

or

lfe‘2t72“idS&
freight taken
*'

\h?

and aroid
in Biaton

arriring

sen-

!at«

8818

H-

TU th8 —•

usual.

as

co,ftlt<

Geaeral Agrat.

-=—!■-----dt<
international STEAMSHIP CO.
Calais,

John**

John, N.B.,

ITIc., 8k

Halifax, If. s„ ate.
WESTER ARRANGEMENTS.
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.
,]■

■

-Aetlkc

AND AFTER
WAV, DEC. 4lb

ON

■

V

'.■XJafHB
"
foot

"■

•*

"iSSS

state
Thursday, at 6 p. m
John, with connections for

.(0N,

ifci*

Eire
■*“*“*
for

wMi

lVh?rt’

Eav.pon^nl]1^!.

Calais. Kohblnston stT
Andrews, Pembroke. Honltou, W oSSstSlk iA
Menan, iampobolle, DIgby, Am*
Windsor. Hafifaa, Monotin, NewWtie AmheJS'
Pioton, Shediao, Bathurst., DaUMwiUnH!
lottotowD Port Fairiield, Grain Pall?
ald 2£f,
stations on tbs Now Brunswick and i'anAda*
r^JiV

oolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis
tins. jRall Roads, and Stage

Br'FrelgDi

formation
offlce of the

WejiS1 IS***"
0tmm’

IBontes®*1*™
p7^.

received np to 4
and
the same may h,

r^arding
freight Agent,

an,
*

Railroad Wharf
Circulars, with Saonrsion Routes * Ticket,
*l©*<t*e
State Booms and farther
mfhrmafirvw
applJ **
Company’s Offloe, 40
T, C. HKRh^T,
President, and

o,r?*

Erohange™

Manager

—"--- dtf
PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. Ct>,
Semi-Weekly Line to Now Tork.
F0R
EleHiioni and Franconia
CALIFORNIA,
®ntl1 farther notice leave Franklin

promptly

and estimates
furnished.
File of the Phbhs sent for inspection at any time
Estimates furnished.
Send (or Circular
* 1 tat of JOO choice
uiwsp'.pers.

sailing

Freight for the West by the Penn.
South by connecting lines, forwarded f

PASSAGK1 “peRTih. “J

fAI s* 8 for friends and relatives from
the old
« •untry to any rail road nation or
steamboat landing in the United States. The only line taking nais4
engersuirect from «>alway.
The steamers are unsurpassed for
and speed
safety
and are fitted ui» with all
improvements conducive
to the comfort of passeugers.

ALDGN, 16

Newspaper Advertising Agency,

Insurance one-hall

>
---—

street.

PORTLAND.
UYERPOOL,«lEE1ViroWV,

Price of Small Size,

From Long Wharf
m.
From Pin* St
at 10 a

p

m

for

little book

Lin

From BOSTON
Every Wednesday
urday.
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday an

7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Por t lan
8.46 a. m., and 1 p. tn. (Through Pullman Sle e
ing Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m
and Portland
at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* lo nil points Wvl and
South may be had of J, M. French, Ticket
Seller.
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office

will

to the

—

Pullman Parlor Car*.
On

taking

particulars and

Boston’

Lynn, Chelsea and
arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with Sound
Kail Lines for all Southern and Western

ease.

If you doubt, come to
CURE YOU, or charge

AND

PIIILAOELPII

December 8, 1882.

Ahout four or five weeks ago I was afflicted with a very aggravated type of Blood Dis-

nerves,

Advertising Agent,

built, full powered and have superior accom
tion for cabin and steerage
passengers. P
tickets are issued at reduced rate to those d«
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailin
Portland to Liverpool:
BROOKLYN, Capt. Williams.
J

Eastern Railroad. : F3R Mr. DESERT & MAI'

OODD’S

AND

The stepmers of this Lir

during the winter
fortnightly between this pc
Liverpool. The vessels are
run

and
line

Southwest.

Newburyport,Salem,

Pec. 29.1881.

-.

Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.:
I have delaye thus long in
writing because I wanted to make “assurance double
sure" in the trial of S. S. S in my own
case,
and am most happy to report that it has entirely eradicated every symptom of the disease from my system.
Had I followed the
advice of Tom Swift in years goue
by, It
would have saved me ten years of intense
suffering. I have not felt the least return of
the disease, and can fully and truly reeomme d
S. S. S. to all suffering from the
scourge, and especially to the physicians in
Macon, » he knew my condit on; and when
1 can positively as urc them that it has not
only relieved me of pain, but has entirely removed every svrntom of the disease from
my
system, it ought to convince even them of its
infallible
Qi.,ji—img- a u. name to

No, 87 Ran Stmat.

FISTULA

DOMINION UN

New VorL via

Potassium, or any Mineral subSWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Proprietors, Atlanta, Ga.

BERrtY,

Cincinnati, St, Louis, O maha, Saginaw, St. FhhI. Salt l.ake City,

E.

stanoe.

and

For passage apply to LEVE & ALDEN. Ger
Passenger Agents, and E. A. WALD'
40 Excnange Street, or for passage or frei m.
H & A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India street.
jan4
(P

Atlas Line of Mail Stc
INDIA ST,

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
T^.f,a*?a‘,a’.,>*u'oi,> Chicago, Milwaukee

Northwest,

Jan.
Jan.

GUAAD EXCCHSIOIil

-ANDDEPOT AT FOOT OF

Ayer Jane.,
Fitchbnrg,
Nashua, E.owcii, Windham, and Kpptng at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For vgunchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Sprlngvale,
Allred, Wat.
erboroand *acs RiK r.7-.JO a. at., 1.05
as., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Hotnrnlns
iave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a.
m., li.iB
3;85 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For ISorhnm, Naccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and
WU1»,
Woodford’s.
“•
m->
1.05, 6.30 and
*6.30 p. m.
Tile 1.05 p. m. train from Portland eonneots at

on or about 8th
on or about 2Gtta

WINTER

TICKET OFFICES

Clinton,

Iodide of

STEPHEN

For G lasgow Direct.
Manitoban.
Nestorian.

74'EXCHAXGE STREET

m.

if?-*$1,000 REWARD will be paid to any
Chemist who will find, on analysis of 100
bottles of S. S. S., one particle of Mercury,

q

Montreal.

On and after (nonday, Oct. 16,
Passenger Trains will leave
,...Portlaari at 7.30 a. ns., and

ELLSWORTH.

Proprietor.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.40 a.
12.35, 3.15 aDd 5.50 p.m.
From Gorham, mixed, D 40 a. m., 6.10 p.m.
From Chicago, Jlontrea and Quebec,
12.35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
•

BSJpSgSfSlSSa,

rill, Proprietor.

HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Propr etor
AMERICAN HOUSE—A. i. *munder», Prop.
EASTPORT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H. Bucknam,

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.20 a.
1.16
and 6.15 p. m.
For Gorham.mixed,7.40 a. m., and 4.00
p.m.
For iflontreal, Quebec and Chicago 1.30
p. m.

of Trains.

arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Woroester, at 7.30 a.m. and 11.15
a.
oi., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.45 n

18th Jan.
26th Jan.
1st Feb.

Direct,Steamship

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

ROUTE.

NKW ENGLAND AGENCV,

Arrangement
HOTEL

Tia Halifax.

J. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
octl3
dtf

| One Waj, 83.50
New York and Philadelphia, { Ercnnton, 4,00
811

Liverpool.

Polynesian, Capt. Brown,
Sardinian, Capt. Dutt »n,
Parisian, Capt. Wylie,

HaVEUHILL,

ANDOVER AND LOWELL at 8.45 a. m., 1 00 and 3.3v» p, m. FOR
NEW MARKET at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 p. m.
FOR ROCHESTER and FARMINGTON,
N II
8.46a. m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR
ALTON BAT at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.
FOR
MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. II.,
(via Lawrence) at 8.45 a, m. (vi» New Market
Jet.) at 3.30 p. m. MORNING TRAIN
LEAVES) KENNEBINK FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
Note—The
1.00 p. m. train from Portland
will not atop at Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, Old
Oichard Beach or Well* except to
'Volt*
PttHMEogvri For Boston. Parlor CamoD all
through trains. Seats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
Jggi*" he 1.00 p. m., train from Portland connects with Suuud Line Sienmers for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m., train with all Kail Linen for New York
and the South and West.

—

Portland i'or

PASSENGERTRAIN* WILL LEAVE

Express Trains. Double Track Stone Balias
Be

dlw*

RA1LROA DS.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

AND

RSld

00.
ter
Receints

leave Portland

notice

stations.

NINTH

Post

PREBLE

<1

further

8»‘<44 4. M. —For Fabyan’s. 14 tleton, Lancaster,
and all oints on B. C. M. It. It., St.
Jobnsbury,
Burlington, (>gdet sburg and all points on O. & L,
C. It. It., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
point?' on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
OO **, HI,
From Fabyan’e and intermediate

THIS

MB.

jan5__

LAWRENCE,

AND MONTREAL,

Portland, 3fe.

House is situated in close proximity t< Jbe
landings of the European, New York and oos*
ton Steamers ana opposite the Grand Trunk
‘epot.
Easy connection with other parts of the city by
street cars. It is in first-class order throughout and
will be leased t' responsible parties t urnished or unfurnished at a reasonable rental. Inquire of
au22dtf
AUG. P. FULLER. Portland, Me.

the

STREET,

PORTLAND,

DOVER,

KG, N. Y.,

HOIELTOLE4SE

Proprietors.

not

11 EXCHANGE

Portland For Bontou and Way stations at
1.00 p. m Ronton For Portland at 6.00 p. m.

P. St K.

Cnstona is

son

DEPARTURES:

GREAT SAVING BUYING DO .LAE SIZE.

I

St.

TO LET.
Store Ros. 117 &119 Middle SI.

stomach, bowels, blood or nerves.Parker’s Ginger
Tonic will cure you. It is the Greatest Blood Purifier
And the Best ant) Surest Cough Cura Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Ginger Tonic at orice; it will invigorate and build
you up irom the first dose but will never intoxicate.
It lias saved hundreds of lives; it may save
yours.
CAUTION!—Refine til substitutes. Parker’* Ginger Tonic b
composed of the best remedial agents in the world, and is entirely
different from preparations of ginger alone, fiend for circular to
UUcox Sc Co., N. Y. 60c. Si $1 sues, at dealers In drug!,

;

OGDENSB

Train** arrive

and cold

hausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not lake
intoxicating stimulants,butuse Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheuma*
ism, Kidney Complaints, or any disorder of the lungs,

particulars.

Only Line Uirog in Same Day

ISSi, Pnnneutf*-r Train

vears: are

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.
If you are a mechanic or fanner, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or houseduties

A dispatch to Chase, Leavitt & Co states that the
German barque Fnederickc, Boehm, Horn Pillau
for Portland, with rags for S D Warren & Co. is
stranded near Station No 12, Orleans, Maes. No

WINTER AKRANGflENT,

until

Merry, hatter. These chambers have been occupied by Mr. Fernald, Merchant Tailor for many
in the centre of business, spacious, well
located and have all modern improvements.
Inof
W. W. THOMAS, or ELIAS T HOMAS,
quire
Commercial St.
aug6dtC

a*l£ purity,

GINGER TONIC

Stillman, Race,

Water at the Late FIRE of Ander& Co., (next Door to Lovell's Gun Store) Washington
St., Boston.
This entire Stock will be sold at 1-3 its actual value
and must be sold at once by order of the Insurance Companies. Sale to continue from day to day until the
entire stock is closed. At

Slightly Damaged by

—

Portiaud & Ogdensburg R. R.

10.00

er

PARKER’S

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.)
Ar at St Thomas 24tb, sch Geo K Hatch, Murphy,

WATER.

$15,000 Worth of Men’s and Boys’
FINE CLOTHING

11.20pm. Phillips,6.66

t Sleeping Car, attached, ran dally, Sondaya Included. between Boston and Bangor.
jRun, through to Bangor erery morning, and Skowbegan Sunday Morning, bnt not Monday. Doe,
not run to Dexter, Belfast,
Buck,port, or St
John Sunday morning
*For Portland only.
Limited Tickets first and second class for
S', John and Halifax on • ale at reduced

10.50

No. 236% Middle St., 2d storv,
CHAMBERS
stores occupied by Merrill & Kei .h, ami
L.

Restores the Youthful Oder to Grey or Faded Kalr
Parker’s Hair Balsam is
finely perfumed and is
warranted to prevent falling of the hair and to remove dandruff anditching. Hiscox & Co N. Y,
50c. and $1 sizes, at dealers in drugs and medicines.

cester.

BY

a. m.

TO LET.

on ac-

and always

Launched—At East Boothbay 8thinst, by Wm
Adams & Son, a fishing sebr of 145 tons, namod
Annie 0 Hall, owned by D C & H Babson, of Glou-

Brig Henry

dtf

"it contains materials
only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair

command her.
Sch Fanny Barney, of Rockland, 68 tons, an old
worn out craft, has been sold to
parties at Searsport
for $260.

JBrighton Cattle market.
For the week ending Wednesday, Jan. 10.
Amount of stock Tat market 1723; Sheep and
Lambs 8166; Swine 19.679; Veals 60; horses 48;
number of Western Cattle 1488;Eastern and Northern Ca’t1
Milch Cows, &c., 235.
Prices of Beef Cattle
100 lb. live weight—Extra qu lity at 7 00@7 5; first quality at 6 005)
6 87V4; second quality at 6 00@5 87 Vz; third quality at 4 00@4 87 */a; poorest grades of coarse Oxen,
Bulls, etc., 3 00@3 87Va.
Brighton HideBat 9Vfec Ip lb; Brighton Tallow at
8c ^ ft; Country Hides, light, 6@6y2:heavy 8@8Vh
•P lb; Country Tallow 4Vfcc jp ft.
Calfskins 12@12y*c#Ub; She and Lamb Skins
at $i@l 25 each.
Working Oxen—In light demand. We notice

Su

its superior

gcount
icleanlintss

m.

Farmington,8.20 a. m.; Winthrop
10.13 a. m. being due iu Portland a, follow,:
The morning train, from Auguata and Bath
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.
The day
train, from Bangor, and all Intermediate station,
aud connecting roads
at 12.40 and 12..45 p.
m.
The afternoon
train, from Waterrille,
Angnsta, Bath, Rockland aud Lewiston at 6.40
p. hi. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

nol7 dtf

Tins elegant dressing
is preferred by those
who have used it, to any

Ship Samuel Watts, of Thomaston, 2034 tons,
built in 1870, has been sold at an English port for
£10.600. Her master, H A Hyler, will return to
Thomaston.
Five-eights of sch E G Knight, of Rockland, 149
tons, built in 1870, has been sold to parties
Rockport at tbe rate of $4,000. Cap, Blake is to

@26
0 17
@ 29

e

PARKER’S

Savannah.

@40

Temp

3—Ar, sch Denmork, Lewis,

|

11.10a. m.,*4.16p.

Oil and after Monda', Nov. 13tli,

On Lincoln Street, Wttodfords, a house
containing' nine finished rooms, heated
h) furnace. Rent $20 per momh. EnL. J. PERKINS,
quire of
489 Congress street.

Boston.
Jan 4—Ar, sch Emma Hotchkiss, Cbisam, Boston.
Jan 5—Sid, barque J J Marsh, Falker, Matanzas
via Portland.
Jan 6—Sid, sch Pearl, Foster, Boston.
Jan 7—Sid, schs Denmark, Lewis, Boston; Kitt*
Lawrv, Wallace. Rockland.
Jan 9—Sid, sch Bessie E Dickinson, Dickinson,

S.m.;

inquire

STATE of Maine Salesman for a wholesale
Grocery House in Boston.
Liberal compensation for satisfactory services.
No applications received excepting from those wit
an established business.
Address with reference
POST OFFICE BOX 2380.
declGde d3w
Boston.

No. 35

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

BURLINGTON, VT„

HOUSE TO LET.

Addr

ITlonmoutb,

From Unlit ax, 8.10 a. in., 6.16 p. m.; SI.
John, 8.16 a. m., 8.30 p. m.; Doulton, 10.30
а. ni.;
St. Stephen. 10.45 a. m.; tsucksport,
б. 00 a. ni.. 6. p. m,; Vaucrborg, 1.35 a. in..
1.30
7.16 a. m
p. m. B.n|.r,
t7.46
P m. Dexter. 7.00 a.m, 6.10 p. m. Belfast
8.30 a. m., 3.06 p. m.; Skow began, 8 20 a. m.,
3.15 p. m.; Waterrille, 9.16a.m. 1.56., tlO.OO
aud Monday, only at 6.16 a. m Augusta,
.00 a. m 10.00 a. m., *2.45 p. m., tlO.65 p. m.;
flardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. m. Rath, 6.66 a. m., 11.00 a.
in.,
**.00 p. m.and (Saturday, only at 11.65 p. m.
Brunswick, 7.26 5. m., 11.30 a. m.,
*4.30 p. m., 112.36 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.16 a. m., 1.16 p. m., Lewiston, 7.20 a.m.

in upper part of the City, twelve rooms.
of DR.
Furnace, Gas *nd Sebago.
SY oVESTER 412 Congress Street.
dtf
jaulO

WANTED.

ry to hnndle.
novlG

Phillips

DAVEIS.

TO LET.

a

satisfactory

MALE

Clothing Slightly Damaged

__

EMERY & BATCHELDER
jan5

Farmington,

Winthrop, Keadfleld, West Waterville
and (Vortb Anson. 1.26 p. m., and Farmington via Brunswick, 7.00 a.m.

PA VSON TUCKER, Gcn’l Snpt.
F. E. B00T1IBY, Gen’l. Pas,. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. Oct. 16, 1882
oetlSdtf

Desirable Residence To Let.
Address

to

Portland for
Vanccboro, St.
Halifax
and
the
Provinces,
St. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredericton,
A took look
iouuty, all stations on U. A
It., and for
Piscataquis K
Bangor,
Bnck*porl, Dexter, Belfast and Skowhegan, 1.26 p. m., 1.30 p. m., til.15 p. m
Waterrille, 7.00 a.m. 1.26 p. m,, 1.30p. m
til.16 p. in., and Saturdays
at 6.16 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowell, €»ardiner, Richmond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 1.30 p.
m., 5.15 p. m„ til.16 p. m.; Bath. 7.00 a. m.
l. 30 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and on Saturdays
only
at 11.15 p. tu. Rockland, and Knox A
Lincoln
B. B., 7.00 a. m.,
1.30‘p.
m. ;
Auburn and Lewiston,
8.16a.m..
1.25
m.
Lewiston via
p.
m., 5,06 p.
Brunswick 7.00 a. m., til.15 p. m.:

rates.

WANTED."
A

anil n few acres of Lancl,
J. B. TMO BATON
Oak Hill, Near boro.

5 miles out.
nov26dtf

d3plw

10.

II & A Allan.

@38

@ 44

@

Jan.

Arrived.
Sch Betsv Jane. Crosby. Eastport for Boston.
Sch Elizabeth, Merry Penobscot for Boston.
Scb Tivano, Geyer, Bristol.
RETURNS D-Sch Henry E Willard.
Cleared.
Steamship Manitoban, (Br) MacNicol, Glasgow—

@ 35

@

PORTLAND.

WEDNESDAY,

@42

@

NEWS.

follows

a.m.

ESTATE.

house

—

Congress Yeast Powder ooniains no alnm
ammonia, terra alba, or any other injurious

CLARK,

REAL

In Bristol, Jan. 10, Mrs. N. B., wifo of Benjamin Ford, aged 85 years 6 months.
At Fort Fait field, Annie M.t only daughter of
Sumner and Sarah E. SuaHury, formerly of Yarmouth. aged 19 years 9 months.
In Saco, Jau. 6, Mrs. Maria A. Leavitt, aged 27
years 5 months.
in Warren, Jan 1, Ada C. Hoffses, aged 27 \rs.
In Waldoboro, Dec. 29. Eliza Ann, wife of Bela
B. Haskell aged 73 years 6 months.
In Gouldsboro, Dec. 26, Capt. Eli Hardy, aged 73
years 8 months.

RAILING

H.

Jan3

_DEATHS,

w

Pain Killer.

Built in Norfolk, Va in 1873. New boiler in Bos
tou in 1876. Length HO feet, breadth 16 H-10 feet,
depth 6 feet, Tonnage 32 67-100. 16x16 inches

,.

Uunwashed.16

is

M,

In this city, Jan. 9. at the residence of tbe bride’s
A. Dalton, Louis Ernest Lunt and
Miss Annie Hermenia, only daughter of Herman S.
Kaler. Ksq all of Portland.
In this city, Jan. 10, by Rev. Jas. McWhinnie. at
tbe residence of Geo. M. Bos worth. Esq., Frank W.
Emery of New York city and Miss Margarite G.
Young of Portland.
In Gardiner, Jau. 3, by Rev. Geo. D. Lindsey
Morgan F Sherman of Chelsea, Mass., and Miss
ijoviua H. Card ot Gardiner.
In Bath, Jan. 8, John L. Deering and Miss Emma
L. Snow.
In Richmond, Dec. 24, Chas. E. Wilson and Miss
Haitie Lombard.
In Gardiner. Dec. 30. Win. H. Weeks of Gardiner
and Abbie E. Peacock of Richmond.
In Dresdon. Dec. 26, Capt. Nathaniel Stowart and
Miss Ella biclcford.

...

Buenos

informed,

...

FIRE!!

FIRE!

On and after MONDAY,
Oct.
lOtli, Passenger Trains will run

only

NABBI C.,

father, by Rev.

icdie.
2
Eureka...... 10
lould Si Carry.
l Ws
dale & Norcross.
1*4
Mexican. 8
Northern Belle..
10
>phir.
1%
Savage
ll
sierra Nevada.
3*4
nion Con...
3
fellow Jacket...
1%

30
Montevideo.
Jape Good Hope..29

are

-L.

...

8AH ftUNOMKK). Jan. 10—The following
doping auotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Beet & Belcbei

18x18 inches higb-pressure engine.
in Boston harbor in good repair.
—

HIABRUGGS.

@33
@26

Flue 8-4.21
Fine 9-4.26
@80
iKine 10-4 ...27%@82%

When a colored man gits ter be so well educated dat he dean' believe in de Bible, be ha]>
lost his identity as a nigger, but yet ain’t fitten
ter be classed wid de white folkB.—Arkansaw

we

■■■■■!

AL RAILROAD.

Johu,

ALSO
STEAM TOWBOAT

Avoid imitations.

^CELLANEOUS

_TVt,

Leave

70 feet,
1'onuage 48
Now

16v2 feet, depth 7 210 feet.

12-100,
running

Friends to Dine.—On this occasion how
busy housewife improve each shining
hour by polishing her silverware with Electrosilicon, wbieh produces a brilliancy that
brightens the countenances of her guests.

.■

TOWBOAT

C. H. HERSEY,
in Philadelphia. Pa., in 1872. Length

doth the

■ ■■■

MAINE CEV
as

STEAM
Built
breadth

@20

jFine6-4.16
!Fine7-4.19

Smyrna

Keely,

AT A BARGAIN.

tnroM fiat.

Grocers sell it.

RATI,ROADS.

Towtats for Sale

BLEACHED COTTONS.

Best 36in..ll%@13
Mad.SOln.. 8 @11
jight SOlu.. 0 @ 7%
42 in..10
@14

riodical.—Puck.

Traveller.

FOR SAT E.

MISCELLANEOUS.

barsg»caa iilararu.
Bv Telegrapn,.
London,’Jan. 10.—U. S. 4s, 123; 5s ext 106,
Jan.
10 12.30 P. M—Goton mn tt
Liverpool,
Bteady; Uplands 6 ll-16d; Orleans 5 13-16<1; sales
12,000 hales, speeuatiou and export 1000 bates Ju-

—

How Authors Wear.

who once

May. May
63% 64% 37%
53% 64% 37%
65% 62% 64% 37%
60% 63% 64% 37%
60% B3Va 64% 37%
3>%
56% 53% 66
567/a 64% 66% 37%
66% 64% 56% 37%
66% 63% 66% 37%

Jan.
Feb.
97 Vi OH Vi
97 % 66%

Nobile, Jan, 10.—Cotton steady: Middling uplands 9Vfr@9%o.
Savannah, Jan. lO.-Cotton is steady; Middling
Lands V4C.
Memphis, Jan. 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling up
uplands OV2C.

Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 0
M., and leave Pier 37, East River. New Vork
monuAY and THURSDAY,at 4 P. M.

Po-uand,
i.

These eteamer* are titled up with line
«ons for passengers, making this a veryaccomm-slaoonvenicn!
and comfortable route for travelers
between New
York and Maine. During the summer months those
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haver oo their
parsage to and from New Vork. Passage
including
■tate Room,
meals extra. Goods destined
beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For farther Information apply to

HENRY FOX, General
Agent, Portland.
Stfjtt. R, NowYork.
_MX
TMket* and State Rooms can t*
obtained a( 2*
Street.
From
Kxcnange
Dec. 1 to May 1 no ne?
laagers

will be aken by this line.

dec6dtfP

JAPAN,
'aadwlck

I-la.da,

New
An. trail..

C

jHhA)

Zc.,._d

...
*■*

aSSSh-SS? W

* °“ lOtk, 20th an
Francisco and all of the a’ ,,g pMMngera for San
MnpotU.
Steamers sail
Japan, i.hina and Sar ^lwich/y?';c*JS° regularly to
an ! Australia.
islands, hsiy Zealaa

from%

inforinatlon^ar
^
Ageuts,

toru

t0

or

*a,lln«

and f«
,.u«*
tho General £a

* CO.,
rV2.\J!f*M,tT
Broad

II»
* »dss.
Hire'

USMU

!, cat.

*t., Bou.
W. D. Id-mi;
81 E«l>»nge 8*., SW.,
Portland.

or to

